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Among the many present were
several classmates of the
deceased at the
VY aterville high school. With the
beautiful
floral offerings banked about the
casket was
a basket of flowers from
members of the
class of '98. W. H. S„
bearing the
colors of royal purple and
white. Fred H
Rose, Everett E. Light, Alvab A. Towne
and Harry Belliveau acted as
pall-bearers
The remains were placed in the
tomb at
Pine Grove cemetery.
fwaterville Mail.
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Miss Mary Lizzie MeCrillis died at the
home of her parents in East Belfast Friday
afternoon, after a long illness of consumption. Her end was peaceful and she sank to
her last rest as though falling into a peaceful slumber. She was the youngest daugh-

George D. and Aurindia B. (Doe) Me-

ter of

ily and County
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She was born in Belfast and has
always made her home here with her parents.
She attended the public schools, and
after leaving school had a position with a
firm in Booth bay, and later in Lawrence,
Mass. She has also worked in different
stores and shops in Belfast. Four years ago,
when her father became Register of Deeds
she entered the office with him.
She w as
very correct and painstaking, and as she was
a line penman the
Registry under her hands
is a model of accuracy and neatness.
Always
cheerful and agreeable, she had a host of
friends and her loss will he deeply felt by
many outside the family circle. Her parents and two sisters. Mrs. Nellie ,T. Avery of
Exter and Miss Cora MeCrillis of Belfast
remain.
Her elder sister Emma, and her
younger brother George, died several years
The funeral was held at her late home
ago.
Sunday afternoon, Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating. There was a large attendance of

a

Cleveland, wife of one of
merchants, died suddenly
Rockland Monday night of heart
disease,
with which she had been
afflicted many
Mrs. Cleveland was the
years.
daughter of
Joseph Andrews of Rockport and 48 years of
Mie leaves a
agH.
daughter, Lena, teacher
of music iu the Camden schools.
in
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Rogers at
egress street. Twenty
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dsaut time was enjoylust
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Wliist Club was deit the home of Dr. and
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rt street
was

supper
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ter, Mrs. H. J. Gott, Mr. and Mrs. Tileston
Wadlin, geraniums from Mrs. C. V. Cottrell
and others. By her own request a delicate
vine which she raised and cared for at the
office was tw ined about her head inside the

was

last Friserved
devoted

gentlemen parti-

with the

Mills Belches

passed away
at his home in Winterport on the
evening March Hist at the advanced age of 8b
years,? mouths and 5 days. He met with an
accident some three years ago from which
he never recovered, having been obliged to
go on crutches since that time.
Early in
the present winter his health began to fail.
His suffering was intense, but borne with
great patience, though he often longed for
the time to come when he could go and be at
rest.
Captain Belches was born in Glasgow.
Scotland, Aug. 12, 1812. His father came to
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having passed away but a few weeks previous to his death.
In early life hr sailed as
master of vessels from St. Andrews, N B.,
where in 1842 lie married Miss Mary Mac
Donald. Two

dances

<lub

•u

to

came
was

sailed in

w inter of 184U 50
Capt. Belches
Frankfort, now Winterport, and
the employ of Treat & Co. 11 years.
Sept. HO, 18(H), lie married his second

Friday night and was
Here, on
T:: hall was tastefully
wife, Miss Hannah Fernald. bv whom he
;
; plants and palms and
had one son, Win. JB Belches. In lkM he
draped with pink tiswent into the vest business in company with
">i<- daintily costuinbut after a few years was appointed
others,
i'-> and other cotton fabtrial justice, which position he held 21 years
o
io n
appeared in full until
failing health compelled him to give it
40 couples were on the
Captain Belches was a kind aud affecF.des were arranged in up.

;it:

who preferred whist
consisting of hot
ake were served at
trt> broke up at 12.
••’it'.,

furnished the
these popubring dress affairs,
i a ve been managed
Mr. Win. Randall,
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of the Saturday
meetings was held at
Crosby. April 8th. Tu
pleasant series of
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lias interviewed a
builders upon the praca craft as Capt.
1 teuton purposes to build,
m
450 feet long, with a
n*, and they all expressed
would be almost an imt such a large vessel of
h heavy cargoes, as the
;!-r n great strain.
But H.
I’Tphsing shipbuilder of
■ox-master would be easy
ier, and a money earner,
l ist such a vessel built iu
■vv,i
years. Such a vessel
*140,000. The six masts
)ai length, 125 feet
each,
an vas was
spread there
*00 square yards, or
* Thousand
soldiers. In
-5 feet over all, 47 feet
loot hold
Mr. Bean
■■master can return some
n«-r owners in a year, a
trger tonnage running
same expense, would
ii’ago ..f profit. As shown
*
r schooners, there is a
making IS trips a year,
us of coal.
Averaging
trimming included, the
\ oar would be $69,300, 70
iglnai investment. Mr.
'Mai oxpeuse at $21,800,
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more would be left a net
an 40 per cent.
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Miss Inez Peavey
week with Mrs. Lucin-

arsmunt

...

Mrs. Caro Keat-

Appleton visited at (4.
Kandall’s recently.Mr.
;

*’■

'-H*

I

Nt*
$

engaged to work on the
Camden this season.Mr.
1
Montana a few days ago.
‘•vdaiiis has hired with C. E.
unuiths... .G. W. Prescott,
’>
is somewhat better.
H°ld J. S. Bartlett a washafter doing the
M°nday,
,\y
very busy days with
’’ u<*
the
fine qualities
displays
on that
o.,
day and after
H! ,s
quite sure of a sale.J.
-rnod Sunday from
Rockland,
1H
been at work.

shall
sung
were

officiating. Appropriate hymns were
by the Winterport choir. The remains
placed in the tomb at Winterport.

Mrs. Carrie E. Wellman died at her home

Belmont, April 7 th, of cerebral meningitis,
an illness of ten days.
She was taken
with rheumatism which after a few days
changed to the disease of which she died.
our;
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Searsmont, and wife of Gilbert Wellman.
Her husband, parents, three sons and two
daughters remain. The sons are Joseph Dunnells, Ernest ana Austin Wellman; and
the sisters, Alma Young and Georgia Heal.
Mrs.

Mary F. Hallowed died at her home
Belfast, April 5th, at the age of 72

in West

and 2 months. She was born in Beland had lived here all her life. She was
the wife of John H. Hallowed, who survives
her with one sou, Viletto T., of Belfast, and
three (laughters. Mrs. Llewellyn.'Bruce and
Mrs. Minnie Flagg of Belfast and Mrs. Ella
Hersey of Portland. The funeral was held
Friday and was largely attended.
years
fast

Capt. Justin FI. Sherman of Camden died
Sunday in Portland. He was taken dl last
week with erysipelas, and his wife left for
Portland Saturday morning and was with
him during his last hours. The deceased was

horn in Camden filty-four years ago and was
the sou of Captain and Mrs. Isaac Sliermau,
both of whom survive him. He served for
many years ou the hoard of selectmen and
held many other offices of trust, always performing his duties faithfully and impartially. He left the employ of the Duplex Roller Bushing Company, where he served as
book-keeper, about a year ago, and accepted
the position of agent of the Manhattan
Steamship Company at Portland, which
position he filled at the time of his death.

Mr. Sherman

was a popular man, always
genial to everyone and ever ready to lend a
hand
to
those iti trouble. Kind in
helping
his family, a faithful friend and a most
highly respected citizen, his untimely death
will be sincerely mourned by the whole
community, whose heartfelt sympathy is extended to the parents, wife, adopted daugh-

ter, Addie Carleton, and brother, F. S.
Sherman of Rockland, who survive him.
The remains were brought to Camden for
interment in the Mountain street cemetery.
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The final ex°i the treaty of peace

jMotp uuite<l States and Spain

I

occur-

They

begin fitting up the premises at
expect to start on or before May 1st.
A. A. Howes iS; Co. will have some advertising matter to distribute for this company.
will

anti

once

great !

after

ug such

the number of available cows in this
section was uncertain they could not guarantee doing any fixed amount of business the
first year, but did guarantee that after one
year they would have a pay roll for milk and
cream of not less than 83,000 per mouth

Transfers in keal

upright aud honorable
be greatly missed in the

in

I

white corded
trim-

mings, and carried Easter lilies and an
amethyst and gold rosary, the gift of Rev.
Fr. Me Carty of Gardiner.
Miss Margaret Holland of Portland, a sis
ter of the bridegroom, was maid of honor
She

was

dressed in white taffeta silk with

liberty silk overdress, and wore a large
black picture hat. She carried Easter lilies.
The bridesmaids were Misses Maude
Wrenne of Holyoke, Mass., Blanche Dolloff
and Julia Hogan of Belfast and Margaret

was

Estate.

an

who survives him. The funeral was held at
his late home March 25th, Bev. Chas. Mar-

decidedly

i;• riht•

rent for

a

veil, with pearl

the services at the church the party
repaired to the home of the bride’s mother,
Mrs. James Haney, where a reception was
bel»l from 11 to 12 o’clock, after which the
wedding breakfast was served. The happy
couple left on the 1.10 train for a short wedding tour to Portland and Boston.
They will be at home at the American
After

House, Calais after July 12th.
The bridegroom, I)r. Robert A. Holland,is
a native of Portland, where his family now
reside. He is a graduate of Bowdoiu Col-

lege, class of ’95, and is a physician of high
citizen. He will
;
The follow ing transfers in real estate were standing, in Calais. He has been City Phycommunity as well as in the home circle. recorded in Waldo County Registry of sician of that
city and is a popular and highHis wife and three sons who survive him
Deeds, for the week ending April 12, 1899: ly respected citizen.
have the sympathy f their many friend*
The bride, Miss Mae E. Pillsbury, is the
^ Fred R. White, Belmont, to Wm. II. White,
The funeral services were held at his late
do. and and buildings in Belmont. Ralph
only daughter of Ellen and the late Augusborne Monday, April 2d, and were attendWhite, Belmont, to Mary E White, do.; land tus H. Pillaburr, her mother now being Mrs.
ed by a large number of friends and neighand bin'dings in Belmont.
Sarah I. Colson, James Haney. She is a well educated and acbors and the floral tributes were very beautiW:nterport. to Jose; H. Carlton, do., land complished young lady, and for several
ful. Rev. D. H. Piper officiated.
and buildings in Winterport. Joseph IT. years has been in charge of the music at
Carlton to Wm. D. Young, Wiuterport; land St. Francis church.
Her pleasant disposiJohn C. Hopkins died at bis home in
aud buildings in Wiuterport.
Nellie B. tion has made her a large circle of friends
Frankfort March 22ud at the age of <19 years,
Hatch et a)., Morrill, to Wm. L. Coombs,
wherever she is known, and all, especially
7 months and 12 days.
Mr. Hopkins was
Waldo; laud and buildings iu Waldo. the young people of this city, will unite in
born in the town of Searsport, and when
Alfred W. Curtis, Swanville, to Chas. L. wishing her and her worthy husband a prosthree years of age, with his parents, moved
Walker, do; land in Swanville. Harriet F. sperous and pleasant journey through life.
to Frankfort, where he lias since resided. In
In addition to the parties named above
Horne et als., Belfast, to Ida F Sleeper, do;
his early life he was a Democrat, but when
land in Belfast. Frank E. Harding, Pros- the following guests from out of town were
the Republican party was organized he
join- pect, to Frances E. Harding, do.; land in present: Mrs. Holland of Portland, mother
ed that party and has been a stanch RepubProspect. James W. Wallace, Belfast, to of the bridegroom; and George Devine of
lican ever since. He was twice married.
A. W. Knowlton, Newburgh: land in JackPortland.
His first, wife was Harriet Colson, by whom
son.
Christiana K. Parker, Belfast, to Fred
NORTHPORT NEWS.
lie ha«i seven children, two of whom are i
W Pote, do.; land aud buildings in Belfast
living—Horace S. and Frank L. His second
The sell. Sharon carried the first load of
wife was Mrs. Amelia Lancaster of Stockton,
Letters from Journal Subscribers.
kiln wood to Rockland this week.

delicate

Masted Schooner.
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boiler, ground

As
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se

one

dressed iu

train and

The ushers were Austin Smith, Fred Syllarger and more expensive to
operate than they needed. As they require vester, Martin Dilworth and Edward Haley.
blit little power they do not ask the
The bride was given away by her steplessors to furnish them another engine, father, Mr. James Haney.
but will furnish their own power. They
The bride and groom were the recipients
expect to buy a small motor and run by of a large number of rich and costly preselectricity.
ents, from their many friends in Belfast,
The firm of Gerry Sc Co. own, and are suc- Portland, Calais and elsewhere. The
gifts
cessfully operating, a large creamery in Dex- consisted of pictures, cut glass, china and
ter, with an established market for their sterling silver ware, jewelry, etc., their
goods in Boston. The demand is greater number and value showing the high esteem
than they can supply from the Dexter in which this worthy yo
ug couple are held
creamery, and they establish this as a branch.
by those who kuow them best.

where
n

of

!

was

high nuptial

country in 18Hf> and settled in Indiana,
one sister survives him ; another sister

this

use

!

en

Edward T. Dow, aged 18, died April 7th

at the home of his father, Calvin Dow, on
He had
East Temple street, Waterville.
been sick with typhoid fever only about a
week, so that his death was a shock to all
who knew him. He graduated last June
from the high school, where he always stood
well in his classes and enjoyed the respect

of both his teachers and schoolmates. The
funeral services were held at the home of
the father, April 10th, Bov. G. D. Lindsay

Belfast

Brooks.

The spring term of schools at the
village
opened Monday, April 10th.
to

Miss Alice Dow, who has been in Boston
buy a spring stock of millinery, returned

Monday.
The grand band entertainment of the
Order of Hercules will occur April 19th at
Uuion church.

Capt. J.

W. Bennett has gone to Boston to
command of the steam yacht Gleam,
owned by Henry W. Savage of New Vork.
assume

B.F.Stantial,who has

Mrs.

been enjoying a
well earned vacation, in
visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Whitney, in Thorndike,
returned home Monday.

People have been obliged

to

give

up

runners

aud take to wheels after more than four
months of continuous sleighing, which is
said to break the record within the
memory
of the oldest inhabitant.
The spring
fice occurred

house-cleaning

at the post ofbetween Saturday
night and Monday morning. It was newly
papered and painted and its appearance
very greatly improved after the winter camsome

time

paign.
The Grand Lodge of Good Templars meets
Lewiston April 12th and 13th. Brooks
Lodge will be fully represented. The delegates are M. J. Dow, J. B. McTaggart, Earl
I). Bessey, Hale Rose and Mrs. E. A. Car-

at

penter.
Dr. A. W. Rich arrived home
Monday
from a lengthy trip in Cumberland and adjoining counties. The doctor is probably
the oldest traveling man on the road, but is
a hustler and can
give the boys quite a dusty
race yet.

Misses Wrenne and
erecting an ice bouse, right of way, etc. i Higgins of Bangor.
Gerry & Co. agree that after April 1, 19<X) j Dolloff wore organdie over pink, and Misses
R. G. Edwards is doing a large amount of
their pay roll for cream and milk shall not Hogan and Higgins, organdie over blue.
j
be less than 83,000 for any three consecutive They carried bouquets of pinks, and wore sawing in short lumber, such as shingles,
etc.
The lumbermen in this section hauled
months; or, if less, they shall forfeit the pinks in their hair.
a
large amount of lumber upon the last
lease. They also agree to quit the premises
Dr. John McAleney of Portland, a classsnow and the local mills are
if the same are demanded by the lessors on mate of the
just starting up
bridegroom, was best man.
for a long run.
account of being wanted by a larger busiMiss Mae McDermott of Calais played !
W. A. Swift bad an old fashioned
ness, the lessors to furnish them with other the wedding march, and Miss Mae Burke,
hauling
suitable accommodations.
soloist at the Cathedral in Portland, sang last week to move his bouse from its old
location to the main road.
Shadrack Hall
Gerry & Co. decided, on seeing the engine, the
mass.

casket.

Capt. Donald

read

silk dress

announced in The Journal last
we-ek the representatives of the Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co. and of Gerry Sc Co.
met on the afternoon of
April 5th to arrange
the terms of a lease of rooms and power for
a creamery.
The result of the conference
was a lease which
gives to Gerry & Co. free
rental for nine years from
April 1, 1899, of
the basement of the Dana Sarsaparilla Co.

shrubs,

marriage ceremony was performed and
by Rev. J. E. Kealy of Belfast.
Mass was served by Frank Holland of
Portland, a brother of the bridegroom.

(jerry Creamery.

was

vines and

The

mass

The bride

As

evergreen

ferns, palms, etc.
At 9 o’clock the bride ami her party entered, the bridegoom and best man being already in the church. The ushers led the
way, followed by the bridesmaids and maid
of honor. The bride was escorted by lier
step-father, Mr. James Haney. As they
entered the church the organ in the gallery
pealed forth the notes of the wedding march

Mrs. George H.
Camden a leading

■
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with
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Marriage

orated
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Mass.

ed in Belfast was held at St. Francis Catholic church Wednesday morning, April 12th.
The contracting parties were Dr. Robert A.
Holland of Calais and Miss Mae E. Pillsbury
of this city.
Guests began to assemble at the church at
early hour, and at 9 o’clock, the hour for the
service to begin, the audience room was tilled. The church was neatly and simply dec-

sailor.

The

Nuptial

of I>r. Robert A Holland of
Calais and Miss Mae E. Pillsbury Solemnized at St. Francis Church.
The first high nuptial mass ever solemniz-

The

Gapt. Benjamin J. Willard, oneof the best
known pilots on the eastern
Atlantic coast,
died April 4th at his home in South
Portland
at the age of 70 years.
He took a prominent
part in the capture of the confederate privateers who one night in 1863
came
into
Portland harbor in a
fishing schooner and
cut out the revenue cutter Caleb
Cusliing
At the time of the wreck of
the English
steamship Bohemian on Trundy’s reef in
1864, lie rescued many of tlie passengers. Ha
was a pioneer in tile
swordfish industry He
leaves a widow.
Capt. Willard was the
author of a book
relating bis adventures as

sorrowing relatives, neighbors and friends,
re«qiondence.
and many.beautiful floral offerings,including
o
A K f».
a pillow marked “daughter,” from her
parents, a bouquet of pinks from her sisters,
rt
Stockton Springs, thirty-six pinks from Mrs. Maude E. Follett,
>:
Heaven (poenn.Regbouquets from Mrs. H. F. Mason and daughsse
To a Crow.
A

High

school

Crillis.
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An Erie, Pa., subscriber concludes with:
“Good luck to The Journal, the best paper
in the United States.

Ten years ago M. E. Decrow, who had
the employ of Howard F. Mason as
teamster, left Belfast and lias since been
employed in the express business between
Mattapan and Boston. He writes that he
is now proprietor of Graves’ Mattapan and
Boston Express, with offices at 34 Court
Square, 79 Kilby street and 65 Pearl street,
Boston. His friends here will be glad to
been

hear of his

success.

C. H. Luther writes from Los Angles,
Calif., under date of March 22d; “We are to
start this week, overland, for Oregon.
We
have about 1,200 miles to travel and have a
good company of ten people, with two 4teams to make up our outfit.
We
traded our property here for a place up
We are gothere near the Columbia river.
ing from the land of sunshine to the land of
horse
have

train of

gipsies, and will
see the country
here the
It has been very dry
as it is.
past two years and very discouraging.
It is very hard on stock, and bay and
feed are so high that one has to give them
of them.
Hundreds of
away to get, rid
horses have gone to the fertilizer works
the past year, and they continue to go
mist

and rain,

have

a

as a

good opportunity

to

day, from t* to 20 per day. Barley,
and wheat hay is from $21 to $23 per
ton, and alfalfa hay is $18, and has been for
some months.”
everv

oat

A

Word of

Warning.

Prof. Woods in his Pure Food Bulletin
calls attention to one of the most important
questions which can cc me before the people of
Maine—the use of the so-called preservatives.
The man w ho uses any of these agents should
be liable under the law and would probably
be but for the action of the agricultural comDairymen
mittee in the last legislature.
who use these preparations to preserve their
in the
losers
the
cases
in
many
products are
find the full
end, as the Babcock test cannotwhich
has
reamount of butter fat in cream
ceived a small amount of these preservatives.
The whole thing is w’rong, in that it is a positive injury to the health of the consumer by
preventing digestion of the food, fSomerset

Reporter.
Secret

societies.

The eleventh annual meeting of the Great
Council of Maine Improved Order of Red
Men, will be held in Belfast, Thursday,

April 27th.

acted

hich

he

buried.

The deceased is survived by two sous, Bert and
Charles of Brooks, and two sisters, one in
Brooksville and the other in Thorndike.
w

F. W.

Pingree

visited

Walter

North

Searsport,

was

PERSONAL.

The certificate of organization of a corporacalled the Belfast Livery Co. was recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
April
6th. The purposes of the corporation are
carrying on the general livery business, intion

Roberts recently
Mathews at bis home in

and E. G.

A. A. Knight arrived home Thursday from
Boston.

John Perry arrived from Rockland last
Thursday.

C.Hervey|Howes

cluding hacking, boarding, buying and sell- on business.
ing, aud for buying, renting, leasing and
Elbert J. Monroe
selling real eHtate, and for doing any aud all
things necessary aud proper in conducting day, on business.
said business.

The amount of capital stock
§6,000; already paid in, §6,000; par value
of shares, 8100. Dana B. Southworth,
Ralph
D. Southworth and Royal W. Warren are
directors; Dana B. Southworth is president,
and Ralph D. Southworth is treasurer and
is

clerk.
The

of the oldest in the
continuous business since
1867. It was established by H. N. Lancaster, P. P. Quimby and Charles Treadwell,
their stable being between High and Church
streets, north of the stores on Main street.
The carriage entrance was on Church street,
between what is now The Journal building
is

concern

city .having been

aud A. D Chase’s store. The
passage was
closed by the extension of the Chase store
about twenty years ago. There was also a
foot path between the buildings east of

Maj.
Timotiiy Chase’s store, now Chase & Doak’s.
A few years later George R. Lancaster
bought out the other parties and with his
brother carried on the business until 1814,
when H. N. bought the Eagle Hotel, afterwards tile American House.
They soon
after moved to the stable at the rear of the
hotel, on which location the business has
since been carried on
Josiali Mitchell and
Henry S. Parker bought into the business
soon after and for many
years the Hrm was
known as Lancaster, Mitchell & Parker. In

report very little
change in his condition. He was injured
while working at the depot here a year ago
last December, his injury resulting in paralysis of the right leg. He has brought action

1 he

Rev. F. J. Haley of tlie Bucksport Serniupreached at the M. E. church last Sun-

The high school began Monday under the
instruction of Mr. Peabody of South Etna.
The primary school will begin April 24 tb
with Miss Mabel Rose, who has taught, the
school for several terms, as teacher. It is
understood that the school at South Brooks
will be taught by Jessie Peabody, that at
West Brooks by Vesta Rose, and that in the
the Littlefield district bv Grace Dow.

will

a.

next

Sunday

Prof. Chas.

Tuesday

at 12

D. Woods of Orono arrived
relatives.

to visit

Peter F. Welch

was at home frun Hnrri.
days last week.
L. M. Staples, Escj., < f Washington was iu
Belfast Tuesday on business.
Miss Bernice Rogers returned
Monday to
her studies at Colby College.
Miss Lou Rogers is visitin g her sister Ber
cane a

few

nice iu Waterville for

a week.
Chas. R. Coombs was iu Boston on business a few days the
pa3t week.
Mrs. C. C. Stinson of Rock port is
visiting
her daughter, Mrs. George Stover.

Frederic? W. Brown returned Saturday
from a business trip to Eastern Maine.
F. Wallace Chase of
Newtonville, Mass.,
made a brief visit in Belfast last week.

W. Gould, who spent the wiuter at
is visiting friends iu Rockland.

Dr. E.

Matinicus,

Miss Hattie Clements returned home last
a visit in Boston and
vicinity.

Friday from

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Woods of Orono are
Mr. Wood’s brother, Wm. M Woods
Mrs. Martha J. Russ and Mrs. George G.
Pierce visited friends in Boston the past

visiting

week.

H. Arnold and family have returned
Belfast after spending the winter in Sears-

Wm.
to

mont.

Miss Abby M. Caldwell returned last
Thursday from a visit to her sister in South
Berwick.
Harold T. Sibley arrived home last Friday
DartmouthrCollege for a vacation of

from

ten dava
Miss Annie Metcalf
Home yesterday to a

ly

in

went
new

from the Girls’
home in a fami-

Perry.

L. Hubbard of Brunswick arrived
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I. V. Miller.
Mrs. L.

Tuesday

to visit her

Mrs. W.

P. Underwood of

turned home

Tuesday

from

a

Lewiston re
visit <-f a few

iu Belfast.

Bowden arrived home last week from
North Jay, where he has been employed
‘luring the winter.
Charles
of

Keith

of Waterville, traveling
the M. C. R R., was in this citj

business Friday

on

at

W West, V. S attended the.meetof the Maine Yeterinav Medical Associa-

Ur. L.

pastor, Rev. «T. M Leighton,
the subject, God and Nature.

ing

Augusta, yesterday.
Capt. Pierce of steamer Penobscot retoned home to Hampden from Bosto;
ast
Thursday, for a slnu: visit.

tion in

m.

be held at the Peoples’ Mission every Wednesday, Friday, and SaturSunday, at 7 p. in., and on Sunday at 2 50
p. in. Alt are welcome.

Meetings

Bucks port

Mrs. Ahbie Cox left Friday for several
weeks’ visit in Boston.

in., the

speak on
Sunday school

in

Miss Emma Hichborn went to Boston yesa short visit.

engineer

for

l()4o

was

terday for

ary

ing term of court

Lewiston yester-

Irvin

Churches.

damages against the. railroad company, day morning.
which it is expected will be tried at the comAt the Unitarian church

went to

Rev. G. G. Winslow
on business.

day8

and

left yesterday for Boston,

Monday

oue

in

Dana B. Southworth and W. G. Cox
and in 1880, on the
death of Mr. Parker the others bought bis
interest and the firm was changed to Lancaster, Southworth & Cox. After Mr. Cox’s
death the firm was Lancaster & Southworth
until 181)0, when Charles Baker bought Mr.
Lancaster’s interest. Two years later Mr.
Southworth bought Capt. Baker’s interest,
and in 1897 admitted his son,
Ralph D.
Southworth to the partnership. The name
Belfast Livery Co. was adopted in 1857 and
has since been the legal name of the company, although the membership has changed several times.
Before the railroau was
built the company, in addition to a large
livery business, managed a number of stage
lines, having at times more than a hundred
horses and a dozen or more Coucord coaches
engaged in that branch. They managed for
many years the Baugor, Belfast aud Rockland; Belfast and Augusta; Belfast and
Waterville; aud Belfast and Praukfort stage
lines.

master carter.

of

Incorporated.

1871

Rufus Cross,
who died in
Thorndike
March 27th, was well known in Brooks,where
he often visited. He was a member of the
Grand Army post at Freedom, under the

auspices

Co.

bought into the firm,

After reaching the
low ground the mud was so deep that the
teams refused to haul any further.
Operations were deferred until the ground settles.
as

Livery

will

Miss

Lucy

Cushman

(

Montvidc

will

To those attending the Methodist Confer- ! teach at Simonton the < ming term. .u place
of Miss Carrie Fuuer, resigned.
ence in Rockland next week the Boston «Sc
Bangor S. o. Co. will sell round trip trickets
Perry Coombs, engineer of steamer Castine,
The steamer
There was a trial of a civil action before to Rockland for one fare.
is to take a vm atii.n, during which his
trial justice M. J. Dow Monday, wherein goes up river in the morning and down in
brother Fred will lake his place.
Charles W. Jenneys <-f Brooks was plaintiff the afternoon, Tuesday, Thursday and SatEzra L. Talbot, tireman of the passenger
and Elijali T. Walker of Unity defendant,! urday. Tickets are good to return to and
train on the Belfast branch, is taking a short
Plaintiff, who is a dentist, sued to recover the including April 25th.
vacation, visiting m Massachusetts.
value of a
full set of teeth, upper and
The services at the U ui versa list, church
The summer home of the late IJarv*
!»•
valued
at
The
next
Rev.
under,
§20.
defendant claimSunday,
Ashley A. Smith, pastor, Had
lock, at Bucksport, has been s- tor a
ed that the teeth were warranted to fit, hut
will be as follows: preaching services at
house for summer visitors
diu not. The plaintiff was represented by F. 10 45 a. lu. ; Sunday school at 12 in.; young boarding
Misses Barr, Hi/-.tine, and Poor, with
W. Brown, Jr., and the defendant by James
people’s meeting at 0.15 p. m., topic,
Libby of Unity, who made an eloquent plea, “Growth.” A cordial invitation is extended the guests of Misses Hazeltum and Filingwood, returned to Wellesley College yesto all. Those having in* church home else
which, however, availed
as the

nothing,
promptly decided in favor of the com- where are especially invited to join with us terday.
Mrs. R. Sibley of Freedom. Me., is visiting
plainant, from which decision Walker ap- in these services.
her mother, Mrs. C. E Smith. We arc glad
pealed.
This, Thursday, evening the prayer meet- to report Mrs. Smith mu-I better [BoothMiss Mary Hobbs of Brooks has received ing will be held at the Baptist church. The bay Register.
the following letter from her cousin, Frank Sunday services will be as follows: MornWilliam 11. Quimby u cut t- Portland
W. Hobbs, who is in Cuba, a member of the ing, at 10.45; Sunday school at 12 in.; V. P.
Saturday on business connected with the
A large crew is employed on the Cobe lbOth
Indiana Volunteer Band, now located S. C. E. at 0 15 p. m.; evening service at 7.15
proposed electric road. Mrs. <>uimh\ accottage and the work is progressing rapidly. at. Matanzas. He says: “I have been on a p. m. Next Tuesday evening the home decompanied him.
Sch. Kittie Laury went to Rockland Mon- furlough to Havana and have just returned partment of the Sunday school will hold a
Ralph 1. Morse of Liberty was in Belfast
day, where she will be taken upon the rail- to camp. Our camp is located upon a coral rally at the vestry at 7.50 p. m.
Monday night, on his return to Bates Colreef which is so rough we can can hardly
way to be calked.
Services
at
the Methodist Episcopal
the
lege from his spring vacation. He
walk. In order to hold our tents it was
Mr. Leslie Dean has two pairs of fine
church next Sunday will he as follows: SerIvy Hay orator for LSP'J.
young steers. Any one wishing to buy will necessary to build frames, as we could not mon by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow', at
Carl Collin. Bates P.mhi, spent pari of his
drive stakes. We have an excellent view of
do well to visit him.
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at. 12 m.; meeting
vacation
with Ins
aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth
the city and bay, the former having a populaCoffin.
oi me junior league ar j.ou p. mmeeting
He returned to his home ii. ThornThe first song of the robin was heard
tion of 88,000—nearly all Cubans and Spandike
Monday. [Pittsfield Advertiser.
of the Epworth League at 0.30; topic “The
Thursuay morning, April Oth. They are
iards. Many of the Cubans are black as ne- Eternal
and
B. li. Grant and wife are visiting
Modern
now.
Morning,
Missions,”
Corp.
plentiful
quite
groes and others are as white as we are.
Isaiah 60:1-12; leader Miss Nettie Follett.
Mrs. G.’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H.
Raymond McNeally has joined the steamer The language is the queerest I have ever
and prayer service at 7.15. The class
Trussed. Corp. Grant was a member of the
City of Bangor, on which he is employed heard. The island is (to use the expression) Song
meeting will be held th.s, Thursday, even- 5th Massachusetts volunteers, and was reduring the summer season.
loaded with fruit, but we are not allowed to ing, and
prayer meeting Tuesday evening,
cently mustered out
Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Knowlton and have any, but manage to get some on the sly.
both at 7.15 o’clock.
Capt. Daniel Nichols of Searsport was in
daughter of Belfast were the guests of Mrs. When in Havana I had a fine time, looking
There will be the usual prayer and confer- Rockport last Thursday eu route for WaldoEdward Drinkwater this week.
over the wreck of the Maine, visiting the
ence meeting at the North church at 7.15
boro. He was guest of Capt. and Mrs
The farm of the late Joseph Frohock, that Brooklyn and the battleship Texas. I visited
Fitness for Stanley Amsbury at Rev. T E. Bras tow s
the
tomb
of
Chistopher Columbus and many this, Thursday, evening; topic,
has been so long vacant, is now occupied by
Spiritual Service. The Sunday services will Thursday ereniug.
a Mr. Stoddard and family of Massachusetts. •other places of interest.”
be as follows: Morning worship at 10.45 with
The directors of the Society of the Prevensermon by
the pastor, Rev. G, S. Mills;
Mr. J. A. Monroe, first officer of the bark !
tion of Cruelty to Animals met in Portland
The Endeavor
Civil Service Examination.
Sunday school t.t 12 m
Leonora, left for Philadelphia last Friday. !
Society will have a missionary meeting at April (ith and elected officers foi the ensuing
When loaded the bark will sail for Lisbon,
0.15 p.m. and Miss Miilett will give an adThe Civil Service commission of Wash- dress on India. A cordial invitation is ex- year. Charles B. Hazeltine of Belfast is one
Portugal.
of the vice presidents.
D. C., has given notice of an examin- tended to all wdio are interested in missions.
Chester E. Perkins is occupying his cot- ington,
The pastor will lecture in the vestry at 7.15
Miss Jane A. McLellan returned
board
of postofHce
to
be
helu
the
ation
Boston
by
tage on the North Shore, and has opened
p. m.
in Belfast on May 0, for the posilast week to resume her duties as teacher lihis store at the entrance to the Camp Ground examiners
The C. E
tions of postoftice clerk and carrier. The
society of the North Church the Boston schools. During t he sum an 1
for the season.
examination will consist of spelling, arithheld a very enjoyable social at the home of
vacation she expects to go to Paris to
letter writing, penmanship, copying
per
metic,
The item last week referring to the aucMr. and Mrs. H. M. Prentiss on Court street
fect herself in the French language.
from plain copy, geography of the United
tion sale of the Lane farm had an error in
la.sc
It
was
a
Presidential
and
addresses.
The
arithmeStates
Friday evening.
reading
Miss Mabel’e E. Paul, who is a private
the date. It should have read April 29th tic will consist of tests in the fundamental Social and those who attended wore attachprinciples extending as far as common and ed to their dress something to represent tin; teacher in the i unity of Dr. \V. H. Bowman
instead of April 21st.
decimal fractions and embracing problems.
in Jamaica Plain, Mass., arrived last
Friday
Mr. C. S. El well, who has been first officer The age limitations are as follows: Clerk, name of a president.
One young lady
the 4-masted sch. John B. Prescott, has
left her and joined the steel ship Arthur
Sewall, loading at Philadelphia for San
of

Francisco,

as

first officer.

From April 1, 1898, to April 1, 1899, there
only one birth in this town, while
there were twenty-five burials.
In 1898
there were 14 births; rather a gloomy proswas

pect of increasing the
port.

population

of

North-

court

not less than 18 years; carrier between 21
and 40 years.
Applicants for carrier must
weigh at least 125 pounds, must be not less
than 5 feet and 4 inches in height, and must
file with their applications a medical certificate showing that they are not under the required weight and height and possess the required physical qualifications. While all
citizens of the United states are eligible for
the examination, preference in selecting the
candidates will be given to legal residents
of Belfast and vicinity.
Applications must
be filed before the close of business hours on

April 29.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Hunt, Walker & Co. of Liberty have received over 20 tons of sheep-skins for tanning, by the B. & B. steamers, via Belfast
the past week.
John H. Healey is making a granite
monument of novel design for the families
of Capt. Allen Orcutt and Adelbert I. Conant. It is of rustic
design, with draperies
banging over two sides, one of which is to
be lettered for each
family. One end will be
carved with a quadrant for Capt. Orcutt, and
the other with the Grand Army emblem for
Mr. Conant.

Augusta’s Shoe Factory.
Augusta, April 7. It is reported that
Hon. P. O. Vickery has purchased the defunct establishment of the Boyd & Corey
Shoe Company in this city, and will strive
to make the enterprise a success. Augusta
people originally invested $48,000 in the
plant, and are endorsers on the company’s
notes to the amount of $40,000 more. This
amount of loss will be off-set by the sum
Mr. Vickery will pay for the factory, which
is understood to be something less than $15,000. So it will be seen that Augusta capitalists will lose about $75,000 in the shoe manufacturing business in a little less than a
year.

carried

j

a

email wash-board

on

which

to visit her sister. Miss Ella E. Paul, and
turned Tuesday

was

written 2,000 pounds, representing Washington.
Garrield was represented by a G. A R.
pin and a picture of a field, etc. Then came
a presidential race, amagrams on the names
of the presidents, and humorous readings
by Rev'. G. S. Mills and II. M. Prentiss. Refreshments of cake and raspberry lemonade
were served.
The company broke up after
singing “America.”

Miss Crosby (Fly Rod), who lias been at
the Eye and Ear Infirmary, Portland, all
winter with a bad knee, is not improving so
fast as was hoped.
She will have to stay at
the Infirmary at least another month.

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Quimby, Mrs. J. W.
Frederick, Miss Carrie E. White and Miss
Mary E. Faunce left yesterday for a trip to
Washington, Fortress Monroe anti New
York. They will be gone about two weeks.

Tuesday eveuing the Baptist young people, 125 stroug, gathered in the vestry to enjoy a “President’s social” under heavy festoons of bunting and Stars and Stripes.
Uncle Sam and Columbia were there dressed in their latest and most spangled attires.
They received all guests with graceful formality. Miss Porto Rico and The Philippine Chief shared with Uncle Sam and Columbia in the good will of all. The program of poems on Washington, Lincoln and
Grant, livened by marches written in houor
of ex-President Cleveland and President
McKinley, ending with some very clever
representations of presidents on the blackboard, by Mr. Hosea Rhoades, made merry
entertainment. The fruit lemonade reminded all that our country stretches to the tropics. So with such large thoughts all went
borne in very happy mood still humming the
last hymn, “My country ’tisof thee.”

re-

Dr. W. V. Hanscom lias received a letter
from bis father, Rev. I,. L. Hanscom, who
fills a pastorate at Pipestone, Minn
statiug
that he expects to be in Rockland during
the session of the East Maine Conference.
He was formerly pastor of the Methodist
church in this city, and will be welcomed by
many friends. [Rockland Opinion.
Grand

Secretary and Mrs. Brackett,
H. Fernald, Flora Webber, Mrs. Isa
Morse and Mrs. Addie Condon
represent
Belfast Lodge in the Grand Lodge of Good
Templars this week. Mrs. David Alexander
goes as the representative of the Juvenile
T.

J

Temple.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

EXTRAORDINARY INDEED!"

Maine Matters.
Game Warden C. C.
Nichols of Foxcmft arrived in Bangor,
Wednesday Mar. 29th having in custody
Elisha B. Whidden, formerly of Clinton,
but who for several years has beeu employed iu the Moosehead lake region.
Whidden, who will serve a sentence of 00
days in Bangor jail for kill ng deer in close
time, was arrested together with two
registered guides whose names are withheld for several reasons.
The guides were
tilled £40 each by Trial Justice Arthur A.
Crafts ot Greenville, before whom they
were brought by Warden Nichols.
One
guide, beside being lined £40, has a suspended senteue hanging over his head
that will become effective if the man again
violates the laws. ...The annual catalogue
of Colby college shows that the total
membership ot students is 195, 41 of whom
E. G. Parsons, the well-known druggist of Onset, Mass., makes the following
are seniors, 40 juuiors, 45
sophomores, 00
remarkable communication :
freshmen and 9 specials. Of the total num“Five years ago my wife was
ber 08 are women,
The library contains
clear down, completely prostrated
44,000 books and 20,000 pamphlets, an
She hung
increase of 820 volumes during the year.
by nervous debility.
.The Eastern Maine State Fair Associawavering for a long time between
life and death, until finally it turned
tion have decided upon the dates for 1899.
in favor of life. She was as sick a
August 29 30 31-Sept. 1 will be tbe exhibitiou days of the fail for this year.
person as I ever saw live. We gave
A
her I)r. Greene’s Nervura blood and
full line of grand attractions will be seNo
nerve remedy and it cured her.
cured.March 29th the Ilallowell indusdoctor nor any other medicine she
trial school for girls was transformed
ever took did her half the good of
from a private corporation of a charitable
Dr. Greene’s Nervura. And now,
nature to a State
institution,--practically
whenever she feels herself going
a State retorm school for
girls like the one
» down a bit, she takes a few doses of
for boys at Cape Elizabeth_The
prosi* Nervura which settles the case at
pects for a big granite business in Maine
I
once in favor of restored health.
this year are good.
The Booth Brothers
freely and decidedly say it is the
A
Hurricane Island Granite Company
king of all medicines, and I cannot
have already the contracts for three buildenough in its favor from my
ings it Annapolis, involving granite work
own experience, and the report of
that will cost at least £400,000. Much of
others. 1 am aware that Dr. Greene
t hi stone will come from Waldoboro and
is a regular physician, which adds
The contract for
l.nug ( -ve quarries.
\ to its value.”
tlit granite work of the Charleston dry
\ If this startling proof of the astb'tk wa> secured by Sheehan A O'Brien
/ tonishing efficacy and wonderful
>t New N
k, who own Clark's island in
power to cure of that most marthe t- wn «*f St. George, and this means at
velous of medicines, Dr. Greene’s
least
half a million dollars worth of
Nervura biood and nerve remedy,
granite work for that vicinity.The First
will not influence all to seek
Maine Artillery was mustered out at
health and strength through its use, we feel that no proof short of actually exSavannah March 31st.The towns of
its
and
curative
will
suffice. To our mind, the fact
great
grand
powers
periencing
Deer Isle, Stoningtou and
Yinalhaven I
that Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., its discoverer, who is a physihave united in employing a superintendent !
cian of widest experience, can be consulted by anyone absolutely without charge or
of schools, thus being able to secure a
cost, either personally or by letter, makes the cure of the people afflicted by disease
nian who can give his entire attention
to
assured beyond doubt.
schools—a luxury which neither of the
towns could atfurd alone.
More towns
lax Collector Simonton.
would do well to avail themselves of the
lias been bookkeeper of the First National
new law which allows this course.The
Bank of New York for lf» years.
[RockRockland is proud «»t lu*r Model Official.
land Courier-Gazette.
April term of tHe supreme judicial court j
Theodore
E.
w
ho
has
f *i Penobscot county convened in Ban- j
Simonton,
recently been elected for a fifth successive term
gor, April 141h justice Haskell of Portland
as tax collector of l\ock iam
disthe
The
County Correspondence.
1,enjoys
piesiding.
April term is expected t j
be one ot the longest and busiest of recent 1 tinction of never having been out of employment an hour since he became old
[Deferred from last week.J
>ears in that e *uuty. there being many
to know that mankind was
ases, new, an 1 continued from January, j enough
placed
North Searsport. Hollis Black, Jr., has
this footstool fora purpose. He had
marked tor trial.
Among the more im- I upon
;
me case ot Jameson vs.
kind,indulgent father, but inherited that tapped eighteen maple trees and one day
1
Weld,
last week he got 22 pails of sap_Sidney
wherein the plaintiff sues to recover heavy parent’s thrift and energy, and although
damages from Dr. <». G. Weld of Old there have been plenty ot opportunities Sargent of Searsport village has engaged
1 \vI- t<*i alleged malpractice_Mrs. L. ; in the course of his life to take matters
to teach the spring term of school at Mt.
M• N. Stevens, president, of the National j: easy for a spell, Mr. Simonton has never
Ephraim.Nehemieh Smart of Swanville
V‘
I I., and her secretary, Miss Gor- ; seen lit to relax his labors, and is today
was iu town last Friday to see his aunt, Mrs.
1 looked
o i;i. have left Portland for < 1 io ijv >. After
upon iu our appreciative comAnnie Smart, win* has reached the advanced
o iciing tw.* weeks at the n
s
munity not only as a muded official, but as
uiorjal headIt, was the first time he
age of IV.i years
iarteis they
will make a tour to the ! a model citizen.
Theodoie was born in Camden, Maine, had met her for 2o years.Israel S chase
Paeiiie iholding conferences and
meetings m the large: cities of Oklahoma, August 24, Isbd, the son of William Sim- left last week for Boston, wh *re he intends
< moj ado, N w Mexico.
Arizona, Califor- onton, esq., and Elizabeth (Roberts) Sim- to work at carpentering.Mr. Libby of
nia, Oregon. Washington, Idaho and onton. Mi. Simonton, senior, was one of Burnham was here recently buying cows.
Montana.
1 he object of the conferences Camden's well-to-do citizens engaged in Miss Julia
Leary of East Belfast was iu
.s to
nerease
he membership and awaken lime manufacturing and farming, at an in| terim part of the town known then as town, a few days last week the guest of Miss
on ’nit
st which
wih materially extend
Kate Scribner.
A company of young folks
t
influence ot the next national con- 1 Simonton's Corner and now officially de
from Mt. Ephraim enjoyed a very pleasant
which
will
be held in Seattle, signated by the postoffice department as
■•ntiou,
time-at the home bf Mr. Wm. H, Nickerson
The old house in which
K t< *>m go
The national convention j “Simonton.*’
the family of eleven children was reared,
\ -r been held on the Pacilic coast.
in South Swanville last
has
Friday evening.
and from which they passed out into the
Mrs. >;<-ve.’!> and Miss Gordon
Card plaving was the order of the
expect to
evening
•‘turn to P
it land
the last of June.... world, ."till stands, gray and weather-beatand ice cream and cake were served. At a
apt. stTlman <
Archer of Bangor died en. He transacted Hie business of justice
late hour they returned to their several
M n'- -d. a.*d >i years. He was captain I of the peace, notary public, and other
M
'*■!.. > :i Maine, in the Civil War.
extremely useful professions. Theodore hemes having enjoyed themselves hugely.
worked on the farm in the various capaCapt. Thomas I). Nickerson, who resides
j
In Bkikk. Neary si.'UiO.OOO of the s*V ! cities of a pastoral life and before he had
just over the line in Swanville, has a Jersey
1
X)0,o0u hat the citizens of St. Louis have i attained the age of 17 knew as much about b^ifer 18 months old that has a calf two
hem: called »n to subscribe for the World's the art of tilling the soil and burninglimewee ks old.
Pah
200:1 has been p edged,
it is now ! rock as any young mania the community.
P RoSFE(Ferry.
Mrs. Edna Harriman
evident that the entire stock of the exposi- He drove a rock team to Camden harbor
ng. corporation wii! lie
disposed of before at an age w hen most young men are enjoy- went to New York last Monday to join her
i
in
the ball field,
lie husband, Capt. Rufus H arriman, in barge
May 1... According to the advices receiv- ing halcyon days
ed from the Aleutian peninsula, great worked at all branches of the lime indusWest Virginia. She expects to go with him
from
rock
in
the
»eds of bituminous coal have been discov
time
to
try,
hauling
day
this summer.... Capt \V. H. Harriman and
ered near the sea-shore of Chignik bay. tending kiln in the lone hours of "night.
his brother Lester went to Boston last. MonAnd while thus learning the lesson of
...The Union League Art convention
day to join their schooner, the Wesley M
ias
commissioned artist Geo. Pix of thrift and industry lie by no means neglevel a mi. < >!ih>, to paint t lie portrait <-f lected the important duty <,f acquiring 0 ler-Mrs. Fannie Wilson went to Boston
President McKinley.
Pix is a pupil of si"-'li an education as the times and circumApril -id to visit her husband, Capt. A.
stances a It ord ed, The village schools were
Popa-i and Munkaesy.The owners o
S- Wils. ii, in sell. Tofa.Capt. W. I).
;
iit Bri‘
11 ftea-mei
up to the aveiage and under such
Woivision have been
Harriman went to Bangor last Monday on
"'ell known tutors as Isaac Hobbs of
w
d £b.00(
000 salvage for t
business
Mrs. Kate Harriman has mov1111
and
<
pe
’ig the
ummi one steamer Pav»nia into
Joseph Young of R >cklaud, ed
into her new
house... .The Country
>
M hacks
he will of Joseph Mrdili both now dead and gone, he delved
;..
sgpKAtjOOO in bonds and realty. earnestly into the studies which provided School, given at this school-house last Fri•'ides the edir<
s
stock m the L'tiicigo bin. with a knowledge indispensable to day evening, was a decided success
About
: h'o.e
Tarnishing company, valued at j| the 'mg business career which was to en- 140 were present. All did their parts well,
oo.MOO.
Tins stock, p'f shares, will sue.
and special mention should be made of Mrs.
kt;
iiioand even: ua.'ly fall to the
Leaving Camden at the age of 17, Mr. Emma
Luke, who took the part of Mrs.
Simonton went to Belfast, where he acted
n
i his giamld iidrem
;
Many
Crane in the school.
Her recitation in the
ns s,i wide:.
nvW
Mi. Med id was in- ; us clerk in the boot and shoe store of
Nathaniel Wiggiu and the clothing store
program which followed brought down the
r-'-c i 1. »\e be* n favored in the will.
He was also a book- house. We wish to thank the people out
c
Ma
Mai >- "t S. G. Thuriow.
T he
>e;r of the so-called
'>■.
insurgent keeper at one time for Wilson A Ander- side of our Circle who helped us: W. fl.
--'■VI r
i.i tin*
Philippines, Mai eh hist, son, buyers of wood and bark, and who Ginn, who assisted in the singing; Mr
v
burning the cry and simul- kept a general store. He attended Bel- and Mrs. Granville Shute, who took part in
ao..o.by vea-uating it. The retreated1 fast Academy during his spare moments, the school; Everett
Pierce, Nita Ellis, Addie
w ard t.i
north.... Dr Kennedy has been that institution then being under the
of Prof. Craig.
found g ’i: 1 v of the murder of Dolly
Among his school- Partridge; also Capt. A. A. Ginn anil wife,
Key- i charge
‘olds
h i.*- annual celebration of the mates were William II. Anderson, who is who helped with the program and loaned
Kiipi.itid Spiritualists was held at now a prominent insurance man in Port- | us so many things for costumes aud decoraM itch :‘dst, under the
presiden-y I land, and Edw. Alden, who holds an im- tions.
L. D. Ldwards of the
portant position with the Commerical
anniversary com
Appleton.
Jesse Jones has moved to
J :ec
There was a large attendance and Union telegraph company in New York.
From Belfast Mr. Simonton moved iu Thomaston where he will
c p:
oceediugg were full of enthusiasm...
keep a boardingto
1860
Rockland.
Where
he
entered the house-Mrs. H. C. Pease has
h ’«• Dun c Gobs
weekly review of trade,
gone to Wiubusiness
with
his
>
brother
under
goods
dry
Apiii 1st.
tys; Failures during the first
throp, Mass., where she will visit her daughthe
firm
name
of
T.
E.
and
F.
•,
J.
Si
monin,
i,i
i.-.r.i nave ueen in amount ot
I
ton.
This name was soon changed to ter, returning about the first of May_Mrs.
■ bilities i. >i more than about
$26,680,330 ! Simonton
Bros, and as such remained Frances Gushee has returned from a six
last
rgainst $31,710,142
While the
year.
until very recently when it became the weeks’ visit to her son, Walter Gushee, iu
ci returns
increase
the
amount
for
may
Simonton Dry Goods Co. Theodore Simon- Concord, N. H-Rev. Nathan Hunt, State
lie 'iiiurter a little, the
complete returns,
which will lie given tiiis week, will be ! ton was the senior partuer of this firm for missionary, who has been for the past year
20 years, during which time the concern
very remarkable in comparison with that
pastor of the Baptist church here, has finishof Liu) previous year— ilou. John Sher- was the !e id ing dry goods store in Rock- ed his labors with this
church and returned
land
and
one
of
the foremost in the state
man. who has returned from his West InRev. George
Mr. Simonton withdrew from the firm in to ms home in Charleston.
dian t:ip, is steadily gaining s rength.
1883, but remained in the store until 1890, Jenkins of St. George is here for a few
The Boston Commercial
Bulletin
anweeks... .Geo. C. Dunton, who has been for
nounces that efforts are being made to being regarded as one of the best salesmen
He knew everyform a trust of all the leading carpet mills '' in this part of Maine.
many weeks confined to the house with a
and everybody knew him.
He was serious trouble with his eyes, will go to Bosin the
country. The capital stock of the body
uniformly courteous, genial and obliging, ton in a few days to consult an eye specialmills already interested is over $3,000,000.
The combination will he partly financed no matter how overtaxed with the hun- ist. He has been told by
physicians who
dred and one vexations known to those
Com Bust, a and partly from New York...
have examined his eyes that one will have
By the wili of Anna L. C. Blake of Santa who stand on the farther side of dry goods to be removed-Mr. M. W.
Upton recently
Barbara, Cal., $10,000 is bequeathed to the counter.
In March 1891, Mr. Simonton entered returned from Camden with a bride, nee
Massachusetts General Hospital of Boston. !
his
duties
as deputy collector of the
Miss Laura Stewart, and they have begun
upon
Washington Whisperings.
Ex-Gov.
port of ltockland and served four years. housekeeping in the house bought two years
i
JYrham
of
He
then
in
the
who
insurance
businow
Sidney
engaged
Paris, Me.,
ago by Mr. Upton, and known as the Foss
resides most of the time in
Washington, ness. In the spring of 1895 he was electMr Upton has been for the past six
passed his 30t.li birthday here April ed tax collector of R« ckland and has been place.
id
Although a very olrl man, Gov. ! re elected every year since by a unanimous months at work on the Oakes house, which
will be completed in June or July_Jesse
Perham still looks young for one of his vote.
He loves out of door exercise anti
years.
j Mr. Simonton has always been a Re- Wentworth has bought of Henry Cummings
is frequently seen walking at a
rapid pace ; publican and of the most loyal type. He the 80 acre farm formerly known as the
along \\ ashiugton thoroughfares. lie j cast his first vote for Abraham Lincoln Rogers place. There are no buildings on the
keeps pace with current events and has j and was a member of the Lincolnville farm....Mrs. G. H.
Page is in Blue Hill,
numerous socia, and other interests in : Wide Awake Club which made that famous
where she was called by the critical illness
I
Washington.Ex-Senator George Gray presidential campaign so lively in this
of Delaware has been appointed United i section.
He was elected a council men for of her sister, Mrs. Lizzie J. Osgood_Mrs.
States Circuit judge of the third district. ward 3 in I860 and in 1870, and in the lat- Caro Keating and daughter Jessie returned
.The United States treasury and
In Friday from a visit of several weeks with
every ter year was president of the board.
1870 he was elected a representative to the friends in Augusta, Palermo and Montville.
is
sub-treasury throughout
giving out evidences daily of the prevail- State legislature aud re-elected in 1880.
..Chester Blaekington, who has been living
In 1890, acting upon the recommendaing prosperity. All sections are sharing
on tbe Win. Smith place, has gone to Portin the good times alike.
Treasury statis- tion of the Rockland Grand Army men, land, where be has employment. Mrs.
tics prove that the volume of business is
Mr. Simonton was appointed an honorary
greater than it has been for many years aide-de-camp with the title of Colonel on Blaekington and children left Monday for
and the volume is steadily increasing. the staff of National Commander Louis F.
New York, where they will reside_Rev.
President McKinley, by an order made Ellis of the Union Veterans’ Union.
Nathaniel Hunt, who has been laboring the
Mr. Simonton is specially prominent
public through A-sistant Secretary of WTar
past year with the Baptist church, has reMeikeljohn, has taken the first important1 among the Masonic fraternity, having turned to his home in Charleston, Rev. Geo.
action towards laying the foundation for taken his 32d degree in 1880.
He was reJenkins of St. George takes Mr. Hunt’s
a purely Cuban merchant marine.
As an corder of Claremont Commandery, K. T.,
and will remain with us a few weeks.
initiatory step he has directed that all for ten years and is at present treasurer of place
He takes an especial ....Easter was observed at tbe Baptist
registry fees imposed for documenting for- that fraternity.
eign vessels in Cuba be abolished.
The pride in the Commandery and is not only church,Rev. A. T. Dunn of Waterville assistold Spanish rale for vessels was $5 per a faithful attendant at the meetings but aling the pastor in the services, which were
ton as shown by the vessel’s registered ways takes part in the pilgrimages.
very instructive and interesting... .The ice
Mr.
Simonton
was
married in 1857 to has
tonnage.Speaker Reed arrived March
gone out of the river without injury
31st from Georgia.
Mr. Reed is a picture Ellen S. Wadlin of Belfast, and five chilto the dam. Tbe mill owners fear no further
of health.
He refused to be interviewed dren resulted from their union. The surand protested that he saw no reason why viving childern are Mayo P. Simonton, trouble with ice unless a freshet should
any significance should be attached to the who is now in business at the corner of occur and float the thick ice which is still on
simultaneous visit of the President and Columbus avenue and Northamton street, the meadows....Mrs. Hillard Seavey is takhimself on Jekyl island.
Boston; and Maurice E. Simonton, who ing care of Mrs. Hawkes.

New York Fashions.
Children's
Dresses.
Cloaks.
Clothing*
Boy’s Sailor Suits. The Toe-in Shoe.
Ladies' Capes. Parasols. Trimmings.

[Correspondence of
Children’s clothing

This Is Probably the Strongest Druggist’s
Testimonial on Record.

each year; their dainty little

as
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the'country

ment

by suit,

describing

for it

the mortgage and judgthe property as the farm

Which is occupied by me
[Greer] as a
homestead. Air. Greer at the time the

judgment

|FREE_A

rendered, owned two parestate, adjoining each other.
that the mortgage and
judg-

He claimed

Glycerine

5

hut one, that on which the
buildings are situated, and kept on occupying the other. The plaintiff, to whom
ment covers

LITTLE

Are loose-flowing
always with either a large

in

edged by

white silk

cord,

In

|

!

with

embroidery above. I’ique cloaks possess
the advantage of being readily washed,
and here sailor-collars are trimmed with
fine
insertion and wide embroidered
ru flies.

sailor suits

Meet

boy’s requirements

so

well

allow-

ing such perfect freedom of motion—that
no
substitute can be found.
Suits of

cadet-gray cloth are favorites, contrast
being given by light-blue cloth shield and
collar,

or a

sent

was

Following

at
is

to

the

blue serge suit may have a red
shield, or of a lighter

cloth collar and
shade of blue.

Law

other

January term,
rescript by Judge

action of trespass quare clausum
fretjit, wherein the plaintiff, for tlie purof
pose
establishing his right to maintain
the action, relies upon a judgment as of
mortgage rendered by this court against
this defendant for certain premises including the locus upon which the acts
complained of as trespasses were commit
ted, it is not competent for the defendant
to show that ttie judgment should not
have included the locus, for the reason
that it was not covered by the
mortgage
which was the basis of the judgment.
The validity of such a judgment cannot be impeached in this collateral
proceeding. So long as it remains unreversed it is conclusive.
The facts sought to
be proved by the defendant are inadmis
Bible as their only effect is to show that
tlie judgment was erroneously rendered

while

is

walk,

to

and

so

constructed

Dunton for plaintiff.
fendant.

that

tained in the Spring and Summer

catalogue

of Best A Co. ot the Liliputian Bazaar in
West 2:3rd St., which will be forwarded on

receipt of -lets. postage.

while the
tan

rows

more

AlcLellan for de-
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warmth,

sensible

GLASTONBURY

wear

And

as

j written

black, blue

cloth capes, trimmed with braid,
of machine stitching, following

or

only
is

one

novel in

published,

produced.

ten that art
ergo 2'd.dOO were

a

scalloped edge piped with white satin.
The greater majority are circular with a
plaited back, but this is not obligatory,
and

excellent way to render a halfcape fashionable is to run on several
rows of gathered satin ribbon all around,
an

NKW

YOliH, liC(KI.AM) ai:<! I»\N
now i.im

worn

|

else in

scallops, and have a high gored
collar scalloped at the edge (a gore to
each scallop) with satin ribbon on tin; inside and edge.
Very expensive styles in
black or colors slope down at the back
with long ends at the front; made up of
frills, jet and spangles, or of silk applique,
over a silk lining.
or

;

annoy you at night, and
v°u raise more mucus in

do

less

the morning?
Then you should always keep
on hand a bottle of

combinations of white and black,
which last are suitable with any costume.
A novelty is the “Star” parasol, with
five

ribs,

a

chain

if

5g
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to every sabcents a year.

Only 50

A
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beautiful colored
arcs
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Stylish. Reliable, Simple. Up-to- jp
pedate. Economical and Absolutely
^2 Perfect-Fitting Paper Pattern

X i, S

open-work fabric, called by some
“guipure” others applique; perforated

A
■

5

1

an

stuffs also

coming under this head, and
anything through which a color can be
seen is stylish.
Such materials are specially designed for overskirts on handsome
colored silk

or

cloth dresses and not

I
¥

^B
jUgf
B|

Verona Clarke.

Shipyards Busy.
the

^F
I

Dr. Agcr’s Cbcrrg Pectoral Plaster
protects the dings trom colds.

uu

frequently the lace-like trimming is laid
plain over the jacket and sleeves. Fronts
of yokes also display its beauties, not
however, to the exclusion of jetted or
spangled nets, braiding in cord, gathered
satin ribbon, or baby ribbon.

The Best Year for

WSJ

b you have a weak
throat you cannot be too
careful. You cannot begin
treatment too early. Each
cold makes you more liable
to another, and the last
one is always harder to
cure than the one before it.

I
A

Jf?

of the country since 1891.
Statistics in
the bureau of navigation iu the treasury

M*
wBCT

I1|B
MB

department

show that the total construction of merchant vessels iu the United

I
jai

States, excluding barges, will exceed 250,000 tons.

The vessels built during the
first three quarters of the year ending
Mar. 31st number (532, of 1(59,794 gross
tous, as compared with 541 of 58,159 tons
in the
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and i$ cts each—wne higher
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Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea
If it fails to cure
25c trial size free.
efunded.
our. money will be
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corresponding period of 1893,
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400, of 125,035 tons in 1897By far the greatest number of vessels

To Cure Constipation in One Week
To Purify the Blood in One Week
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
To Cure Sick Headache in One Hay

t

prepared

Kepublicun Journal ami VI,-Call's Magazine, one >ear each, ior 52 10 in a.lsunce.

If you have any complaint
whatever and desire tin best
medical advice you can possiblv obtain, write the doctor
You will receive a
freely.

j
and

built and being built this year are for the
Five steel steamers for
coasting trade.
trade with the West ludies have, however, been built under the postal subsidy
act of 1891.
The construction of other seagoing steamships for the Hawaiian and
Porto Rican trade has been begun in and
ticipatiou of legislation.
Twelve merchant vessels have been
named by the owners after Admiral Dewey
since July l;six after Rear Admiral Sampson, two after Rear Admiral Schley, and
one
for Ensign Worth Bagley, one for
“Bob” Evans, two for Gen. Wheeler and
one for Fitz Hugh Lee.
War memories are also preserved in the
merchant marine thus far this year, by
one Maine, three Oregons, two lowas, two
Olympias, one Rough Rider and two Manilas.
The entrance of a Spanish element
is shown in the names Ties Hermanos,
Buena Ventura, Aguadita, Maria Dolores,
Empreso di Gabara, Pedro, Engracia and
Ambreso Bolivar.
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Industry Since 1891.

The present fiscal year will be the most
prosperous for the ship-building industry
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A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
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readily accommodated in an ordinary
trunk.
Coaching parasols remain about
the same, all styles having bows on the
handles and mauy bundlings at the top.
STO N I:
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selection)

'ronr own

scriber.

MAGAZINE

it is
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M£ CALLS

very long handle, and a
which slips over the

A parasol having a handle that
unscrews i> a benediction to travellers, as
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Are you frequently hoarse?
Do you have that annoying
tickling in your throat? Would
you feel relieved if you could
raise something?
Does your

stripes, plaids, plain colors,
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IMTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,
!
They

M

Ml

FOB

SALK

overcome

Weakness, irrejru- j

laritv ami omissions,increase vi^or
nmi banish
-pains of menstruath«n." They art* *• I„ife Savers"
to^irlsat womanhood, aiding: development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm -life be*
comes a pleasure.
!£1 per box
by instil. Mold by druggUlN.
Mott chemical co,.< i.-iomut

Bt

B. H.

MOODY.

$135 for 90 Days

Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
o Canvass.
Above salary guaranteed. Call at
J. H. CILLEY,
Idress,
6mI
4 riain Street, Belfast, Me.
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WILL GIVE YOU THE

Old Reliable Yankee Blade
year as a monthly. Established in 1841, it is
he oldest story paper in America, and has deighted thousands or homes. Send 26c. to the
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LARD,
HAM,
AND ALL

KINDS OF

GAME IN ITS SKASON.
JOHN A. FOGG.
Howes’ Block. High
Corner Mam,

MARION K. BROWN

St.,

Fine farm in North.

(iround, 135

acres

la

orchards. 350 bids,
never

easy

failing

water

W

terms.

peek AST. MAINE.

1

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.
SUBSCRIBE

NOTICE OF SA
Pursuant to a licen-c
ot Probate for the «
public auction
April. A. D 1SPP
on the premises, all 1l:'
which SAMI FI, s Id
the County of Waldo
ceased, had in and tot!"'
estate, including lu>
viz: The homestead ft''11
said Samuel S. Lane i'1
of his decease, eonta
more or less.
Dated this twenty sc
rtl'DSl'M
] 899.
at
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Yankee Blade, Brooks, Maine.
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Is a true expn ssion xek r /• •.;// !>
is concerned.
Good Blood mean. sd ben..
poor Blood mean/. J: as
purifj>your Blood n .i i: v>.
"L.F." Atwood
good blood.

lengths, those who calculation.
Five new novels a day were
selecting the I actually published in (Heat Britian,
and
succession of chiffon frills surmounted by j three per dien in the United States a
toa collar which passes for a shoulder
cape, i tal of eight daily for the new Brotherhood.
or

WILLIAMS

are

Are any and all
ornament to

tME J. B

ture, published by Harper A Brothers,
not based upon his experience as a
reader, but on the surer basis of expert

SPRING CAPE>

prefer

mg
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A delvei into statistics has discovered
the awful probability that in the year of
grace ISOS the Knglish-speaking people of
the earth produced no less than
eighty
novels
a
day throughout the twelve
months, not excepting Sundays and holiHis
days.
conclusion, says Litera-

various other matters of interest con

are

of

repackage

Z.if* Ask for "L. F.,"

mg the child no discomfort it
to turn its toes out.
There

eau

compelled

them as fyJ.

ie not a stimulant but a blood purifying, cleansing and harmless
hie ingredients which cures disorders of the digestive tract m
does not whip the tired organs into temporary activity as most n
by an equal reaction, Imt I rue’s Elixir removes the cause <>f rIi.
effects are due to good, sound digestion and pure blood, which to...
family medicine for 17 years, its popularity is due entirely
druggist for It. 35 cents a bottle.
I>R. J. F. TRUE At.' co.,

an

new

just begin-

ning

it
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the
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“Ivorine”

through accident or mistake, and this
things for children, cannot he done collaterally.
But the defendant is not without remeis the “Toe-in Shoe,” brought out by
dy. In a proper proceeding brought for
Best & Co. (oot noticeably different, from the purpose of
reversing t he judgment
an
ordinary shoe) made especially to he would be entitled to relief.
Judgmeut for plaintiff.
remedy the defect of toeing-in, which is
Damages assessed at $10, as agreed.
often the case with little ones

Among

eve

every
or

kitchen and prove

Toilet Soap

Wiswell:

or

these capes

case

report

on

1898.

sailor collar, or
three round capes, and handsome
examples of white cashmere or silk show

two

The

Court

removes

tide of grime

cake of and makes
the
I
purest and whitest

was

cels of real

GIRLS’ CLOAKS
from under the arms,

AND

j
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Ivorine
Washing Powder

1897.

BABIES

j

j

bis farm in Belmont to Daniel C. Tooth$800, to be foreclosed if not paid
in one year.
The
was fore-

embroidered frill and similar frill
on neck and sleeves, for 85 cts, show that
the mortgage had been
assigned, brought
home manufacture is equivalent to a waste
suit for trepass at the
September term,

1

j

involves an

mortgage

of time.

T

COULD Tail.
theyd sing the praises '

closed

with
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aker for

and those of white nainsook with three
rows of insertion in yoke, each side
edged

j
j

■

garments

made for babies from six

now

■F THE POTS V PANS

vs. Gilbert M.
Greer, which
interesting point of Law. In
April, 1884, Gilbert M. Greer mortgaged

trimmed with white braid and embroidered frills in neck and sleeves for 50 cts,

Isay

*•

are

Law Decided.

Toothaker,

pre tier

months to two years old discourages the
mother in sitting down to sew.
Useful
little colored gingham dresses, the yokes

Giver and Best of Spring Remedies.

1

The Journal.1
becomes

Point of

Tileston Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
has received from the Law Court the
certificate of opinion in the case of B. B.

showing every kind of ornamentation,
from simple braiding to the finest handembroidery combined with real lace.
Such pretty and inexpensive little dresses

It Proves Dr. Greene’s Nervura the Greatest Health

j

Interesting
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Mother of Christ. A
i» »*»<* Outskirts of
,,l tiu’itients of a Cuban

"

I

auuual fiesta of

...

count for

ad alterations.

the whole
story. To
V

I

is

:.<•

.gustine's,

A

tion.

mystery. She
!:«• Cuban Capital,
-iund, but in Maa

.u.-i

daughters

of

few, there is a
stands just belt- city, on top of
valley. It was
ago, by a pious
it

mmemorate

some

the history of his
y* ar are services
iv-

March loth

on

doors are al-

its

•■t-iievers, mostly

of

i.ii I \ to invoke the
!

leave before

her

The

fo 11 owi ng

letter will
explain itR*»lf

|

All the saloons, cafes and casinos were
wide open, their tables surrounded by
civilians and soldiers of every nationality,

drinking light

selected the least

k

drove

and

-npit

out

the famous Vir-

.it

crowd.

!.e

other in terms that

*

f Iiellamar and the
ml. |we found the heat
.c. like that of mid-

Jier up

ut iii

blew

fresh and cool

sea, and

an

the

on

we won-

li

r

Virgin Xegra

is

a

time-mellowed stone,
_:d cross and surroundBecause of

.)nisoury.

ding
it

wide view of

a

ueiit
a

country, the
redoubt, at the

Blanc >\s mule met

■

guns.
Among
ut down many of
at once shaded the
•in

■

baby

u

from

trees

knocked out

<i

:

To-

day

em-

the interior

yond compare. We
>■« i
it b sea shells, and
represent a subi"

-m

a

incident

s«*me

gin, who is believ-

11

of cultivation in the environs of this
town.
Wh ther the peoare too ill or too lazy to make
gardens

poverty-cursed

ple

in the fertile soil

all around, or too
poor to buy seed, or if “conditions” not
apparent to foreigners forbid—I do not
know.
It seems to me, however, that if

lying

the Red Cross, or some other beneficent
power were to utilize the many acres of

seemingly

land

by planting it to
homes above the potatoes and common vegetables, apportioning it out to families and compelling

good people of Ma-

•.

a
surprising number of idle,
hopeless looking men, women and naked
children, our beggar following increased
to a crowd.
Strange to say, there are few

Rattling signs

■y streets, across the
Juan, through the

udful of sea-faring
of wood, is

them to

waste

for and harvest the ciops, it
would be truer charity than to feed them
on free rations for an indefinite
length of
ti

care

On

sightly slope

a

curls and

w

passed beautiful villa, its white walls
and pillared front gleaming amid sapadillo,
Palm and olive
orange and mango trees.
we

trees

lilting their heads
the house walls, tell of
court; and the
pink and white

the centre of

in
a

Moorish inner

side-yards
oleanders,

gay with
scarlet pomeare

But
granates and royal purple hibiscus.
the silence of death hangs out all, fur the
splendid place is quite deserted. Our in-

telligent eochero related its history.

The

residence is considered the finest in the
entire province.
It contains a well filled
art
was

gallery, and imported furniture
formerly the admiration of tlie

acres

that
peo-

of the best tobacco lauds

iu the world.

Five years ago it seemed
the range of possibilities that he
could ever find himself a poor man. Early

beyond

and in

overs.

ottering stairs

■

for

d

a

•j

our

ided.

toil

the

to

the

by

Sitting among

ogest of which

was

yeaisago, amid hun'■ns. darting about the

ding us

with

con-

airy nothings
girls

with

and young

pedestrians,

|

balconies kissed their

finger tips
and pelted

on

unknown gallants below
them with flowers.
Whenever the main

to

procession appeared, or an offshoot of it,
it was greeted with loud cheers, and all
joined in the singing, and dogs lifted their
voices in agonized howls as the weird
music increased in volume.
Though an
of wine must have been

enormous amount

a

few hours sent

skyward

and smoke property worth two
million dollars.
Fearing for his

in flame
three

or

own

life

and the safety of his

family, the Spaniard
hastily gathered together what he could
and tied to the mother country, leaving all
lie possessed in Cuba to be sold by agents.
But nobody was buying much iu those

The four April issues of The Y'outh’s
Companion w ill contain a number of the
special articles and stories engaged last
In the issue
year for the 1899 volume.
for the week of April Oth will appear
“The Flood in Number Three,” in which
Homer Greene recalls an instance of the
Belfast Free Library.
heroism of miners.
The issue for the
Books in the French language. April, 1899: week of April loth will contain Sir Clements
Markham’s
*
article
with the fascinaAbout, Edmond. Le progres- F-Ab 7 p
ting title, “Opportunities for Y'oung
t
Le roi des monExplorers,” and the first instalment of
F-Ab 7 r Charles Adams's
tagnes. With mites.
story of “A Boy’s Fox•Bruncamp, Eugene. Nos idees,
Y’ard.” Hon. Carroll D. Wright's article,
nos moeurs, nos caracteres.
“Where Living is Cheapest,” will appear
F-B 83
in the issue for the week of April 20th and
•Bungener, Felix. Trois jours de
in that for April 27th
la vie d’un pere.
Surgeon-General
F-B 88
Wyman will describe United States
•Conquerel, Atlianase. Des beaux
service
in
an
article entitled,
quarantine
—arts en Italie.
F-C 79
“Maritime Quarantine.”
•Conquerel, Atlianase. Medita-

tions..
consumed,(whisky, gin and kindred Amerbeverages do not prevail in Cuba) I •Coulin, Franck. Homelies...
saw not a
single case of intoxication. Not •Oouve, Benjamin. Courtes medcan

until the first rosy beams of dawn appeared in the East did the tumult subside and
rest for the weary become possible.
Fannie Brigham Ward.

Work of
Ringed

Money

I

by

springs for Public

“Won't somebody stop it? It is spreading worst than a chain letter- that item
which all the papers are publishing about
tin?

Village

Improvement Society of
Stockton Springs raising 824 in the six
months prior Jan. 1. 1899, for new sidew alks.

The idea! 824 only, when we women
worked and worked, and got together
•8248.05, and have laid it all out, too.”
This plaint came from one of the bright
young ladies of Stockton Springs; and
surely the Village Improvement Society

aright, says a Maine newsSome
careless
correspondent.
typo or equally heedless proof reader

should be set
paper

overlooked the figure eight, and the item
should have read, as no doubt originally
written, 8248.
And the ladies have done it all.
small

ton, like many other

|overburdened
rather has a large

Stock-

towns, is

with rich people, or
number of small tax-

not

payers, who find the burden of taxation
to meet tlie most, necessary expenses of
tiie town all they can bear.
Then there
is the inevitable “out-back”

contingent,

who

luxuries for

to

were averse

providing

the village folk, and

so

it

that proper

was

A Easy

kt Easy
Easy

in 2-lb.

F-D 89 t

L'ami Fritz.

With notes

by

fGreville,
Dosia.

Henri.
V\ it.h notes in

F Er 2

u„.L,0,A'

F-F 28

Allectiou

C.

Fontaine.
•Favre, Jules. Conferences et discours litteraires.

A

F-G 86
L’Abbe Constantin.
With English notes
F-H 18
Hugo, Victor. Quatrevingt-treize, F-H 87 q
Les travailleurs de

mate

la

mer.

except that there

iay.
insect

life, and

-ds.

■

;

juet
•

the

shrill

gentle

voice

even

or

the

be heard.

to

as

phoebe made

or

not

v

miss"

No cheerful note

rwill

i

one

(Juba used

hue

cardinals, orioles,
plover and countless
lias become of them

1

idc
■sr

of starving

recon-

bodies in grease and
glad enough to get
a>ionally a lazy buzzard
>

if

with

eye

an

that is

11'

now

K,itnd, thanks
'he vultures

to

single

to

becoming
American

begin to

l,!WHy train, steaming
i'ta

grow
of

out

Clara, Sagua la Grande

k to town in order to miss

fj
...

ceremonies, our volante
slopes, closely followed

ft)i0^rain
',J°

and lean

f5r«w

hotter,

curs.

not

a

Every
breath

,!I,nK below the hill-tops, the

tlie dry, white road and
{ki\.rom
J°n
foila«e, and fairly quivering in
the at

S',tlere’

Arrived

the

are

other

value and

con-

The

beauty,
railway and

pure water, and easy
other facilities, conspire to make Matanzas a

far

more

eligible place

for

an

Amer-

ican resort than Nassau and other points
which our countrymen and women flock

to

by thousands every season. Two or three
million dollars judiciously expended in
Matanzas would put it on a par with Nice
and the Kiveira and make it a central
When

for the world.

reached the central portion of
the town the streets that erstwhile looked
so

we

deserted,

were

filled with merry mask-

Ladies in .Spanish costume, wearing
harlequin masks of black silk, promenad-

ers.

ed in bevies, or rode in carriages, throwing
kisses and bandying jokes with everybody

they met, both friends and strangers.
Presently barbaric music was heard, a
wierd sound, like the beating of tom-toms
before a cannibal feast, and around a corner swept a motley procession.
It was

bearing

b'-sta

original

salubrity,

,lnd the procession, already
i*“ narrow streets
below, might

citizens of Lilliput.

ijfe,):

tithe of their

headed

"

of a;,

a

verted into ideal residences.

-looked in the distance like

_

;

for

equally hungry pat- watering place

ipped and ate them,
Spanish soldiers, being
f'»i gastronomic choice,

,J

Americans. There

of stalwart negroes,
by
aloft effigies of saints, the most
a

score

honored

figures being naturally
Virgin and St. Augustine. Following this
advarce guard were several hundred men,
women and children, of all conditions and
the Black

gorgeous
were rather too

higher.

tle

And

would,

street

ter, until the

it

so

of $248

sum

When the lumber

was

a

was

of

so
a

at
lit-

that each

was

predecessors

street went its

little bet-

raised.

bought

for the

sidewalks the “men folks” braced up a
bit and helped saw the planks and nail
them

down,

that but little outside

so

F-J 26
F-J 26 v

With notes by C. Fontaine.
•Laboulaye, Edouard. Discours
populaires...
Lacombe, Paul. Petite historic du
peuple francais. With notes by

F-J 94
F-L 11

Jules Bue.

F-L 12

fLoti, Pierre, (I. M ./. Viand).
Peclieur d ’Islande. With notes
by C. Fontaine.
IMaistre, Xavier de. Voyage autourde machaiubre. \Vith notes
by Jules Bue.
•Michelet, Jules. Bible de ’1 bu-

necessary; and with the repairs to
old walks and a mile or so of new ones,
Stockton Springs has now as good footing
as

any
walks

run

a

across

number of

places,

the

brooks, and here wire

have been stretched to

hand-ropes

pre-

On

the main

It

was

an

old cellar left

previous conflagration.

a

It had long

eyesore, the owner not wishing
to improve the place.
One of the ladies

been

an

of the V.

I.

solicited funds for the
“bulkhead” in front of this
S.

building of a
spot, much improving it. The ladies have
their minds

fixed

upon

various

other

a

Cough

in One Day

To Cure a Cold in One Day
To Cure Sore Throat in One
To Cure Hoarseness in One
Take

Day
Day

Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c.

If it fails to cure, your
money will be refunded. A. A. Howes
A Co.

Tial

size free.

§550,411

on

1 5,000

00

pkgs.

§626,501
31,1898.

F-M 58 b

F-M

73

ill
a

cure it.

well-known

;

j

m

78

a

F-M 73 h
F-M 76

133,436 67

F-P (.»2
I

F-R 75

A M

ot liabilities, except

Waterville

908

Portland.
I E. n.
Hoston
Boston, w.
I».
j

AM
1 30
400
6 67
4 10--

3 05

2 16

0 60

6 36
9 06

Boston,

) E. I).
w i).

7 00

9 (Mi
h 3(>

I’M
11 (H>
A' M
5 51

P M
1 15

j

Portland..
AM

Waterville.

'.*30

A M
s 5c
pi Hi

A m

Burnham, depart.
I'nity..

!
1

>

25
"ii

5 05
5 25
5 35

PIP
P 25

Thorndike..1115
Knox..I 1 30
Brooks
1 1 57
.2 15
Waldo.
-12 35
City point..
Belfast, arrive. 12 45

1

....

1

4 30
1 30
p M

7 15

Bangor

to 42
5 50
in 07
to 17

P 41
-P 52
lo H4
10 1"

0 25

Flag station.

Pi it 45 OO
I.imited tickets fo; Boston are n .\v
from Belfast and all stations on Bran eh.
Through tickets to all points West and North
w c k< •»<<;!•:
west, via all routes, for sale hy 1
CF.'L F. (WANS,
Agent, Belfast.
N ice President and (Jeneral M om.
F K. Booth itv, (Jet. P is*. and TVkrt
Portland. Nov. 25. 1 sPK.
>■

..in

4,437,339 12
.'ihi.iim'Kiii
1,304,945 79

..

ELIA ,1. COTTRELL.

AMERICA ASSl RANCE CO. of Tor) onto, Canada. Incorporated in 1833 Commenced business in 1835. Hon. <ieo A. Cox,
President. Secretary, P. 11. Sims.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 18'.>8.

rjRITISH

F. TILTON of Trov, ill the County of
State of Maine, by her deed dated
1<S04, and recorded in Waldo
Registrv of Deeds, Book 241, Page 233, conveyed Loans on bond and mortgage vfirst
in mortgage,
10,1*00 00
to .Mell R. Ferguson id' Hoy, Maim
liens)..
Stocks and bonds owned b> the coma certain parcel of land situated in Troy, afore008,072 75
said, and on the twentieth day of November, A.
pany, market value.
Cash in company’s principal office
I). 181)5, assigned by Mell It. Ferguson to L. K.
42.188 00
and in bank......
Prentiss of Troy, aforesaid, said assignment be0,71251
ing recorded in Volume 253, Page 431), and de- Interest, due and accrued.
to
wit:
Situated
of
in
collccas
follows,
Premiums
due
course
scribed and bounded
I
150.003 21
tion.
on the post road leading from Unity to Dixmout, |
and bounded on the west, north and east by land
$1,210,067 07
formerly owned by Dorcas B. Bennett, and south
by said post road, measuring ten rods on the road
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1808.
and eight north, containing one-half acre and
and
buildings thereon; also the east barn adjoining Net amount of unpaid losses
claims...$ 128,371 74
The condition of said mortthe Bennett barn.
Amount required to safely reinsure
gage having been broken, I therefore claim a fore•
all outstanding risks.
564,860 22
L. K. PRENTISS.
3wl4
closure.
Waldo and
MABEL
October second,

F-T 84
F-V <>8

FZ4

study of

..

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

Always Bought

PILES !

sSTaTureof

PILES !

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

cure

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorhes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
ly
or sale by R. H. Moody.

has been conducting during the past two
years. The Cosmopolitan title, “Modern
College Education—Does it Educate in
the Broadest and Most Liberal Sense of
the Term?” is not used as President
Harper’s theme. He confines himself
rather to the consideration of the relations
which universities bear to our republic
President Harper is
and to the people.
one of the men who seem to desire to take
broad and liberal views of the subject of

education.

RS.

Notice of Foreclosure.

F-H 18

Presented.

The Kind You Have

M

1885

in the

2 30
4 36

M

TO BELFAST.

31, 1898.

Farm for Sale.

Gerard.
Vigny, Alfred Victor. Cinq mars.
*Zell er, Jules.
Italie ef. renaissance:
politique, lettres, art..

*>10

3 30
13 37
13 62
4 16
14 38
6 00
r. 26
6(H)

r M

300,000 00
177,007 66

REYNOLDS ol Hallnwell, in Ihe
Kennebec and State ol Maine, by
§0,322,284 91
his deed dated November 27. is*,*6. and recorded
I rod Atwood, Agent, W interport
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Rook 247. Page
of
Low
L.
Batehelder
t<»
Benjamin
290, conveyed
ell, Mass., it. mortgage, a certain parcel of land
situated in the town ot Troy, County ol Waldo AI 11 ROPOI.I I AN PLATE CLASS INSURANCE
and State of Maine, ami described as follows, to ill CO. “I New York. Ineorpoiaicd in 1874.
Eugene 11. Winslow. President. S. Win. Ihut-m,
wit: The easterly one-third part of lot No. 2, of
the second range ot lots in s. id Troy, according Secretary. Capua! pail up m cash. § I im'.ooo.ui
to a survey and plan made by Ballard and Bulliu
ASSKTS Dl.< 1 M 1.1 EH 3 1
1 898.
in the year 1797, containing sixty five acres, more
Real estate owned by the company,
or less.
Also auother piece ol land in said Troy,
1 5o,noi»oo
unincumbered..
§
bounded as follows, viz: situated on the road
Plate glass on hand.
902 82
leading by the house known as the Tobias Gould Stocks and bonds owned by the
In use, containing seven acres, more or loss, and
market value
292.357 50
company,
B.
F.
to
said
being the same premises conveyed
accounts for glass si.hi..
141 94
Batehelder by Mary A. Doane and others, by deed Sundry
Cash in company’s principal otlice
of warranty dated December 12, A. D. 1882. and
and
in
bank.
92
25,137
recorded in Waldo County Registry, Hook 20.'.
070 84
Interest due and accrued.
Page 285. Also another piece of land situated on Premiums in due course of collecTobias
the road leading by the house known as the
tion.
27,791 97
Gould house, containing ten acres, more or less,
LIABILITIES OKI-EM HER 31, IS 98.
and being the same premises conveyed to the said
B. F. Batehelder by L. M. Knowles, by deed of warNet amount of unpaid losses and
1.5oo no
ranty dated August second, A. 1). 1882, and reclaims.. §
corded in Waldo County Registry. Also another Reserved for reinsurance.
131.353 22
piece or parcel of land situate in said Tiny, bound- Accounts due for glass and glazing
0,007 59
ed and described, as follows, to wit. beginning at
All liabilities except capital stock
the southwest corner of land ow ed by John F.
and net surplus.
139,120 81
Gray of Dixiuont; thence south on B. F. Batehel- Capital paid up in cash.
lou.noooo
der’s east line to land of William W. Nason; Surplus beyond capital.
259 882 18
thence easterly on the line of said Nason’s land
forty (40) rods; thence north, parallel to said ■VTORWU H UNION FIRE INSURANCE SOCIEBatcheider’s west line before mentioned, to John
TY of Norwich, England. Incorporated u
F. Gray’s south line forty (40) rods; westerly on
17*97. Commenced business in U. S. in 1877. 9.
John F. Gray’s south line to tin point begun at.
Hare, Resident Manager.
I
or
and
Montgomery
more
seventeen
less,
acres,
containing
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 18*98.
being the same premises conveyed to said Batch
elder by W illiam W. Nason, by deed of quitclaim ; Loans on bond and
mortgage (first
dated April 19th, A. D. 1887, and recorded in I
liens)
4o,()00n0
Waldo County Registry. The conditions of said I Stocks and bonds owned
by tin*
a
I
therefore
claim
been
broken,
mortgage having
market value.*. 1,841,072 50
company,
8wL4
f o rec los u re.
Cash in company’s principal office
B. F. RATCHELDER.
ami in bank
280,204 88
Interest due and accrued.
22,del 17
Premiums in due course of collection
144,756 80
L

Kill
8 36
11 45
A

149,493 39

PM

10
lf>
25
30
60
00

n

of

12tf

fEasy reading for beginners

Bangor.

Net amount of unpaid losses ami
claims.
289.782 93
Amount required to safely reinsure
a!I outstanding risks
3.974.803 27
All other demands against, the com192,092 92
pany. viz: commissions, etc
amount

*7 30
7 41
17 63
8 00

Unify
Burnham, arrive..

6,113 30

§0,322,284 91

capital stock and n**t surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyumi capital

PM

J
tl
*1
1
11
2

CRAIM.
FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES.

dealers in the finv*

;

Snll.

ol

Imporlof.s
quality

*f

Anthracite and

031S■

Blacksmith
niild its

■

~

I’liini I

35* 37 trout

I l.v

I

ll

i*

ft <-1fast, Me

St

It:

TELEI'HOJV L< 4-2.

j

F-r 1*1

5 t.
fTheuriet, Andre. Le manage de

*

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike—.

9,943 42

..

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart.
7 16
Citypoint.. 17 20

§626,501 05
Agents, Belfast, Me.

is quickly Absorbed.
(Jives Relief at once.

pH ARLES
j Yj County

F-M 28

F-M

CATARRH

follows

AM

05

ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA of
Pa.
Incorporated in 1820.
Commenced business in 1817. E. C. Irwin, Pics
idem lienj.T. Herkness, Secretary. Capital paid
up in cash, §500,000.00.
ASSETS DKCEMltEK 31,1 898.
Real estate owned by the company,
.' § 322.07137
unincumbered
Loans on bond and mortgage On's*
liens'.
2,034,199 17
Stocks and bonds owned by the
2,903,131 2.3
company, market value
Loans secured by col laterals.
101.550 00
f'ash m company's principal otlice
and in bank.
10.9,373 90
Interest due and accrued
7>.40u do
Premiums in due course of collection..
572.824 79
Due from other company's for reinsurance losses
20.073 74

Total

F-L hi

F-M 58

Climatic

run as

FROM

IMREPhiladelphia,

only

Notice of Foreclosure.

Hippolyte

de la litterature auglaise.

Boston will

23,21180

...

James Pattee & Son,

TIM E-TA »LE.
On and alter Nov. 27. 181*8. trains connecting
at Burnham and Waterville with through trams
for and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and

25,052 00
2,026 16

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyond capital.

Eat’

Allays Inflammation. Heals and protects tile
f Taste and
Restores the Senses
Membrane.
No Meeury, No Injurious
No Cocaine,
Smell
drug. Full size 50c.; Trial Size life. at Druggists
or by mail.
ELY RROTHERS, 56Warren Street, New York.

ideas, and the coming winter will probPresident Harper, of the University of
ably see lots of schemes for turning surChicago, makes this month’s contribution
I.
the
V.
of
into
the
coffers
plus change
to the discussion of the educational quesS.
tion which The Cosmopolitan magazine
To Cure

1808.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims...
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks.....
All other demands against the company, viz.: commissions, etc..

Digest,

to

31

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

0l’e,^u“he COLD 'M HEAD

village street, between

of the stores,

two

ASSETS DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank.
Interest <lue and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection.

Luudi. F-Sa 25 c
Nouveax
C. A.
$2,320,236 44
I offer for sale my faun situated on the back
Lund is. 2 t. F-Sa 25 n road lrum Belfast to
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31
Searsport, about three miles
1808.
three
hunof
from the city
Belfast, containing
*Saint-Beuve, C. A. Portraits
Net amount of unpaid losses ami
dred and twenty five acres of land. There is a
litteraires. F-Sa 25 p good orchard on the farm, about two hundred | claims..
$ 103,43i iz
acres of good woodland, and the remainder con- I Amount required to safely reinsure
*3aint-Hilaire, J. B. Mahomet et
all outstanding risks.. 1,150,400 11
! veniently divided into tillage and pasture land.
le Coran.
F-Sa 27 There is a never failing supply of living water in All other demands against the com28,425 85
the pastures. The buildings are convenient and
pany, viz. commissions, etc.
tSegur, S. Les malheurs de Soin good repair, ami well supplied with water.
F-Se 3 This is one of the best farms in the County oT Total amount of liabilities, except
phie.
capital stock and net surplus. 1.342,257 08
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage and will
De.
*3teudal,
(llenri Beyle)
086,078 36
be sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire- of Surplus.
F-St 8 Mrs. Geo. W Cottrell. *20 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Melanges d' artetde litterature.
1
Hi)*.).
$2,320,235 4-1
Belfast, March 21.
A.
Histoire
•Taiue,

French.

falls.

vent

by

In

town.

to

Maine Central R R.

business in 1818.

*Saint-Beuve,

help

was

holiday raiment, many
scantily attired for de-

cency, with here and there a half grown
child as naked as the minute he was born.

Church

course, not fall behind these; and
their entertainment raised the limit

shades of complexion.
Most of them were
less darkly colored, and while a few

sported

next, made a little extra
cleared from their minstrel

came

$38.

show

more or

outlying All were shouting and singing at the tops
lection
faim-leaf huts, each shaped of their voices; and while the leaders kept
'ikes,
v«rted V,
open at both ends and step with monotonous rythm, beating the
at

whose turn

effort and

4 MERICAN INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass
Incorporated in June, 1818. Commenced
Francis Peabody, President.
Secretary, Henry S. Bean. Capital’ paid up in
cash. §300,000.

iv

Ely's Cream Balm

F-J 25

heureux.
•Janin, Jules. Voyage en Italic..
tJulliot, Francois de. Mademoiselle Solange, terre de France.

■

abandoned palaces like this, scattered all
over the island, which might be bought

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
is the only remedy that is
guaranteed purely vegetable, and contains -no
mercury, potash, arsenic, or any other mineral or chemical. It never fails to
cure
Cancer, Eczema, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Contagious Blood Poison
Tetter, Boils, Carbuncles, Sores, etc.
Valuable books mailed free by Swift
Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Buy,

specific,

F-H 87 t

•Janet, Paul. Les problemes du
XIXe siecle.
•Janin, Jules. Voyage d’un homne

w

Get

...

>

be penetratthe machete.
It was a

Specific_

Cook,

to

...

...

remedy

fllalevy, Luiiovic.

property,
*-n‘ly all dead or gone
J. B. P.
L’ Avare:
yearly income of several hundred thousand the matter in their hands, and organized Moliere,
in
comedie. Edited with notes by
tranquil bay
front,
in
the
the
la$11,000
lump.
dollars, brought only
Village Improvement Society (all
’-i
G. Masson.
is veiled in mist, reDuring the war, the abandoned mansion ! dies) of Stockton Springs. The first and Moliere, J. B. P. Le
■!
*■ Berkshire Hills or the
Bourgeois
in the outskirts of Matanzas, at the mercy chief aim was to provide better sidewalks.
gentilhomme. With notes by
dgiuia.
On the left of
of both armies and all the guerillas, bushThe village was divided into sections, or
F. Tarver.
far-famed Vale of Yumwhackers and bandits of the time, was rather the residents of each street were •Montesquieu. Esprit des lois....
with
rick11ruts, carpeted
absolutely valueless, for nobody would designated as separate committees, (Main •Pressense, Edmond de. Etudes
ed adorned with streams
con temporal lies.
have accepted it as a gift if obliged to try street being divided) making six commitiin: on the
right, Matan- living in it. Probably the house cost in tees in all. Then each street got up an *Prevost-Paradol, L. La France
ag westward till merged the
nouvelle.
neighborhood of a quarter of a million; entertainment to raise money; and rivalry,
*Koux, Amedee. Histoire de la
aigle. No forests are left and in the opinion of our cochero might friendly, of
course, helped the thing
litterature contemporaiue en
ha.
The mountains, so- be
purchased to-day for five thousand dol- along. If Sylvan street at their social
Italie.
>f them are more than lars “down.”
Here is a valuable hint to and dance cleared #28, School
street, *3aint-Beuve, C. A. Causeries du
i:c
covered with
can

........

nunnery, am. writes:
"Some years
ago i was inoculated with poison by a nurse who infected
my babe with blood taint. I was covered with sores and
ulcers from head to foot, and in
my great extremity I prayed
to die.
Several prominent physicians treated
me. hut all
to no purpose
The mercury and potash which
they
gnve me seemed to add fuel to the awful flame which was
devouring me. I was advised by friends who had seen
wonderful cures made, by it,, t.n
try Swift’s Specific. I improved from tlie start, as the medicine seemed to go direct
to the cause of the trouble and force
the poison out. Twenty
Dottles cured me completely.” Swift’s

Nothing lint a local
or change of cli-

Durand.)
English.

■

'hat it

?"ly %?.<,lthewreTd,e8-dry
j."t,,k fort,h

fkrckmanu, k., and Chatrian, A.

bright, in- nefasti (lias. Some of the richest planta- appropriations for sidewalks for the vilrn auite.
voked over two lovely
tions on the island only brought six dollage of Stockton Springs could not ob- •Michelet, Jules. La mer.
\ pause of
shining wa. lars an
•Moliere, J. B. P. Oeuvres. Avec
acre, and others equally good could tain in the annual town meeting.
dabby old town, asleep not be sold at
des notes de tous les commentaThe senor’s toThe walks were in a very poor conany price.
thousand
forty-eight
teurs. 2 t.
that erstwhile yielded a ! dition when the ladies of the village took
bacco

prickly home-seeking

fnnndU7' lt ?i?eS

A t al 1

La

Edited w
Blouet.

a-

cure"

Oats
7)jf“\uaker
i
grocers

F-D 89

tulipe
ith notes by P.

noire

monts.

niprovi

Alexandre

in

blood diseases knows that there are no ail,,
or troubles so obstinate and
difficult to cure. Very few remedies claim
to cure such real, deep-seated blood
diseases as S. S. S.
and none can
offei such incontrovertible evidence of
merit. S S. S. is not merely a tonic_it
down to thfl vepy seat of
blood diseases, and gets at the
foundation of the very worst cases, and routs the
poison from the system Itdoes
"P the P°l«»" a"d Wde it from view
on ; t
tenmorardy
attain more violently than ever; 8. 8. S. forces
out every
y
trace of taint, and rids the
system of it- forever.

Food

to

F-D 26

D B. Kitchen.

t Dumas

Easy
The
Easy

F-C 84

fDaudet, Alphonse. La Belle-Nivernaise.
Edited with notes by
A. G. Cameron.
L’evasion
tDumas, Alexandre.
du Due de Beaufort. With notes

Women.

Stockton

at

F-C 97 m
F-C 83

itations.....

n,tr,, 1U„ III,

published

ture

carriage loads of ladies, en masque, wound
slowly through the streets, exchanging I

a

great in the
war, insurgents burned his sugar
wooden fingers and
his mills and machinery,
around the neck—the estate, destroying
a

often less

matters not how obstinate the case’nor wh,,t °thpr
ment or remedies have
failed, S.S. S.
a
,y9 promptly reaches and cures any

n-

oGuU 0 soasos and
OIIU

□

involve/
cures
tin urn
ne Worst
Cases. ^“w^Methebioodumanyway
IIUIOI UOOCO.
Kveryone who has had experience with

Nearly thirty short stories will be
in the four April numbers of
The Youth’s Companion, and the publishers promise that they will all be first
There will be humorous stories,
rate.
pathetic stories, stories that teach a good
lesson in a genial way, animal stories and
stories of thrilling adventure. There will
be stories that will interest men and
fascinate boys; stories that will charm
women and delight their
daughters.

Claus Nelson, of Pico Heights, Los AnI send you my picBox 31. writestaken with my little boy. I do not look so
sad now as I do in the picture; I was sick then
and I thought my days would not be long, but
your kindness and medicine would not let me
die.
You have my heart felt thanks for your
kindly advice to ine in my sickness; also for
your book which I received two years ago, and
which I could not do without. It is all the Doctor I have had since 1 got it. I had female
trouble, and Dr. Pierc *s Favorite Prescription,
together with the advice given in his book,
cured me of five year- sickness.”
The book Mrs. Nelson mentions is Dr.
Medical Adviser.” the
Pierce’s 1,000 page
most useful “doctor book
published. A
in
stiff
copy
paper-covers sent on receipt
of 21 one-cent stamps to pay expense of
mailing only; in cloth-binding ten stamps
extra.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

geles, Cal..

ventional
than
affectionate; at times
groups of strangers clasping hands and
singing together, or whirling in mad
waltzes under the palms.
Meanwhile

of the road to town

ple. The owner, a once wealthy Spaniard,
possessed rich sugar plantations a little
with
face
and
re,
back in the valley, besides three
i-and the incongru- way
thousand

eyes and a blonde
y dressed in purple
with gold, a jeweled

were

Discovery.

Mrs.

smoking cigar-

me.

in age

a-

cal

Faster grew the fun as evening advanced, and by midnight Saturnalia reigned supreme.
Still the procession kept, in
motion, or rather scores of impromptu
processions in various parts of the city.
Every park and plaza was filled with
sportive masqueraders, accosting each

of shells, first
tenanted with
fragrant flowers,

u

wines and

,11

win

The April number of Vicks’ Magazine
comes to hand promptly and filled with
matter of interest to all those
having gardens or who are interested in plants.
The illustrations are excellent and appear
on nearly every page.
An account, with
illustrations, of the newer varieties of
lilac ma tes known the superior qualities
of some of the finest of these beautiful
flowering shrubs.

Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medi-

ettes,

•pngs
tud

of the U. S.

-x

ot a

ments

pains

tache.

*1 Jr>?r»o

boro, I enn., Gentlemen, For many years
1 have been a continual sufferer from
that most dreadful disease, chronic
It spread to my
catarrh.
-lungs.
I
gave
up
hope of ever being
better. Took to my bed and was believed by my friends to bo about to die.
I thought I would try Pe-ru-na. 1 did
so and in a few
days felt hotter. I have
continued to take it and am now practically well. Can do as hard a day’s work
as any man. Yours
truly. J. W. Draper.”
Pe-ru-na unrelentingly seeks out catarrhal poisons and exterminates them.
Pe-ru-na is sold by all druggists. Free
advice will be given any one who will
write Dr. S. B. Jlartman, of Columbus.O.

wearer

Promptly Reaches the Seat Aa.'SSSJyii.ta
remedies. It

The extent to which a little news item
be magnified by repetition is shown
by the statement in a Rochester paper
that Jerry Simpson is writing a life of
Washington. Theoiigiual item was that
Jerry would write a book concerning life
in Washington—and happily he has abandoned even this.

the mother or
father can write to l)r rierce ana receiv*
medical advice free. Thousands have done
it. Thousands of homes have been made
Thousands of weak women
happy by it.
and debilitating
suffering with the
condition of the disof
a
diseased
drains
tinctly feminine organism have followed
Dr. Pierce’s advice and become again blooming, vigorous, loving, cheerful and loved.
Dr. R. V. Pierce is chief consulting physician at the world-famous Invalids’ Hotel
and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y.,
and during his thirty years’ practice here
developed his great "family medicines—Dr.

a

$. n GOES
TO THE BOTTOM.

can

child’s. Either

uniform, slung her fat arms around his
immaculate collar and imprinted a resounding smack upon his soldierly mus-

consump-

the raison d’ etre
ius

«

wench spun up to the

cures

fath-

Whose fault
it ?
—

dignidisgust

the countenance of

on

—

child ?

Nobody’s
cermaybe
tainly not the

fied, elderly army officer and the
of his prim American
wife, when a buxom

tarrh and
so

is

em-

an

expression

l’e- ru-na
cures ca-

that

as

would waltz out of the line to

can

is to be

Mother
er—

day

catarrh,

Spanishprepared for

Who

populace

Notes.

Miss Beatrice Harraden has discarded
the original title which she had adopted
for her new novel, nd has finally decided
to call it “The Fowler.” The title is
suggested by the verse in the Psalms,
“Our soul is escaped as a bird out of the
snare of the fowler.”

healthy

pitied most’

the

innocent on-looker, as regardless
of order as of comment.
One of the funniesi sights of the
was the horrified

cure the
cause—

other

in

ful.

dogs and the shouting of
mingled with the unearthly

brace

sumption,

I
i

mentations of her in
Pent and Brazil,

of children tooted

help mate
give ?

dance,

cure con-

norae—

horns and shook noisy rattles, like the
Mexican metracas, while the barkiug of
Now
music.
and then an over-enthused
uegress of the
procession, in the wild abandon of the

color-

a

ion oi

and

Messrs.Little, Brown* Co., Boston,will
issue in i the early fall a biography of the
late Kate Field, by Miss Lilian
Whiting.
Miss Whiting has abundant material for
her book from letters and journals, and
she believes that Miss Field’s self-revelations will surprise even her intimate
friends.

the sympathy
of wifely affection—the support that only
a strong, cheer-

lined with well dressed ladies and

were

gentlemen, thousands

is Caused by Catarrh of the Lungs.

\ccpt the dusky race
i.<i that theirs is the
man and the lighter

c

dusty street, in a
a
heterogeneous crowd! 1 have seen
King Carnival in many countries but
never
anything like this. The pavements

| Consumption

the negro Virgin,
with greater eclat in
.:
else on the island.
at

like tops down the
dance a la Egyptienne.

‘Such

Pe-ru-na is the Greatest
Known Cure for Catarrh.

by the Central

m

King of

whirling

were

—

yesfront Ha-

over

females

Literary News

When a mother thinks she is going to die
and rather wishes she could, what happens
shall the child
to the child? Where else
and care that is to
get the love, kindness
maturity ?
ripen it into useful, happy
Where is the husband to turn lor the com-

ground with their long heels, like Indians
in the
ghost-dance, the more excited

Remedies, Pe-ru-na.

Early

1899.

I.

Often Yields to That

The Journal ]

,.f

iime

CONSUMPTION

!

FOB SALE.
High street, near Pearl street, new
convenient, with all modern improvements;
heated by steam, bath room, hot water; large
stable. Inquire on premises.
B. KALISH, Belfast, Me
lml4
Residence 34

and

|

Total

of liabilities, except
stock and net surplus

Vick’s and

Guide

Floral

n
is a work of art. 24 pages lithograph,
1
;
4 1 .ages souvenir, nearly Ilk' pates Abed
\ egetu -v
halAone UlustrisMi.ns of Flnwem
i.
in white hi
hound
Fruits, etc..elegantly
an
authority
vt'l in catalogue making
hu t
pertaining to the garden, with rare
desi riptive catalogue o( all that isdesi:.
esoensive to give away uidisi iiminute.'
>>ii gHnlen i>
ev.rvone inlere«teit in a g
!‘.i
therefore we will send tit© <«ui«le> nnd n
UtIll 1.1. for 'Zac. worth ot «im<I 15 CIS.
of
Amount
for
Full
i»
credit
given
It tails how

which

purchase

to

buy

other

goods

Vick’s Little Gem Catalogue
1;
A perfect little gem of a price I i«t
(jiiirte condense i, finely illu-M :i:eii,
making it convenient hu retc

shape,

Vicks Illustrated Monthly M

'ho
i*.

<•

*a

Enlarged, imp-ovcd and m t"
relating to Gardening. 11m..
J* year.
Hpcrinl 1S99 ofte
-•*> <•©«•!■».
one year, and th© <«uid©
Oar new plan of selling Vegetable Seeds g'v
•'

>■'

»

...

for your money than any seed house lu Ann

m .no

nor#
■

•»

James Vicks Sons,
Rori'nptor. N. Y.

Traders Insurance Company,
of CHICACO, ILL.

Incorporated in February. 1865.

amount
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Surplus beyond capital.

->f *^‘
Bulbs and Plants have gone t•, thousand*
to cclchrm. t
tomers for half a century ami
a Golden Wedding cd.
i.-wucd
we
have
business
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003,237 00
517,420 11

$1,210,067 07

ATEN CENT CIGAR
F™FIVE CENT5.

Way. 1872.
i: J SMITH s,.;-- lory.
IN
$300,000.
CASH
CAPITAL PAID UP
Assets, December 31, 1898.
Commenced Business in

F.

IH'CKTXGIIAM. I'rrsutfitt.

1 ,,S;• *•'
Heal Kstate owiii-.l li> .me.no iimiiu ■.n,!■«• r• ■! .♦
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value.
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'•!
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1111'
All ntlior propci I> • •••bulging to the conipanv
_1
Aggregate nf all tin* ndinitted assets nf tl
'M
iiiiiipanv at their actual value.f.

Liabilities. December 31, 1898.

roon a* son.

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me are requested to cal
and settle at 50 Main street, at the old Reposi
GEO. A. BAILEY.
tory.
Belfast, March 6,1899.—10

♦ *"* 4WI -'
Not amount ft npai.l I. sscs ami claimk
Amount requin.-.I to safely ro-iiumro nil utslmniing
r-t'J. i2li 74
risks.
All other denimnls against the rnmpany, viz; com-'<>7 7<>
missions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except capital stork
KM.m *<»
and net surplus.
IH>
Capital actually paid up in cash.
capital. I ooo...t,i 4.<

Surplus beyond

iiu'liiding lie*
surplus.

Aggregate amount of liabilities
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CHAKLES

STATE

FAST

DAY

MAINE.

PROCLAMATION.

By the advice and with the consent of the Exec
utive Council, and also conforming to a timehonored custom. 1 do hereby designate Thursday. the 27tli day of April,'in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety nine,
as a day ol fasting and prayer; and l would lespectfully request all the people of our State to
so use and occupy the day as shall be consistent
with the purposes for which it has been set apart.
Given at the Executive Chamber, in Augusta,
kfhis seventeenth day of March, in the >ear of
'-Mir Lord one thousand eight hundred
and
ninety-nine, and of the Independence of the

signs of

Cleveland is

principles

and

an

opponent of the Admin-

istration.

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

Belmont. Mr. Willard Morrill has gone
Rhode Island for employment-Mrs.
Mary E. Churchill is in Boston visiting her
son, Fred Churchill... Mrs. Johu G. Jack-

to

son

is

quite sick with

uervous

prostration,

Dr. T. R Pearsons attends her-Mrs. Jane
Bryant is ou the sick list-The funeral of
Mrs. Gilbert Wellman Sunday was well at-

the times—No Trust.

Republican—the city,

any

we

tended, notwithstanding the mud.

mean.

Edgar Wood moved

Palermo.

pulp mill
occasionally a

A drier in
and

day:

but not

so

a

often

as we

blew up the other
blower dries up,
could wish.

his

fam-

North Vassalboro, where he
has secured work in the w’oolen mill.A
little strauger came to Will Soule’s last week

ily

last week to

sou_John Black recently bought a
butter worker for his creamery.An old
barn at North Palermo blew down in a recent gale of wind.... Fred Bailey is at work
for Mrs. H. J. Cain cutting up her wood pile.
....Wagons have made their appearance,
but sleighs are still in use at this writing.

—a

Kansa- is once

more

solidly Republican.

Democratic mayor was elected
in the wnole State in the election held last

Only

one

week.
•The prospects for business in Waldoboro this season are excellent,” says the
from almost

t

-ep.!i

The item
List
*

That is the

ounty News.

Lincoln

everywhere
the

concerning

week

S. Nickerson went to
Swanville.
Boston last week_We are sorry to hear
that Mrs. Frank Osgood is very sick with
typhoid fever.... Hon. A. E. Nickerson left
Mr. A.

good

in Maine.

correspondence

Brooks

in our

Boston last Monday.... Mr. A. T. Nickerson, our superintendent of schools, finds
for

of the

owner

there are 180 pupils. Schools will begin April
24th_Mrs. Laura Truudy of Searsport is
stopping with her sister, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson.... Mr. Ellery Nickerson and his little daughter are both sick.... W. E. Nicker-

in Jackson, Mr. Eugene

‘Great Farm"

Fletcher, deserves more than a passing
notice and we trust, it was generally read.
•Ye cannot improve upon our correspond*
•ont’s statement of the case, but wish
.liee to emphasize the fact that farming

of Bangor is in town....The numerous
Swanville friends of Mr. Charles II. Black
are much interested in his Cuban contract
and wish him and his family health and
prosperity in the “Pearl of the Antilles.’’

son

Waldo county can hi* made to pay, and
The business that will
pay handsomely.
,!i

cive its

a

owner

and

living

nearly *1,000

a
year is
iiiiug in these days.

Mavor Harrison
Ir\

surplus of
pretty good

a

a

Sandypoint. Mr. Frank French made a
short visit at the Duckery last, week and
left Saturday for Boston, accompanied by
his mother, Mrs. Martha French, who will

re-elected in Chi-

was

and son James left last week for a visit to
Miss Jessie Marden in Medfield, Mass., aud
will then go on a voyage to South America.
_Mr. Freeman Partridge bought a good
span of horses of Jacob Fames last week.
Mr. Partridge has a Jersey cow for sale.
Mr. C. O. Hatch went to Belfast on business
last week.... Mrs. Octavia Heagan of Winterport is visiting Mrs. Jennie MardenMiss Hannah Heagen of Prospect visited at
Mr. Win. Smith’s recently.
Prospect. Mrs. Ella II. Littlefield is in
Belfast on a visit. O.B. Gray is making good
headway in collecting taxes... .The teachers
were examined in Stockton Springs last Fri-

day and the State superintendent now begins to explain the school laws. Probably
the Prospect High school will have to go.
It is doubtful if there are scholars enough
will pass the £rade required in the
whole town that would attend to make it
profitable to spend the money. These little
towns are faring harder every year, and the
farms
youug men are going away. The best
who

in town

by

the

are

looked upon

enterprising

as

young

poor investments

men.Mr. John

Norton, one of the old pioneers, now some
8C> years old, is visiting in Prospect. Not- ;
withstanding his lameness and age he is
hearty and enjoying good health, and can

laHt year’s hay crop was
done finely.
got in fine condition and but little money
has been paid out for shorts and meal for
butcows this year, with the low price for
ter.
Farmers are not all trying high feed
aud high farming this year, but are inclined
more to the old method of all hay for stock

hay.
Stockton Strings. Miss Frances Cleaves,
who has been cnufiued to the house through
the winter, has sufficiently improved to he
at her place of business a portion of the
past week_Mr. Ed. Hiehborn lias return-

a

publican.

is

\ The Mrs. Jane Hopkins’ Star Make of "ii

The wealth of the multimillionaires is not equal to
good health. Riches without
health are a curse, and yet the

1

I

f

Is

Sarsaparilla, a valuable assistant in getting and maintaining perfect health. It
never disappoints.

£

no

l

*

£

Sells this favorite brand,

and

•

In

ing

?

pend

\I

Harry W. Clark,

8crofllla-“ Three years ago
eleven, had a serious case of

now

our

son,

scrofula

erysipelas with dreadful sores, dischargand itching constantly. He could not
walk. Several physicians did not help for
sixteen months. Three months’ treatment
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla made him perfectly well. We are glad to tell others of it.”
Mrs. David Laird, Ottawa, Kansas.
NauseaVomiting spells, dizziness
and prostration troubled me for years.
Had neuralgia, grew weak and could not
sleep. My age was against me, but Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

cured

me

thoroughly.

the *.‘*8 members, 47 | house during the winter, moved to their
F. S. llarriman has
stand pledged for methods favored by the home the past week
j
been in Belfast recently on business.
net cm organization known as the MuniOf

cade.

....

|

the Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Company-The Church s tree* L. S.
social, given in Deuslow Hall on Monday
ness

with

Supper was
last, passed olT very pleasantly
served aid. The tables were abundantly
laden ami presented a very attractive ap-

The returns set- j

ipal Voters' League.
Mr. Marlboro Packard of
Skarsmont.
-he question of establishing Linder-j
Searsport visited his brother, E R Packard,
garii-ns in the public schools, the vote! last week_Mrs. J. Rivers and Mrs. AbPlates were laid for ninety-five,
.'.nffing "7 ••“•J in favor to 17,878 against. ide Or dway have gone to Boston for a visit. pearance.
Cardaud nearly ail the places were taken.
.Miss Inez Peavy of South Montville was
An unusually large amount of real esfollowed the repast until 8 o’clock,
the guest of Mrs. Lucinda Marden last week. playing
.c
is lo side in Belfast at this time, inwhen dancing began, with music by Gil_At the annual meeting of the Sunday
lu cup many desirable residences.
Ordi- school board the following officers were elect- more. The evening was very much enjoyed
al!... Miss Alice Hicliboru will entertain
narily this would not be a very good show- ed: LI. E. Miller, superintendent; E. Cobb, by
the Current Events Club this, Thursday, p.
but the outlook foi the prosperity of vice superintendent: Miss Emily F. Miller,
uip
m
All interested in literary matters have a
u:
ity was never better than now; taxes secretary and treasurer; M. A. Fowler, licordial invitation to attend the meetings of
Eva
Miss
Elen
brarian:
Cobb, chorister;
ire lower here than in many other cities
or not
Mrs. Brown from the club, \> hether taking part
Maine,
md towns in
we
have good Severance, organist....
Morrill visited her brother, E S. Cushman,
Freedom.
An exceedingly pretty, and
schools, water works, a sewer system,
last Tuesday.... J. F Fernald of Belfast what was tie'tight by many to he one of the
pas works, electric light and power, and
brought the remains of Mr. Jewett of Aina best entertainments ever presented in this
•v.client railroad and steamboat com- io tins
place for burial last Saturday. Mr. place, was given at the Congregational
In nearly every case good Jewett was the husband of Mrs. M iry Richmuim at ions.
church last Thursday evening under the
: <
:
may be given for offering the ardson Jewett, formerly of this towu... .The auspices of the Ladies’ Circle. The program
Mr. consisted <»f readings by Miss Rice, vocal
roperty for sale and the opportunities Nevens House has a new landlord.
'>i
securing comfortable homes will no G* Tgc Ness has assumed the management. aud instrumental music by well known local
talent, and the presentation of a mock wedi e
be availed of.
As a health and
Tr -\.
Spring has indeed come. The
ceremony,
during which Mr. Tom
ding
!> ::•- jesorl Belfast cannot
be
robins are
the
melodious

He

...

excelled,

od

trough

as

of

making
mornings
with their songs and other birds

f'hen

seem

properties might,

so

to

we an*

have one and

■lvauieries; proparations
u

building

surance

railway

of

and

perhaps

two

in progress
schooner; there is as-

large
busy season
the doing of

a
a

some

Thumb and Miss Jennie June

were

united

the sum-

attract

are

for the marine
a

large

amount

if vessel repair work here; and with an
electric railway to Northport the number
»f

summer

Tbe

visitors must increase.

United

States

Court,

Supreme

the question of the
liability of sailing vessels for excessive
speed in case of collision in foggy weather
Tbe case involved the collision of ti e

April od,

decided

Chattahoochie and

American steamship
A»e Canadian schooner Golden Rule off
Nantucket shoals in 1804, whereby the
schooner

was

sunk.

Both vessels

were

top speed in f:>g when tlie
proceeding
Tbe court held that
accident occurred.
at

as

the Golden Rule as well

as

the Cliat-

tahoochi; had failed to slow down, it was
equally liable for the disaster, and held
the jwners <-f tbe steamer responsible for
one-halt tbe

damage

done. Justice Bl

own

rendered liie opinion of tbe supreme court
affirming this decision, remarking that “It
is

not

which

the considerations

perceived why
demand a slackening

tbe part

persuasive

the steamers
in the case of

are

of

speed on
equally

Dot

sailing

vessels.”

The chief justice and Justice Peckham
dissented, and so will most of our seafarers.
The schooner would have been sunk just
the same if she had been under short sail.
If this is a campaign in which party
leaders—some of the most, powerful of
them not even being residents of this
District—are coming inti this District to
throw down the district's candidate to
gratify their personal spites, the District
ought to know it. The Second District is
quite able to take care of itself, to nominate and to elect its candidate for Congress without any dictation and without
any steering from Augusta or from Portland. Let it once be generally known that
enemies of Littlefield outside are coming
into the District to defeat bim, his election is assured.
[Lewiston Sun.
That sizes up the situation about right;
but while outside interference in tbe
affairs of tbe second district is unwarrant-

ed tbe people of the whole State

are

in-

a

few

days recently_Rodney Whitaker

is

the invalid list and Dr. S. W. Johnson of
Belfast is treating him. Rodney is one of
our very best young men and it is
hoped
He lias
that he may soon be well again.
on

hired Warren York to work on his farm this
season_Mrs. Emma Bagiey is on the sick
list again. Mrs. Charles O. Wyman, who
has been sick a long time, is able to ride
out... Merton Fernald is at home from
Newport for a few days. He is at work in a
mill at Newport this season-John Pierce
ih at home from Gloucester, Mass., for a vapoor health_Mrs.
Herbert, who recently came to the Centre to
live, has gone to Belfast to work_Mrs.

cation.

He

is

in very

Della Yeddito, who has been ill all winter, is reported somewhat better.Mr.
Searles, who is sick at his daughter’s,

Geuevere Boulter in behalf of the
Ladies Circle-Miss Belle M. Rice, teacher
of elocution in Freedom Academy, will
give a recital at Grange Hall. Tuesday
evening April 25th. Miss Rice will be assisted by her pupils and Portland talent, and
one of the leading features of the program
will be a scarf drill by nine youug ladies.
_Mr. Charles Dodge of Lewiston has
been very ill, but is somew’bat better at this
time. He came to visit his brother, Mr. D.
W. Dodge_Mrs. Mary H. Robinson of New
Miss

attended

Dr.

Rev. A.,D. Thibodeau holds meetings Sunday afternoons at the Half Moon
The
school house.
meetings are well
attended and considerable interest is manifested....J. R Sparrow, who lias been disabled for mure than a year, is now able to
work in his carriage shop a portion of the
time_Rev. H. Small is making extensive
alterations and repairs on his house.

a

there worthy of
mention was their flock of sheep. It is a
small flock, numbering only five, but those
five are of the valuable kind, Oxford Downs,
1 think. Four of the sheep have each a pair
of twin lambs, the other has triplets. Eleven
lambs from five sheep is very remarkable.
Their owners are very proud of them, as well
they may be....Things at the Centre seem
Mr. Hopkins, tlieir new
to be booming.
merchant, is doing a good business. The
latest acquisition is a shoemaker, Thurston ;
by name. He lias a room in Mr. Hopkins’
The new post office is also in his ♦
store.
store. That and the session of high school at
the townbouse make things quite livelyMiss Genie Ward has a new wheel, De“
fiance, from the Monarch Co., through the
among other

things

seen

T‘LITT1E

the hills of
Troy... .Our minister, Rev. Andrew Wood,
has resigned his charge in Unity and Troy,
and returned to his home in Delaware....
Mr. Allen Robbins conducted a praise and
prayer meeting at the church last Sunday in

management of that wheel

the absence of the pastor.

over

MISS NOBODY”
FRIDAY, MAY 12th

*

MILLINERY

(l>F

|

THIS

Friday, J
t
WEEK)
J

The !3th and 14th

4t

4r---

also have

They

4c

«c*

a

will not he deceived into

|

complete

*
*

J. W. JONES, |

[60 Main

GLOVES

J

in all the NEW .Sl’RIN'0 SHADES.
Latest novelties in

Jj

|

ri man,

returning to Old Town Monday
Mr. Samuel Dodge of Brewer
visited at Mrs. Rebecca Harriman's last Sunday. .School began in this district last Mon-

1
|

SPRINO AND SUVIHER STY1 !
,11 SI

^=“The public

are

Crescent

|

AND BELTS.

4>

4r

A CHOICE SELECTION,

NECKWEAR, *%

FANCY

*

Randall of Stocktim Springs, teacher.
Jennie Batchelder has gone to Bel-

Ladies’ Sasli and Collar Bo

|•>

HOSIERY.

4t

.Mrs.

i
*

J

4t

..

cordially invited.

*

Fitted up with

p
>

Low

WE REPAIR

visit her son Freeman-Freeman
Batchelder of Belfast was in town last Fri-

fast to

THE SEA BREEZE.

Monroe.
The church sociable held in
Odd Fellows’ Hall Wednesday evening,
April 5th, was a complete success, both socially and financially. One hundred and
sixty were present. The sociable was under
the auspices of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Palmer,
who furnished the treat, consisting of peanuts, pop corn, oranges and candy.
One of
the best programs of the season was given,
as follows: Music, Miss Nora Lufkin; dec.,

(All

1(1

Envelopes,-?- Flyers.♦ Pamphlets.*

Cards,* Booklets,* Programs,* Bill

Heads,*Posters,*Ae.,*Ae.

A Note
First
The

|

rate

ice

is

sap weather.

slowly moving seaward.

or if you won’t
hail. snow.
[had the grip.
Don’t n ind our feelings -we’ve all
llail. snow, sleet, dri/./.le! say, spnn:
let ’er go!
What care you if on slushy street* we

•Hail

priori donna, Nettie Billings;
Loiiizy Snow, twins, Alice
Palmer and Cora Fairbanks; Ella Snow,
elocutionist, George Palmer; Susan Deplora
Snow, who mourns a lost lover, Nellie Staples; Wing Foo Snow, the Celestial, Man/.i
Staples; Johanna Jimmy Snow, a woman’s
righter, Belle J. Palmer; the late lamented
Miss Snow, wax tigur-, Myrtie BvhehDr;
Sappho Soimetina Snow, poet, Blanche
Neal ley; Gravy colored boy super, Harry
Peavey. Mr. and Mrs. Palmer are much
pleased with the success of the entertain-

gentle spring!

•tuv have

«'

work

slip

SPECIAL l IES.

OUR

This Time

CARDS.

mjiufuo !^tuk»
C

lixpres-?, Stogr, or Tiiil.
BRACKETT & CO..
PRINTERS. BELFAST, MAINE.

4444444?
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WILL HAVE

i For Sale l

A

Special Opening!

4
4

With three ami one-luilt

▼

within

^

Situated

•

of the NEWEST designs and styles
for her many patrons and the public,

HISS DORA M, CASEY
former'.}

Bangor Theological Seminary, who came to
this country from Syria only 11 months ago,
spoke to the people of this village at 'hr
church last Sunday evening on the manners
and customs of Syria. When he completes

of Boston, Milliner.

the same dates wil\ display lier
NEW and LATEST STYLE 8«>ods in
FANCY and SMALL WARES, in-

studies he intends to return to labor
among liis people-Mrs. Janies Grant, who
was considered dangerously ill iast. week, is
gaining under the treatment of doctors
Fellows and Holt.... Church sociable at the
A musical program
Town Hall April l‘Jth.
will be furnished by local talent.

on

cluding

Silks, Laces, Hosiery, Etc.,
j
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same

store, Journal Office Block.

built in the
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suhstan-
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4
X
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new
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care to
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with the privileges of the
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etc
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$800 DOW If,
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balance may he paid in sm.il! yearly pay
ments, amounting to but liuiem
rent, and at the end "t a few yars y<m
make a
will own your own horn-'. V

^

X

liberal discount for cash.
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X
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4
4
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1
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1
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the premises,
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X
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X

See CAPLF $
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DR. W. L.

J. h. JONES,
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4
No. 275 French Si., Bangor, He. 4
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THE

j

CITY OF BELFAST.
of Bel.
persons having hills against the city
must have them approved by the proper
fast
committee, and all such hills must he in the hands
ol F. R. Woodcock, Auditor, on or before the Frithe first Monday in each
next

^\11

day

FOR SALE.

)

In Bankruptcy.
f.'Rthe
District of Maine, )
FIRST MEETING of the creditors of
TIMOTHY F. KNIGHT of Searsmont, Maine,
prove
adjudged bankrupt upon his own petition,to
more
their claims against him and choose one or
or
trustees of his estate, will be held at the office
or
29th
on
the
day
Maine,
the referee, Belfast,
A. D. 1899, at lo o’clock a. m.
April,
1
HUGH I>. MoLELLAN,
Referee for the Waldo District.
lwl5

preceding

month.

Belfast, Ap ril 12,1899,-3wl5

PER ORDER.

pair of work horses, weight 2400 lbs., greys,
7 and 8 years old, spirited, \et gentle. I have
worked these horses steady for 2 years and they
are in prime working condition, and sure to please
A

their owner. Will also sell harnesses with horses.
For further particulars inquire of Charles Brown
of Morrill, or the owner.
3w)5*
J. H. SAY WAUL), Thorndike, Me.

WEST

*

liraduate and

U. S. District Court

1
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X

Or address

Moetini; of Creditors.
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s

UNEXCELLED!
burglary iu the •-

high land, 111 the most healthy part of
4 the city, good drainage, tine view of the
X hay. Orchard ol ahoui tilty young apple
trees.
Frontage on Waldo a\«o.ue suf4 ficien t for three good house bus it y< u

an

lor

ms
()ur

I

X

....

was

♦

SURPLUS,

X

4

his

4
♦ i

—

inside

X

life HATTIE I. BLACK

At

runs

CAPITAL STOCK

Issituatul

X

which a cordial invitation
is extended.

through
present occupied 1-y
!• :

street

♦
4
X

manner, day work, for it- present occupant, has eight rooms, stone cellar. >‘ity
water, two good wells, commodious stable
with three stalls and plenty of room for
house.
connected with
two carriages
Buildings are nearly new and have been
kept in perfect repair, entirely repainted

4

to

given for the croup-Easter services
held at the church last Sunday. Cut
dowers and potted plants were used for
decorations_Mr. Carter, a student at the

This house

Itial
X

Friday & Saturday,

were

*
4

High

laid

IV'-tolliee.

•!

John W. Jones.

♦

Spring and
Summer Goods

on

>d

acres

minutes walk

ten

Waldo avenue).

to

...OF...

?

brother, Austin Ricker_
building a barn to take, the

CHASE.J

!.

4

cine

MRS. R.

neatly

v, m;LFA* i

ilAKU'O.V

!i

4
4

place of the one burned two years ago_
Hiram Twombly, who has been employed in

P.

as-

elsewhere.

S;nt bv

Dawson is welcomed
Augusta, where be distinguished
himself as our representative in the legislature-Miss Nellie Staples goes to Boston
this week to select millinery and will be
accompanied by Miss Maud Ricker, who

|

iu

lOtoi St.

home from

Cordially Invited.

1

a

select from at ptic
kinds ot <«rare:e u<»-«i
to

11-

summer-Mr. R. R.

{

IN

WE PRINT ANYTHING.--Leaflets,
♦

and

OPENING"]

H. J, LOCKE 6l SuN

The pen is mightier than the sword
So man / people think;
[round,
But the thing that makes the world go
Is plenty of printers’ ink.

a

goes to visit her
Elmer Dickey is

WA'ICHHS, CLOCKS, anJ

For First-Class Monumental W

Belfast, J/e-., April ij, /Sgg.

Sidney Scott; rec., Jessie Thompson; violin solo, Mrs. Blanche Stevens ; reading, Mrs.
Dr. Webber; rec., Ethel Chase; dec., Tlios.
Ritchie. The entertainment concluded with
a farce by Ruth McEuery Stuart, entitled
“The Snow Cap Sisters.” The cast was as
follows: Granny Snow, mother of eleven
daughters, Mrs. Grace Webber; Patti Lind
Snow,

No. 15.

Vol. 21,

Bicycles

I(i
DutiLip I’ires
Fully <iit;ir.trite*!.

Prices.

i'.Wr*!

ll ay.

Thursday and Friday, April 13 and 141I
are

intelligent purchaser

The

unknown, cheap bicycle, when an acknowledged high -jr-e-.*
same price.
♦
A close inspection of our line of wheels will reveal me;.
Our catalogues and prices will interest you.
JIT" We are headquarters for ft l( VC L E S ( \ /> ft / ES
*
an

>

line of

*

morning....

k

^

*

£

brother, C. F. Ginn.... Miss
Martha E. Harriman spent last Saturday and
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Rebecca Kar-

.ON.

ee“The Public

Pennant, Mars.
^

and

*

line

SS.

was

Loueesy

J

*

• -%.z_

f

agency of B. F. Harding. Genie is impatient
for the mud to dry up, so that she can try the

5

t

while with her

Nellie

*

bought those $ 1.08 |>a.

you

Columbia, Hartford ,!******♦♦*'
Vedette, Stormer,

*

GIVEN

TO HE

$ Thursday

served of which 54 partook. All
went home feeling well repaid for going....
Mrs. Mary Smith has gone to Belfast to stop

a

!

|

*
*

«s
«t

Prospect Ferry. The C. E. Society gave
sociable as Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Avery’s
After the program

:

*
♦
■+

WISH TO ANNOUNCE THEIR

*
«
*

Knox.

Friday night.

'

Jj

ISPRING OPENING!

Hood’s Pills cure Hvor Ills; the non-irritating and
only cathartic to take with Hood's SarsaparFla^

last

MEN’S CLOT HIV,

83 Main Street, Belfast,

^^

supper

J

*

entire line is a revelation as to the latest styles, and as to pricey
it
that when we say we sell at closer profits than any other store—it
upon

**THE**

..

Mr. and Mrs.

the best makes in

as

(1 he place where

*

Dodgf-j

her

well

our

i«

Massachusetts the past winter, was taken
sick there last week and was advised by a
physician to start for home. He reached his
Jersey is a guest at Mr. D. W.
Mrs. Fannie Carter has gone to Bangor to brother-in-law’s in Winterport, but could
do millinery work-Mr. and Mrs. D. P. not be moved farther. Dr. Webber w as callClark have bought Miss Emma Penney’s ed and pronounced it typhoid fever».. .The
Mrs. little child of Mr. ami Mrs. Sam. Brown
house and moved into it last week..
Caro Atkinson and daughter are visiting 1 died this week from an overdose of medi-

parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. P. ClarkAlfred Clark are to be con-j
Joseph Sturgis,
by
gratulated on the birth of a daughter-The !
II. Benson of Newport.... Mr.
B. HardLadies’ Circle will meet Thursday, April !
ing and Mr. F. Leathers spent the day
13th, at G. A. R. hall. Supper from 5 to 7,
m
Jaekson recently as guests of
Mr.
I and a sociable in the evening.... Mrs. Amy
and Mrs. Albert Croxford.
Mrs. Croxford
Diggles and daughter Doris are visiting
is the last remaining sister of the Boothby
Mrs. Gustavus Bellows-Mr. and Mrs. G.
Asa
and
with
a
terMary meeting
family,
Bellows entertained the Christian Endeavor
rible death by tire recently.... Your correSociety last Saturday evening-The eit:
pondent called at the farm of James A. zens of Freedom are anxiously awaiting the
of 1898.
Dodge & Son in Jackson recently and promised town report
is

Mrs.

as

! HISSES ELLIS

Montgomery Street, Paterson, N. J.

are quite
in the holy hands of padlock. The several
plentiful. Mr. Bennett, our stage, driver
parts, including the officiating clergyman,
from Unity,came into town on wheels for the
>n ■•! '.-bio.-.
bride groom, maid of honor, best, man, flower
first time April Gth. The frost is coming out
W
do not believe in being too optimisbridesmaids and ushers were assumgirls,
last
snowof the ground and by the time the
d« e>- not seem cut of place to
bwt
ed
children from five to fourteen years of
by
drift has disappeared the farmers can work
< imden faces the
i. B
coming sumattired in costumes similar to those
their land. The flow of maple sap lias not age,
wen iletter prospects tl.-an ever beworn at real weddings and the effect was
A glauce at the present condition ! been very abundant this season in this vimost pleasing.
Special mention should he
<•1
business here wii! show that this is cinity.... Miss Minnie Hillman, who is runj
made of the readings of Miss Rice. Her
sc 'StanBiite
Mrs.
abHerald.
!>y tacts.
the
office
[Camden
during
Harding
ning
post
ment. The fee was 5 cents and netted some- j
from Gen. Lew Wallace s Prince
selections
T Ik- s»ano- may he said of Belfast.
Our senee, is to teach school in Knox the presover $8.
This money is to help pay
of India were peculiarly effective and realis- tiling
■j
arid .eadmg industries—tbe sho<
| ent season_Mr. O. A. Stevens of Portland tic. The quilt made by the Ladies’ Circle, tbefininister, Rev. J. S. Blair, who will stay
is in town visiting his family at M. V. B.
with the society another year.Mr. and
act wry, Mathews Bros, and J. C. Durof 30 squares with 300 names
Mitchell’s. It is said that Mrs. Stevens is composed
Mrs. Win. Twombly are moving to their
:j a 11 i' s woodand
working factories, the granembroidered upon it,
representing §36,
going to Portland to reside in the near fute business, etc., .ire going on as usual,
to Rev.
S. Goodwin by farm, about a mile from the village, for the
ture_Dr. M. T. Dodge was in Augusta for was presented
11

C:.-

fact,

*

two year old son on account of eczema
on
face and limbs.
No medicine even
helped until we used Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
which soon cured.” Mrs. A. Van Wyck, 123

a

tit, strongly made, and pric s tj1]t

HARRY W. CLARK

our

>

(t

the best in the world. Perfection in

equal.

**************************

composed of :>4 Democrats. ;>b Re- mal School, 1 as been at home for several returned to Worcester, Mass sufficiently day, Faustina Harding teacher. This will
publicans and 1 Independent Republican, days_Mis. M era Id a Black and family, improved in health by his winter stay in he Miss Harding's third term here_School
at Mt. Heagau last Monday, Mrs.
mb
said to be the best Chicago has had who have been
living in Mrs. L. S. Perkins’ Florida aud Cuba to be able to resume busi- began
a

undoubtedly

^

My

weight increased from 125 to 143 pounds. I
am the mother of nine children.
Never felt
so well and strong since I was married as I
do now.” Mrs. M. A. Waters, 1529 33d St.,
Washington, D. C.
EczemaWe had to tie the hands of

cil i.s

tor

BOYS’ CLOTHING

—

rich, the middle classes and
the poor alike have, in Hood's

The

and enough of them to clean up the hay, as
it is the cheapest way out with six-dollar

Durability

Better Than Show.”

tell wonderful stories about bees and fox
bunting_Cows are in demand aud have

large majority over Carter, Re- visit there several weeks... Mrs. I>. R. ed from a three-weeks nusiness trip 10 Bosand Atgeld,
Democrat, de- ! White came from Camden Friday for a few ton....Mrs. Angie Mudgett returned Monfearing toe latter by 101,71b. T he elec-I days' visit with her parents-Mr. Alfred day from a week's visit with relatives in
It has | Black of Bo ton is with his family here for Prospect-Capt. and Mrs. F. A. Patterson
7ion .s significant in tnaiy ways.
Bud Atgeld on the shelf, ami incidentally a short vacation... .Mr. Daniel Cousins went gave a very pleasant six-hand progressive
j to Belfast Monday on business. Mrs. Ly- euchre party of four tables, last Tuesday
piv another nail in the political coffin of j
dia Staples lias gone, to Bangor, where she
evening.The Misses Mary aud Hattie
Bryan, wh is fast becoming merely an j
will remain until warm weather.Miss Hicliboru entertained a whist party Tuesday
offensive memory.
The new city counEtta Grant, who is attending Castine Nor- evening, April 4th.Mr. Harr*. Park has
igo

"

personal

may

Uuiied States of America the one hundred
and twenty-third.
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
By the Governor:
Bykon Boyd, Secretary of State.

One of the

are

North Stockton Springs. Miss Maud
Rendell of Stockton Springs village visited
Miss Inez Staples last week....Mr. Isaac
W. Partridge went to Bucksport on business

recently-A company, including parties
from Clark’s Corner, Stockton Springs vilspite, or as representing a ring, we trust lage and this place gathered at Mr. Freeman
they will be turned down in the conven- Partridge’s one day last week. The aftertion.
In another direction there should noou was pleasantly spent with conversahe no mistake.
A Republican should be tion and music, and the singiug by Murch
nominated—a man who will be true to the aud Chester Clark was much eujoyeda valuable horse
priuciples aud policy of his party and a Mr. Wilbur Ridley bought
of Mr. Daniel Thompson of Stockton Springs
of
our
Republican President;
supporter
Frank Marden
not a man who
be recreant to these village, reeeutly... .Capt.

} Business

OF

high reputation
by the Maine delega-

candidates in the field because of

Journal Pub. Co.

P1LSBURY.

A.

Representative elect-

a

who will sustain the

held for many years
tion in Congress.
But if there

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

having

Lerested in

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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Ontario Veterlnar'
and Pharmac) ai Bella-1

^.Office

Residence and
Ollice

Hospital 17

Telephone S-tf.

« ""<•

Kesi'.•

SEARSPORT SAViNiv:
corporators of the Seat
requested to meet at their
Saturday, May 1•
th
eh* ice oi rustees for ''
to act on other business that
fore the meeting.
CHAb *’
The

are

>

Card of Thanks.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. McCBiLLlS wish hereby to
extend their heartfelt thanks to their many
friends and neighbors for the kind attention
shown them during their late bereavement.

“LITTLE MISS NOBODY"
FRIDAY, MAY 12th.

Searsport, April 13,

IStm.

Wanted 0
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serin".'
G., Jouru'1

re»l estate for

1 w 15*
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All kinds of
Br .eze office.
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ei_rtiton, Commander
will visit
sous of Veterans,
He will be
in May.
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follows:
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Kuth E. Dorr, Wiuxv.len, South Penobscot;

u
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Freedom, §17

«.

§24.

to

juors lately
House
and
Ocean
ting in the usual order
x, r to the sheriff.

seized at

with

^,

About

s

it

sunrise

•utuiued until after-

largest green-houses,
sheep-skins, has the most mysterious

nds to

summer

are

ss

^x

i

Poor’s
of seats will be in

dilution

iu

in

12th.

May

-.sing

on

city

the

work.

the past week
Islesboro, ami Waldo.

I horses

contracted to
this spring,

has

n

house

new

Belfast Opera House. A company new
Belfast, but constructed from some of the
best material in the business, comes to the
Opera House Thursday, April 20th. It is
called the California Bon Ton Burlesque and
to

i Mrs. W. W. Carter

'•••ad

Mrs. A. C.

Mos-

Specialty company and

gate to the State En-

■

remaining

•iters

un-

office for the
Ladies,Miss Carrie

A

l.'hn

Barter,

E.

to

elected manager
of the Belfast i
team.
McDonald is I
ill managers of any i
amateur base hall j
,n

aptaiu

t<

>

ot delight and pleasure
The closing
patrons of this house.
burletta will be a most laughable skit called
Judge Pro Tern, which is one of the features
of the entertainment.
During its action a
number of first class specialties will be
lUtrodllred.

sure to be a source

1. Ltuus.

v

played

he

to

new

the

the

Highways
Hoad Commissioner
i Walker has the season’s work on the highf Hampden, histoways and bridges well planned aud will
M line Regimeuta 1
be ready to push matters as soon as the'

Us
a

Tnk

.,f that

regiment
ground gets into condition.
Among the
Capt. Ansel I minor repairs will he a new rail and the
historian of Co. (L,
of
the
I widening
roadway on
Bridge
v

printer
iv.

s

rk

"U

1

company’s

that

; street

at

the

curve

at the Dalton

building.

The lower bridge will receive extensive repairs. The work in the outlying districts is
I under the supervision of assistants, who,
c‘teen started to form a
while not holding official positions in the
ill's./
Association in Bel- J
city, are each to look after the temporary rehe association is the
pairs in their districts, subject to instructions
••s
by field work,
of the Road Commissioner.
This duty is
geology an t zoology. If |
assigned as follows: Searsport shore road,
-d lectures will be given
P. Gilmore; hack road, Geo. A. Leavitt;
■'
a
make excursions for ; S
| Mason’s Mills, N. S Piper; Swanville road,
is branches.
S. Iv. Richards; Board
Landing, G. F.
Pendleton arrived last,
j Phinney; Citypoint, C. M. Kuowlton Head
«:ifomia with the remains ! of the Tide, Silas
Beckwith; Poor’s Mills, A.
v
F (Perry) Pendleton,
; Iv. Jackson; Hayford district, Luther Smith;
Francisco March 22d. He Pitcher district,.Adalbert
Wescctt; Emery
hy his two daughters, District, James P. Wright; Perkins
road, A.
Pendleton. Funeral F. Bowen; Waldo
avenue, John T. Frost,
Thursday afternoon at
i
Fish Facts. The Tenants Harbor correi’'.'T, Mr. Augustus Perry,
! spondent of the Rockland Opinion says ; “>lr.
Mi oating.
There was a
Maker of the firm of Barter, Maker & Scott,
•oid
the floral offerings
was recently ofV from Green island, where
fa
I they have domiciled for the better convenn
••ssfully removed the ieuce of the lobster business, and reports
k»*d sch. A. B. Perry at 1
they are doing well. The lobster business
were towed to Belfast
is booming here now.
The price lias been
s
er Star.
The masts | away up in the twenties when bought from
•ting away the deck, private individuals—10 1 2 iuches long or
opv

til

Col. Mad-

1

1

|

■|

■

fall

into the water

j

the State charges Si.00 for each
'•bins brought the bow- I lobster less than that length, so any one who
ghr. The spars will he has no money has to go without lobsters,
!
Condon Mr. Robbins I unless be steals them or some go«‘.l friend
: the hull in
payment for gives him some.”... .The first rod of the
Fie vessel and deliverseason were taken near Crabtree's Point,
I North Haven, last week.Open time on
Maine trout for non-residents will begin
was pi aye 1 here Sat
Slay 1. Residents of the State may catch
1.
t
eu.ng by the Stetson
the fish now if they care to do it through
came in special cars
the ice....One hundred and twenty-five
log cabins. On account
bushels of clams were shipped from North
muddy condition of the
Haven to Rockland one day last weekarade w as greatly reducThe clam cauniug factory of Seth & C. H. S.
g ive a few selections out of
Webb of Oceanville resumed business for
at
the
malices, both
the spring’s work last week. It is inteuded
evening, were good and
to can more clams this season than ever be/ed.
Some of the old
fore-Sch. Eyvor and sloop Wanderer
i have preferred to see the
were iu port April Gth, with good fares of
T psy and one Marks, but
fresh fish-The second salmon of the seaMie are
at

!

over;

but

■

[
)

|

entertained

}.

by

the

■*’ide business.

1

iumissioners opened their
at the Court House Tuesv
request that all bills
>'

i*>r

this term be

i-ine
'•

nt

present-

1 lie

business Friday.
Knox auo viewed

of

to

fair
are

petitions for alterations
Knox

Centre.

A

road

Belfast and Freedom
the petitioners ask
of this discontinued to

'1 :•■

tnd

going around. One pehange to the eastward
the

other

t>

1

tlie west

1 he

commissioners tieastern branch.

Mention

made last
four-masted
tinan, Capt. Jewett, of
t, and the newr five-

•••tween

was

the

|

J’alnier, (’apt. Harding, j
i

from

Portland

March

j
j

flounder

nshermeu

'fag.-. Schooner Paul Seahtershall, has made the same
James A. Brown and Her!,1’>g arrived last week from

*■

i:

*

*

L

|
% fr<

^C
^

^d»r

the M. C. R.
as McLoon arrived Saturday with phosphate for L. A.
“•
Sells. Fannie & Edith
fRockland to load lime
-Sch Mark Pendleton arfor

Friday, for repairs....
Bickering sailed Friday for
')H<1 granite for New York....
^ Woodruff arrived Tues-

v

^

phosphate

^

York

at

8 Zoning ton for New York*

phosphate for the
—Sch. Henry Whitney is to
with

| CURTAINS,

this

meeting with
far as numbers

spring so
concerned, but the fish are small.
success

Steamer Notes. Deer Isle has quite a
fleet of small steamers, of which the Stonington Press reports as follows: The Laureua, owned by S. B. Thurlow, has been repaired, painted and launched. She will be
used for excursions during the summer
months. The Jane McCrea, owned by John
L. Goss, Las been repaired and put in running order. The Creedmoore, owned by Al.
and George Welch, and which lias been
hauled up at Bangor for repairs, etc., has
been increased in length by ten feet, making
her a much better and serviceable boat, and
will be equipped with a modern GO horsepower
S. Co.

compound engine.... The
will

carry the mails this

B. & B. S.
season

as

1

*

I

10 cents.

*
'*
»

BANQUET OF BARGAINS

ONE WEEK MORE.

I

|

*
♦

*

TRULY,

I

| New

Belfast, riaine.

%

5
*

EVENING.

8
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We

We

I Millinery Opening

showing many styles, of which Silk,

prices r»nge from

are

the leaders.

$ | Q()

!

j

and Friday, April 13 and 14*
t

JONES, Hilliner:

£

? MISS ADA C.

|
chorus held its regular meeting Tuesday evening. The chorus will rehearse from now on every week instead of
The Belfast

The W. O. T. U. will meet with Mrs. H K.
Moore. 4’» Cedar street, at 2.->0 o’clock this,
discussion,
Thursday,
Topic
“The Power of Habit.'’ A full attendance
for

afternoon ;

expected.

ed to build and

equip the

pense of running.

figures they

will

road and the

deeide

whether

who have been serving a senBelfast jail for horse stealing—

men

The

while of the

charges

in

public acknowledgment.
Mayor, Road Commissioner, Inspecand the City Council Committee on Fire Department inspected the
ruins of the John Pierce block Tuesday, to
learn if the walls can be left standing with
safety to the public. The walls were found
to be sound ami safe except a few loose
bricks on top, with the exception of the
South gable. This will be taken down. The
owner of the premises, Thomas
Haugh. has
posted notices forbidding trespassing on the

Kennebec county,

nature, are more aggravated, and will doubtless give the prisoners a
long term. As the grand jury has reported
the prisoners will remain in jail until the

September
New

term.
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Brown Cotton,

Storm Serges and Cheviots.

sell this for $ 1.00.

A new French goo
in all tin; new shades,

Brandenberg Cloth,
on

we

SySke Victorie
Linings,

Ot c.

Elegant colorings, printed

facturers in the United States.

of COIISFTS?
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uml the

ASK TO 8KK Ir.

Worth to-day «> 1 -2<‘ and 7c. per yard.
This week at.. r—::

Cotton, M iu. wide.

Black and Blue All Wool

satteen

I

<

36 in. Percales,

29c.

the o|

usually thought high price d,

New patterns, worth to-day fir* nor
yard This week.

This week

seen

$1 OO corsets. This corset has littlo
gores in the bust and hips that permit it to
shape readily t the figure. fl.»r**d corsets are

Night Robes,

exceptionally good value

3-4

l-2c.

wear.

LaReine

Ginghams,

one

can

gu.tr.tiitr

tin-

fast

(Write for samples.)

of the largest wrapper

manu-

from 15c. to 25c. cheaper on any wrapper you
are all new and exclusive, not an old one in the lot.
are

.V

and 15th, and on the
dates Miss Hattie M. Black will dis-

her

new

and latest

style goods

in

fancy

opening to-day and to-morrow, April loth
They also have a complete line
of gloves in all the spring shades_Thursday and Friday, April 1,‘Hh and 14th, J. W.
Ferguson & Co. have their millinery opening.
and 14th.

33

A

Wonderful

Success.

be

Why
independent of gas and
electric light companies and use the National
Acetylene Gas Machine, which has the full
approval of all the different Boards of
Underwriters throughout the United States.
Over 800 machines sold in past ten months.
We light country homes, churches, factories
stores and hotels,
Also put in plants for
lighting towns. We want good representatives.
Write for circular to the Buffalo
National Acetylene Gas Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
2w.l5.
not

star

Winterport. Mr. D. H. Smith received
news from Boston Saturday morning that
his son, Arthur N. Smith, had met with a
serious accident. He fell from a staging on
which he was at work, a distance of 20 ft. or
more, fracturing his knee and arm. Mr.
Smith left on the night train for Boston, his
wife being unable to accompany him on account of illness.
Great auxiety was felt

Swift & Paul received the first
invoice of St John smoked alewives last
Saturday, aud supplied the local trade. The
fish sold for 7 cents apiece_Daniel Ingalls
and J. H. Pomeroy have taken a store in the
Weils building on Phenix Row. and opened

until she received the

gratifying news that
he was comfortable and doing well as could
be expected. Expressions of sympathy and
a
shop for making, selling and repairing I regret are heard on every hand, as Arthur is
harnesses and repairing hoots aud shoes. a very popular young man in his own town,
The neighbors of Everett Nickerson made a as well as elsewhere-1. H. Davis of IIoulton was in town last week on a brief visit
bee April 5th aud raised his new barn They
did a good job, had a pleasant time, and to his mother, Mrs. E. S. Thompson_Mrs.
some
refreshments-Spencer & Wilson j R. A. Rich, who has been quite iil, is imMrs. Thomas Atwood was callproving.
have an artistic aud handsome display of
muslin curtains in their windows... The1 ed to Islesboro last week on account of the
dishes left m Opera House after the hook serious illness of her sister, Mrs. Bertha
Farnsworth.
and ladder bail, and still unclaimed, are at
Fogg & Brown’s market.... Fred W. Pote
East Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. Francis
has bought the H. S. Parker house on Church
Gelo left Monday by boat, for Boston, where
street, in which he now lives—Samuel Philthey will spend a few days, before leaving
brook had on exhibition at Swift & Paul’s for their home in Newport, Vermont-Eva
rhubarb
15
of
inches
stalks
long, Donnell has returned to Belfast-Gilbert
April 6th,
grown at his garden since he gathered his Marriuer spent Sunday with AlbertMarriuer.
first crop—March 21st-Kerosene is now
-Miss Hattie Pendleton of Union is visit-

Made of

Percale, in assortment of light and dark
colors, inserted yoke of plain material, staoul
der caps, turnover collar, braid trimmed collar, cuffs and yoke—a good value at $1.25-

Made of Percale, round joke front
shoulder caps, trimmed witb
heading, turnover collar, with

two

FRED

A.

and

Made of finest quau:> iVtra!.- m a ^oo.j assort
mem. of colors. I:ni*•
\oke, Hirer rnMies over
shoulder, front <>| \< ke ahorately trimmed*
turnover collar, e\tr; lull skirt and t'raid
around sleeves.
This style ami quality wrap

bank

two rows

of

one

of

row

.■

heading. Colorings include black and white
check, actually worth $1.37. our pii»

0urpriue.SI. 15

usually
$2.15. Our

per

$1.25

JOHNSON,!
I

s'uct™sso“

sold
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stores at

S’..’.00

and

price.g*,| ^

II Masonic Temple.
f

A. P. MANSKIELD

_

Life and Times

|

.of.

$

\

JUST RECEIVED. $

t»

HANNIBAL HAMLIN SI
Orders for this
tion

are now

loug looked for publicabeing taken in this city by

W. H. LORD, Gen’l Agent,

!I

i*

Men’s and

J

Boys’ Negligee

From 50c. to ST50.

<•

FOR SALE.

Spring

High St., Belfast, Ale.

We have

opened

a

n

Summer;

Neckwear

SALE STABLE.

:

iN ALL GRADES.

sale stable in the stables of

Livery Co., rear of Belfast Opera
gallon.“Little i ing her aunt, Mrs. Stephen Cables-John the Belfast
House, where we shall have on hand constantly
will be given here May 12th.
Greer of Belmont has been spending a few horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car-load
....Recent work at N. S. Lord’s sail loft in- days with G. Everett Donnell.
every month direct from the farms upon which
cludes sails for the scbs. Garland, Fannie j
they were raised.
Native and second hand horses taken in exHalldale. Abner Eels began work for
& Edith and Flora Condon, and a quantity
change. Good native drivers constantly on hand.
ville, Castine and Islesboro, Monday-The of awning work. .H. W. Clark has put out a Harvey Shibles of Kuox last Mondayjgg^Conie and see us.
Castine will make her first fishing excursion handsome new
was here last
LANCASTER & WEST.
sign at his store on Main Moses Rendman of Bangor
to Isle au Haut for the season, leaving
street_Capt. D. H Libby has just repaired ! Monday... .Robert Eels has hired to work
Lewis’ wharf next Saturday night and re- a number of sails for the sch. Odell and is for Henry Hutchins of Knox this summer.
.Robins made their appearance last week,
turning Monday morning.The Sedgwick, busy on awning work... A. E. Hutchins has
which has been hauled up at Belfast the taken down the L and moved back the shed hut met with a cold reception... .The sleighGood steady boy, who understands farmpast winter, was taken to Bangor yesterday of his house at the corner of Miller aud Union ing is gone and it is hard wheeling-The
to be fitted for her summer business.It
of horses aud cows thoroughly. A
streets. The shed will be refinished as a little child of Fred Clements, who was ing, care
is expected that the Tremont, which is now stable and a new L, 16x18 feet, built. ...H.
badly scalded a few weeks ago, is doing as good home aud moderate wages. Apply in
hauled up here, will be used on the route of J. Locke & Son put on exhibition yesterday well as can be expected.
person to
MISS PENDLETON, Northport.
3wl5
the Silver Star while the latter is being over- a chainless Crescent bicycle... ..Wild geese
“As
the
constant drop of water
hauled and repaired.Improvements are are
reported as very plentiful this spring.
Wears away the hardest stone;
RIDE A —
As the constant gnaw of tiger
being made in the office of the B. & B. S. S. A number of flocks have passed over, flying
bone;
Masticates
the
in
the
in
this
ice
went
of
toughest
Co.
out
city....The
upper
low, and a large flock was
As the constant wooing lover
the river at 3 30 p. m. Monday, but owing to harbor near the Board Landing all day MonCarries off the blushing maid,
the floating ice the City of Bangor did not go day_Mrs. R. A. Clifford is closing out her
So the constant cycle rider
MrSee CARLE 4 JONES’ Ad.
restaurant business.
Says, Jones sells the best wheels made.
through to Bangor Tuesday.

:

ALL PHiGSS.

A. KNIGHT.
1 i»5 upper

*

Fancy Hosiery, J

Two story house, ell and stable, city water, 5
acres of land; 30 apple trees; 4 pear trees and
plenty of small fruit. Enquire on the premises,
4wl6*

Shirts:

(•

REVERE HOUSE, UELFAST.

...

cents

yd-

25c., 42c. and 50c.

Men’s-Unlaundered Shirts,
17, worth 42c.

a very pretty line of Orlast season’s piece in the lot

I0c- to 37 l-2c. per

Leighton’s Royal Cream, per bottle,25c.
25c. quality Tooth Brushes.12 1 2c.
4

not a

Made from Percales and

4c.
Toilet paper, per bunch
Crowley's Spool Cotton, per doz.. 25c.
Witch Hazel (highest, grade), per
.25c.
bottle.

—

showing

are

gandies,

small wares, silks, laces, hosiery, etc.
-The Misses Ellis will have their spring

Chat.

retailing at !)
Miss Nobody”

75 in. wide.

to

and

Unusual OccaMcCrillis publish a card of thanks to their many friends
ami neighbors-See statements of the Belfast and Sears port National hanks_House
for sale by J. W. Jones-Read what H.
W Clark, 83 Main street, has to say of the
Jane

widths, from 58

Saturday, April 14th

Mam street, says about
An
sion
Mr. ami. Mrs G. D.

Mrs.

prices from

and

same

L*-rd, general agent,

House.... Read

BUTTERCUP,
NASTURTIUM,

Children’s Dresses,

ETC

Are made to fit and

prices.

to-uiorrow, April lttth and 14th_
H. B. Cunningliam, Journal building,
will have a special opening
Friday and

security.

W. H.

We

Shields, 15c. quality, 3 pairs for.25c.
Dress Bones, 12 l-2c. quality. 6c. per doz.
lc.
Pins, per paper.
Hooks and Eyes, per card. lc.
Hairpins, per bunch. lc.
English Silesia, worth 15c., at. 8c. per yd.
Black Percaline Liuings.worth 15c, 8c.

to

the

at

Mrs.

is

Address G .Journal office....
is now in Belfast taking orders for the Life and Tunes of
Hannibal Hamlin, a book which should
commend itself specially to the people of
Maine.
Mr. Lord is stopping at the Revere
for

Different

Dress

1-2

g0c t() $ , gQ

figures suited

ORGANDIES.

5c.

Sizes 14

All

42c to 98c per Yd.

In apron checks, sold in many stores to day
For this week,
at 6 l-2e. and 7c. per yard.

Black Brush Braid

53F**They are up-to-date corsets.
ranging from

Pries

Millinery Openings. We can only call
attention this week to the dates of the various openings and refer those interested to
the advertising columns for further
particulars. Mrs. R. P. Chase has her opening to-

prepared to furnish surity
bonds promptly.... Meeting of corporators
of Saarsport Savings Bank at 10 a. m., May
loth.
.8150 wanted, with 81,200 real estate
and

and range iu

GINGHAMS

may

our

stable, with 5 acres of land, fruit trees, etc.
....Fred Atwood, Wiuterport, represents
the Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Baltimore,

Md.,

Buildings,

property.

advertising columns to set them forth_A.
Knight, 1P5 Upper High street, offers for
more, and takes additional space in

3-4c._

NOTIONS,

prices.

FLEUR DE LIS,
CHERRY,
WILD ROSE,
GRECIAN,
TULIP,

BARGAINS IN

The

tor of

For this week

4 3-4c.

Groeschner in thinking
that such expeditious police work deserve

Marden—were taken to
Kennebec county for trial on a similar
charge yesterday by Deputy Sheriff C. W.
Jones of China. They have finished a four
months’ sentence here for stealing horses in

yard.

To clean up all odds and ends in outing
that sold for 7c., 8c., 9c. and 10c. per yard,
we have put them all in one pile at

We agree with Mr.

Knox and

Palermo.

musical and

steam

1st.

Young,

a

whist

The thefts from Mr. A. H. A. Groeschner’s
yachts, hauled up on the east side
were discovered by Mr. Wm. II.
Bray, who
notified policeman Geo. W. Frisbee of this
city, in two hours after the notification
officer Frisbee had arrested the thief and
recovered a portion of the property stolen.

ex-

not to

or

tables for social

aud

of these

the basis

On

May baskets,
candy table, followed by
literary entertainment.

sale of

build the road this year. If they decide to
build they will begin work on or before May

in

weeks.

Rebeka'n Lodge, No
10, are making arrangements for a public
supper and entertainment at Odd Fellows
II ill Monday, April 24th. Supper will be
served at f> p. m., after which there will be a

The Electric Roai». William H. Quimby
in Portland last Saturday on business
connected with the proposed electric road
from Belfast to Northport Campground. As
the matter now stands the gentlemen who
propose to build the road have caused a
schedule to be made up of everything need-

tence

two

The ladies of Aurora

was

The

in

on. e

6c. per

PANSY,
SNOW-DROP,
ACHORN,
HOLLY,
ITAYFLOWER,
CLOVER,
DAISY,

OUTINGS.

*

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.

at

3

i

l
?

is

cent, per yard less than the wholesale cost. (This is the last we shall have at
these prices.) These goods are sold in many

We've got the latest ideas and the lowest

ers.

guarantee it to wash out the first washing)
we are able to sell them at a reduction of
from 15c. to 50c. per yard. The assortmeut
includes the following patterns.

a

to-day

over our corset department. Not
bigger and better selected stock in the city.
We have a large corset trade and intend to
keep it. We know of but one way and that is
by buying corsets best suited to our custom-

during
They are of the Pnest quality IRISH LINEN, worth from 75c to
*1-50 per yard, but being slightly soiled in
importation (by salt water only—we will

PRINTS.

stores

Is written all

a

UARY SALE

nothing to

~

j

Corset Sense

We have just received another
large lot of
fine TABLE LINEN, the same as those of
which we sold so many
our JAN-

The

$5.00.

to

Go where you may you will fiud
equal them at the prices.

3-4 of

WALL CORDIALLY INVlTED.^a

f

in the face and eyes of

were

Never Counted Out!

Spring Petticoats.

are

We have left from last week's sale about 500 yds.
of the best Merrimac Prints at from 1-4 to

^Thursday

!

No Sale Considered Closed until the Purchaser is Pleased.
Marines and Mercerized

EVERY

Right

below the actual value

8

If you are going to ride a w heel why not buy a “SPA LDIWG,99
and have the best.
They cost no more and are fully warranted until
January 1, 1900. ^“Samples of Ladies and Gents’ wheels in stock.

.OPEN

A

a rising m .rket we
quote prices far
for
this big advance in prices and purchased
to-day.
looking
*
and during the next week we shall have a SPECIAL SALE and
»l jarly,
give our customers bargains that will make EVERY PRICE A BUSINESS SOUVENIR.
*
*
*

Prices $25and $30

“Spalding” Bicycle,

CARLE & JONES,
*

|;

SPECIAL PRICES.

WF, ARK AOEM'S H'UR THK

|

-JOHNSON.-

|l

»*♦♦«♦♦♦

5

^

fi

Roll,

6 cents per

yard.

and Borders at

are

usual between Boston and Belfast, six times
*
a week, from June 23d to Sept. 12th.The
! City of Bangor remained in Boston on her
last trip last week until Saturday afternoon
at 5 o’clock, on account of the storm.
She
arrived here Sunday morning about the
1
arter, has chartered to usual hour and left on her return trip in the
afternoon... .The Castine and Silver Star
"g a- Hurricane for New
ton, loaded and disc,harg- each brought a large excursion from Brooks-

Newport News and the
k.
A telegram was reHarding announcing the
oi Sunday evening,
April
id not arrived Monday
"er
Joel F. Sheppard,

Papers

make of
Hopkins
boys’
clothing.... A good steady boy who uuderderstands farming wanted by Miss rendlaton, Northport-J. H. Say ward, Thorndike, has a tiue pair of work horses for sale.
..J. W. Jones, 00 Main street, sells the
Columbia, Hartford, Vedette, Stormer, Pennant and Mars bicycles—all guaranteed_
s m to be taken at the Bangor
pool was See notice of the Emerson
Creamery to the
caught early Monday forenoon by Frank farmers of Waldo
County. This creamery
The fish
Cowan of Bangor.
weighed 20
begins operation next Monday, April 17th...
pouuds. C. J. Lynch, the Exchange street See statement of the Peoples National Bank
the
fish
at
81 per pound....
marketman, got
of Belfast.

*■

\

2 cents per

YOURS

up of over
number of

Belfast.
The opening number,
entitled Lieut. Hobson's Visit, will be
presented in several new features which are
as

McLellan, Mrs. W.

•■‘i.

made

pretty maidens and a
Two burlesques
very funny comedians.
will be given,and both of them are announced

p >st

tst

is

of

a score

'1 rs. Carter.

:

A few 1898

4f

Staples,

recently moved
President of the

as

3
%

mur-

The Circle will meet with Mrs. Ruth
74 Church street, this,
Thursday,
afternoon.

the house and
kwith will superina’ler, for Mr. Morrison.
Met

wh

;

33.

l" *th

:g

most

Helping Hand Circle, King’s Daughters,
will meet with Mrs. Mary Coombs, 17 Union
street, Monday evening, April 17th.
The
carriage robe that was sold by tickets was
drawn Monday evening atMrs. Ella
Staples'
on Bay View street, and Mrs. Austin Danforth was the lucky one. The number was

sold to William
.ng pair of sorrel horses
nave

K

the

Two droves of deer, one of four animals
and one of five, are frequently seen near the
highway in the vicinity of East Northport.
The former contained one old buck and one
doe and two younger animals ; the latter two
bucks and three does, all young.

selling tickets fo
Nobody,” in eompeti-

cs

M

a

BORDERS,

points you’ll appreciate, and the prices advertised iu to-day’s paper ought to make it
an object for you call and examine them.

W. H. Paul,

make

1

PAPERS,

Another week of bargains at Johnson’s
Have you sampled them? There are many

Newbury street,
few days recently

ty a
of the late

tans

der, the most celebrated liar and the most
wonderful newspaper of any town iu Maine.
[Bucksport Herald.

•Vitnrday, April 15th, at 1
it whether or not to hold

.u rn

| ROOM

Bucksport catches the most cod fish, makes (
the heat butter, ships the most salmon, has
j

the

Waldo County Agrimeet at the Court

-f

*
*
| 5 "9,e^*****^********^^tM4k*********************** !

Lancaster & West are having a large sale
of horses at their sale stable with the Bel- *
fast Livery Co., and every horse sold thus ! «
«
far has given satisfaction. Their advertise- *
j
inent is changed this week and is of interest
*
to horse buyers.

visited this section
a fall of about 2

rm

,,

the Sea

State Constable J. II. Mears made a search
and siezure Tuesday at the places of F. C. 1
Patterson, E. H. Kuowltou and H. O.
Biekuell. The proprietors were given the
usual sentence, from which they appealed.
I

Police Court April

n

at

Swift & Paul had the first strawberries of
the season Monday, and would have had
them Saturday morning if the Boston boat
had arrived on time. They were fine flavored berries.

Camp.

Clark

K

X.

printing done

per

*>
a»>

Custom Suits
W\
-0

1

...

Hats and

WANTED.

“SPALDING.”

Caps

*
rm

IN ALL OF THE
LAIN.ST STYLES

§

FOR SALE BY

•STAPLES &

COTTRELL,

12 Main

Street,Belfast.|^

•'ai'S-S'S.S-S'l-S’i'•■•'•.i'ii'!,*'ft i-i

“LITTLE MISS NOBODY''
FRIDAY, MAY 12th

i
j

7 LITTLE

MISS NOBODY”
FRIDAY, MAY 12th.

REPORTS.

TOWN

cash from overseer of
By
11

town farm.
town of Thorndike on

SEARSPORT.

acct.

7,985 (X)
1,285 14
1,994 5(5
490 48

Overlay,.
Supplemental

$11,755

18

25

07

$11,780

25

tax.

with disease.
Despondency
Women suffering with female troubles are
easily subject to The Blues.”
This condition of the mind makes it harder
to overcome ill-health.
Hrs. H. J. Qarretson, Bound Brook, N. J., writes :
Dear Mrs. Pinuham—I have been
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound with the best results and can
say
from my heart that your medicines are wonderful.
My physi-

$11, 755 20
02

$11,75(518

Supplemental

25 07

tax,.

Abatements

on

1896, $24
1897, 63
1898, 65

taxes of

42
40
38

Vegetable Compound

and kind advice, I

scholars, 334.

f

13 3(5

Amount raised for Common Schools, 1,560 <H)
Mill tax and school fund for 1897,...
1,020 32
47 59
Error ii: last years account,.

expended

for

Balance

due

great

common

1,653 75

schools..

success

to

313 50
300 00
245 00

8

858 50

spires

320 00

every woman who
receives her advice.
Mrs. Pinkham’s
address is Lynn,

expended for teachers’
wages,.

the

Amount

Balance due Free High School. Feb

538 50

20,1897,.8
ORDERS DRAWN.

school.
Free High School.
schoolbooks.
repairs on school houses-

For

$1,653 75

common

*'

320
189
170
86

library.

Sears

00
38
04
98

breaking.$1,044

labor.
material..

70
153 20
508 85
41 77
42 70
40 54
258 02
1,128 62
35 0*3
10 95
202 12
091 56
25150

interest...
tax deeds..
memorial service.

tire department.
town’s poor.
burial of soldier.
help to Colson family.
insanity.
town c.dicers..
"

incidentals..

Total.S

8,220

Balance due the town Feb 21,
1898..
Amount of State tax assessment
county tax
town

•

Balatic

>

25

due

tlit town

SI,778
REPORT

Cash in the

treasury March 1898.

s

Cash

tivasur

March, 1899..

EME" EHV

TRUST

Mary

S
FIN AXIAL

ST A N DIN < J OF TH E

25*)0*)
100 00
150 00
100 *3*3

Assets.

try

Due from J H. Ivneeland, collectur, (less about S83 for collect-

ing).S

1,778 63 I
1

seal.
Due from The State for sheep killed by dogs.
Due from the town of Jonesboro..
Due from the. town of Thorndike.
Pest- house and lot
Tax deeds and receipts.

$

1

00

80
122
69
150
80

00

2 241

75

42
00
*JO
23

j
\

common

schools.$

Due Free High school.
Due Sears Library, amount of the
John C. Beals legacy.
Outstanding orders of 1898.

787 52

50 00
523 28

sustaining effect
physically and mentally of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is very

satisfatory.

Schools in the Union schoolhouse were
closed, oy the recommendation of the Board
of Health, Sept 29th until Oct. 17th, on ac-

marked.

any
■

depressed,

and its

STOC KTON

has been paintneeds extensive
giving out and
necessary.

SPRINGS.

assessors'

doings.

Valuation of resident real estate_$ 172,972
non-resident real estate
42,2bl
*•

resident personal
estate.
non

resident personal

estate.

23,779
590

Total.$ 239,599

"

following

amounts

repairs.
town

"

who is ill and

§1,697

unvarying.
For support of
roads and
support of
incidental

Says

Mrsm Shears.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham : I have taken eight bottles of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and used two packages of
your Sanative Wash, also some of the Liver Pills, and I can
say that your remedies will do all that you claim for them.
"

debt.

00
00

schools.$

bridges.
poor...

expenses.

school boons.
townways and highways.
snow bills.
new hearse house.

Before taking your remedies I was very bad with womb
trouble, was nervous, had no ambition, could not sleep, and
my food seemed to do me no good. Now I am well, and your
medicine has cured me. I cannot find words to express my
gratitude to you for the recovery of my health. I will gladly
recommend your medicine to every one wherever I go.”

00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00

100 00
10 00

$
Add overlay.$
State tax.

County

475
200
225
150
200
75
20
600

200 00

memorial.

tax.

$

Mrs. M. L. Shears, Oun Marsh, Mich.

2,255

00

135 85
453 53
201 92
881 30

Total amount assessed.$ 3,136 30
Value of real and personal estates. 137,115 00
No. of polls, 131.
Rate of tax. .02 per cent.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—A Woman’s Remedy

COMMON
Amount
Amount

SCHOOLS.

fractions in assessment.
tax.

49
51 29

Total.$5,653

Total amount available.$
SUPPORT

56

treasurer’s account.
By cash in treasury, March 5,1898.. .$ 143 33
from overseers of town farm
37 67
44
State R. R. & Tel. tax.
11 35
14
44
44
44
for damage to
10 00
sheep.
44
41
44
44
44
soldier’s burial
35 00
44
44
44
44
State pensions
84 00
44
44
44
44
44
school fund
and mill tax. 636 26

The Nose and Throat.
INo. ti ll*

i-y Street
(Near;Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.
BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2 Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898—ly45

BELFAST SAYINGS BANK.
The ANNUAL MEETING of the corporators of
the above bank will be held at tbeir banking
room on Wednesday, April 19, 1899, at 4
o'clock P. M., for the election of trustees and to
transact such other business as may legally come
before said meeting.
JOHN H. QU1MBY, Clerk.

We need a few more reliable, energetic men bethe ages of 25 and 50 years to sell nursery
stock. Our terms are liberal and will interest you.
5wl3
Write at once.
Auburn, Me
HOMER N. CHASE & CO.
tween

Belfast, April 8,1899.-2wl4

The subscriber

hereby

EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he has been duly appointed Executor of the last will and testament of
OLIVER

;

preferred.'.$

as as-

600 00
10 00

Overlay on same.
To brought over from last year as
cash in hands of col. to he expended per agreement on highways in labor.
To appropriation for roads and

1500

In

200 00

Total amt available.£
Paid labor on the highway as cash
per hills to the eol.$
hill for bridge plank.
hills drawn on the selectmen
lor overworked taxes.
Estimate of unpaid bills on the
highway for labor.
Hal. unexpended...

august flower.

168 72

“It is

50 00
126 45

826 90

for 1897.s

er

794 84

of C. P. (ill

liquor

87 It

J

Bears the

|

Tc
The bride: “I d n’t
have any trouble
with
y< ",
The
cook
1' 11* -n, bedad, ma'am,
Bridget
let me hear no complaints !" [Life

i

<ui

The

want

8 50
1 25

00

1 00

instantly.

I

conic

with

distressing fr»-qm-m

s

(hits, bruises, stings, sprains.

the farm,
Dr. Thomas’

Eclcctrie 0:1 relieves
Never safe without it

“Some men
make it look

can

take

lb-pain

furniture and
as if it was made a
century
journalist. So can sonic chil-

4,048 75

on

same.$
State tax of 1898.
county tax of 1898.

2,887 67
453 53
291
108
53
254

92
00
(X)
63

Total.$ 4,048

75

pension of 1898.
dog licenses for 1898.

..

....

on

TRAVELING.

pleasure bent

new

s iaii~
Alice Heed,
New York Mar i
». i•
Fdw aid May,
W Jan 20 Wr sail
t
P D.xou, N Ft< Huda March .>i
Frhel, 1 'odge,
J line 7 lor Puerw H
1
Evie Heed, A
New Yolk Nov 2b I
Herbert Black, W i
from Boston 1 >e< Hi'
lolani, Met 'lute,
Dec 21 for New \

man

lias to die to

make

anything

out

life insurance,” said the citizen.
"Oh,
no,” replied the insurance agent, blandly;
“I never died yet.”
[Yonkers Statesman.

of

Itching piles? Never mind if physicians
have failed to cure you. Try Doan’s OintNo failure there. 50 cents, at au\

ment.

drug

store.

Zeal.
“Is Bunkers a golf enthu“No; he won’t piay golf in a snowstorm.” [Chicago Record.
A remedy for nasal catarrh which is dry-

March

ing ami exciting

Olive Thur.ow
Plliladt lplna Mai

Weak
siast?"

to

the

BLAKE, late of Morrill,

in the County of Waldo, deceased,and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law d’irects.
against the estate of sain deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediJOHN O. BLAKE.
ately.
Morrill, March 14,1899.—3t 16

SUPPORT OF

$
SCHOOLS, 1898.

For teaching.$

janitor.

fuel.
transporting scholars.

repairs.
books.
amt.

on

books overdrawn, de-

$

ducted
$

Unexpended for schools.$
repairs.
&
Total.

me asure

know we have walked a year, dear,
Of our earth-life, missing you?
Do you know of the pain that has filled our
hearts ?

struggle with grief and woe?
Oh, what have the days brought you, dear,
Of

our

Which we eouut on our hearts to-night?
Have they seemed as long as eternity’s span,
Or as brief as an earth’s delight?
Have

learned what your heart e’er
sought, dear,
Of knowlege and love and power ?
Do you know the why of our being here?
The secret that bafHes each hour?
you

Oh, what is the deepest joy, dear,

4 00
8 25
1 50

iu your heavenly year?
clear to my heart to-

come

comes

night.
are

the

words 1 hear:

j "The deepest joy of
Is the joy all may

this life, dear.
know below—
each in his heart of

That God has us
And will not let

us

love

go.

"The wonder of heaven’s life, dear,
Is that it is ‘just the same ;’
‘twas love made my heaven below, dear—
Here, too, we serve ‘In His Name.’

"And the tie which binds the worlds, dear,
Is the tie of an infinite love;
We cannot be far apart, dear,
I
Who serve, or below, or above.”
584 00 [Katharine Lente Stevenson, in The Watch7 25 man, March 23d.
24 74
Do Not Be fooled.
182 00
With the idea that any preparation
62 18
22 54
your druggest may put up and try to sell
you will purify your blood like Hood’s
882 71 Sarsaparilla. This medicine has a reputation—it has earned its record. It is
2 54
prepared under the personal supervision of educated pharmacists who
know the nature, quality and medici880 17
nal effectofall ingredients used. Hood’s
5 83
77 52
Sarsaparilla absolutely cures all forms
of blood disease when other medicines
fail to do any good. It is the World’s
83 35
great Spring Medicine and the One True
Blood Purifier.
1,044 77
81

25

For Over Fifty tears.
Old and Wkll-Trikd Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures w ind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
of
the
world.
cents
a botpart
Twenty-five
tle. It.s value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

1
Peiiobs >t, F t
Feb 2b from Hong Is
M
Rebecca t o v\ el
Philadelphia F-o
a
1
M
arch
spoken
Hose Innis.
Me
Philadelphia Mai
Sachem, 11 1 I in
N
hat March 22 ii«
VN
Serrano, I: <
Foochow Oct 24 fur i
Thomas A (Hiihi.o
from Boston A j r:
Willard Mudgett,
Island March 2- w

1

As

Do you

And these

67 50

bells

Do you know aught of our years, dear,
Of our months and weeks and days?
Or do you count by the Jove-throbs alone,
15y the pulsings of joy and praise?

15 52
393 05

1,044 77

time, dear,

In the land your eyes now see?
Are the minutes set to the chime of
And the hours to harmony ?

•

18 for Havana.

diseased membrane

Ladies Courageous.
‘Who are the chb-f
heroines in modern English fiction '.’" “The
women who read
the fiction.”
[Chicago
Record.

a.

Mabei 1 Meyers.
Portland Jan 27
Matanzas, •i.-ar-

>>r

After One Year in heaven.

>

ago,” says a
dren. [Tit-Bits.

“A

WHEN

to

58
150

5

Whether

>

“Little colds.” Thousand of 1 i vt s sat ;m d
00 !
every year. Dr. Wood's Norw.rv Pirn- Syrup
(X) cures
little colds, cures lag ones to
<h'W»;
to tile very verge of consumption
28 54

for 1898.

Maine Central li. U Co.
A
A.
Small,
County
Treasurer..

ushing,

u

price of peace

Accidents

1 00
1

t

New York M u
May t li u!, F
New Y
k In! 11
Puntan. \ N 1
Fra noise N’cv 2 f"’ ii
H 1) Hire, < t: \
■isco Nov 0 for I.
58 S, Ion hi vv
Reaper, O < \
N S \\ Match Ih
S D
a r 1 e t. i:
Hung Kong Fci 1
York.
F A i
St, Pm
‘f.-ins Fcl 2-1 twin !
F t
St N lchuias,
N*
parture 1
i
Slate .»!
M
a--,
lb -stoti M ar-M: 27 1:
i'll lie F .Mar In
;
from Hilo M u,
Wiii J1 M k \. A
< H'l 27 llnil
Mill 1
Will II
•Oil..'!
New
-rk Maui 2.
W .1 Hutch, S. w
a
Hio -Ian. im Ft
-,

!

108 00

deeds.
C. H. Smith, balance from
sale <-t law book
Eli
Whitcomb, lot in
cemetery.
F. A. Cross, lot in cemetery.
E. F2. Clements, lot in
cemetery..
Town Treas dog licenses

cash to balance.

Mary L
at

It'S Kind You Have Always Bought

58 22
05

>

,I

■

[Boston Transcript.

72 00

; 198

pension rebate. 1898.
C. H. Smith, for book ami

<

1

Treas.,

State

A

“I It >pe you do not ket p
Tom Alley. “No,
your home.”
to hard enough, but I find it im-

possible.”

70 85
2.275 89

more.

Expenditures.
By paid orders with interest

at

I’ve tried

State Treas .rebate on dog
license, 1897.
Stale Treas., school fund
and mill tax, 1898.
State

i K< «pes, I >a\ a i;
27 fn-u. s a
Fuller, i M N
lulu March 8 from V
Aryan, A. T. \Vhi?!
folk I>ec. 20 for M< -;,
Bangalore. A N B
Samarang Jan 12 0
K B Sutton, K I, <
Francisco Jan 17 h»i \
Emily F White
from New York M o
Emily Heed, 1 ) (. N
V urk March 0 n -..in
hov Hu hie, B f <
York Fell 20 frni11
K
Henry B Hyde, '1 pi
Him Feb lb iruin
Josephus, p !.: i,
York March 1 1 n m
A

pool March

Deacon Goode:

1892.
L. I.
Barlow, Col. for
1895 6
N.E < iary, Col. for 1897 S.
J-A Gilmore, Jr., support

*'

SHI W

Half the ills that man is heir to come from
indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthens ami tones the stomach; makes
:nbegos
tion impossible.

LevanseHer, Col.,

C

Deep

Abner Coburn, M
Feb. 7 fur Mauila at■.

Miss Pruyn:
“Have you beeonm ai customed to hearing Mr Youngiovc spea-c >t
as
wife’
you
yet?" Mrs Yoiiugh e.
‘my
with decision; “I should hope u r'
\Y1
if
he should call me anything but ‘Birdie/ 1
should cry my eyes out!" [Brooklyn Lift:

report.

of

Register

surprising fact,” says Prof. Hou-

Pimples, boils and humor show that the
blood is impure
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the
best blood purifier that money can buy.

March 26.
To ree d Geo. G. Sanborn, TreasurG-

a

ton, “that in my travels in all parts of the
world, for the last ten years, I have met
more people having used Green’s
Angus
F lower ,than any other remedy, for
dyspep
sia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
I find for tourists and salesconstipation
men or for persons tilling office
positions,
where headaches ami general had feelings
from irregular habits exist, that Green’s
August Fdower is a grand remedy. It does
not injure the system by frequent us-*, ami
is excellent, for sour stomach and indigestion."
Sample bottle free ,:t poor .*
Son’s, Belfast, and A B. Sparrow, Freedom
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.

Receipt#.

'■

30 Years

825 90

superintendent’s report.
The
Superintendent gives h detailed
of
each school.
report
Scholars of the
Sheldon school
have
been
transferred
to
the
Whitcomb school at a cost of
week.
The
81.75 per
Paul school was
suspended in the fall and the scholars transported to the Whitcomb school at a cost of
52 50 per week. The Hadley school was
suspended and the scholars transported to
the Evans school at a cost of £4.25 ,
week.
The Holmes school was closed after six
weeks, owing to no fault of the teacher, but
from lac v of scholars.
During the winter
term the scholars were transported to the
Station school at a cost of >2 50 per week.
The \A hit-coinb schoolhouse lias been repaired this year and is now in good condition.
The Paul and Evans schoolliouses are also
in good condition, while the rest, with one
exception, the Holmes schoolhouse, are
hardly worth repairing.
treasurer's

Use For Over

441 13
39 60

5

Lo, your voice

SCHOOL.

repairs.

WANTED
NOTICE.

OF

teaching...$
janitor.
fuel.

SALESMEN

D, D. D. S,

j

475 00

141 20
20 00

always

cash tax to be expended on the
highways, giving the privilege
of working to the tax payers, if

Which has

appropriated by town... .$
unexpended in 1898.

Received from the State, 1898.
Amount unexpended for repairs
on school houses, 1897.
Amount for school books.

for Woman’s Ills.

GEO. F. EAMES, M.

CASTORIA

57

To

j

How do they

services of town officers.
interest on town orders.

For

00
100 00
175 00

GENUINE

sessed.

50

WALDO.

19
23

roads and bridges. 1,000 00
200 00
breaking roads for 1897-1898
paying discount. 225 00
Decoration day.
10 00
overlay. 142 36

supplement

for

were assess-

State tax for 1898 .$ 700
County tax for 1898. 489
For support of poor and other to vn
1,400
expenses.
For support of schools. 1,OCX)
schoolbooks.
100
4‘

success

treatment

What is CASTOR!A
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil,
Parcgori, t
ami Soothing Syrups, it is Harmless and f'l.
contains neither Opium, Horphine nor other
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroy v.
and allays Feverishness, il cures Uiarrlucu aici
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures ( ohm
and flatulency. It assimilates the Food,
rtym!..
Stomach and llowels, giving
healthy and natiUMj
The Children’s Panacea-The Mother’s Friend.

1

is abso-

Your Medicine Has Cured Mo,”

Rate of taxation, 0205.
No. of polls, 230 at $3.
The

woman

use

ur'"’

Experimi-.

oo

COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
made by the town

KOAI>

Always nought, and which 1ms t
30 years, lias borne the
signal
— and has been made
under his

IT11 supervif°“

38 75
38 46

1,999

nave

over

business, should not he used. What is needed is that
which is cleansing, soothing, protecting ami
take on every tr.p a bottle of Syrup of Figs,
healing. Such a remedy is Ely's Cream
as it acts most pleasantly and effectually on
§1,097 50
Balm
To test it a trial size for 10 cents or
Paid teachers’ wages and board.§1,397 42 the kidneys, liver, and bowels, preventing the large for 50 cents is mailed by Ely i
Fuel.
130 05
fevers, headaches, ami other forms of sick- Brothers, 50 Warren street, New York.!
27 00
The Balm w hen placed !
Transportation.
For sale in 50-cent bottles by all lead- DruggestS keep it.
58 50 ness.
Janitors.
into the nostrils spreads over the membrane
School supplies.
22 78
ing druggists. Manufactured by the Cali and is absorbed. A cold in the head vanishBalance unexpended.
61 75 fornia Fig Syrup Co. only.
es quickly.

APPROPRIATIONS.

suspended.

The scholars from Union school, composed
a portion of Searsport, Belfast and Swanville, were transported to No. 7, Porter.
Union schoolhouse has been partially repaired, hut the roof leaks some yet.
in No. 2 the x^ats have been arranged
comfortably by taking some from the upper
room to the lower.
A bookcase and some
other m ich needed things have been fur-

of

Its

lutely safe

of scarlet fever.
Owing to lack of funds the Grammar grade
of school was discontinued lor the winter
term and is now a division of the Free High
count

school.
The scholars from what was formerly the
Sargent Dis. No. band those from No. 11,
Rouiston, have been transported to Union
schoolhouse during the year, No. 1 l having

Although the text book account shows
deficit of §12.12 it is §35 50 less than that of
March, 1898, aud if the town raises §100 as in
previous years, I think that the committee
w ill be
able to balance the account at the
end of auotber year.
Amount raised by town.§1,000 00
School fund aud mill tax.
630 26
Balance from 1897.
01 24

The

xuu

for

8i“cc itN
Allow no one to deceive you j„ ,
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are
|,m i‘
perinients that trifle with and endanger the
health
Infants and Children—Experience
against

1,648 73

Appropriations

a

(

1,899 30

69

the schools.

worth its weight in gold."

S
Balance in favor of the town
;i42 45
superintendent’s report.
In addition to tabulated state 1. -nfcs of
school work the Superintendent reports as
follows:
Our schools have been taught by carefully
selected reaehers and the results have been

nished.
The schoolhouse in No. 8
ed outside. No. 1, Harbor,
repairs. The foundation is
some other repairs will be

your medicine, and I
thankful that I did.

advertisement.
My heart is
full of gratitude
to
Mrs.
Pinkham for what her medicine has done for me. It is

538 50

b

been

Vegetable

ladies would only give your
medicine a fairtrial they would
bless the day they saw your

j

Liabilities.
Due

E. Pink-

Since writing to you I
1 have taken four bottles of the
/ Compound and a box of Liver
Pills, and can state that if more

10 47 !

9 94

The committee ran 8 schools throughout
the year with uniform success. During the
winter term all scholars of the Cape school
were provided conveyance to the Brook at, a
total cost of but §27, or less than it would
cost to board
the teacher and provide fuel
for a school.
We have had in all 200 weeks
or 25 weeks to each scholar throughout the
tow i).
The grading work of the previous
years has been carried forward as f-«st as it
could be under circumstances which oblige
many larger pupils to be out of school one
or more terms a \ ear.
Espeeial mention of
grade w ork is to be made of No’s 1, 2, 5 and
We have employed 12 different teachers
7.
in the 8 schools, all except one having had
previous experience. A great gain is made
ov the retention of the same teacher
year
after year, as she gets used to the pupils and
surroundings and cau do decidedly better
work.
I wish to say a word of general praise of
our teachers the past year.
They have done
excellent work without an exception, and
merit much praise from committee, parent
and pupil.
The committee have authorized
and completed such necessary repairs as
seemed absolutely needful for the economy
of the future and comfort of the pupil at
present and iu so doing have incurred a defecit of §22 00 owing to insuring No. 1,without
the committee’s knowledge.
Schoolhouses
in No’s 5 and 7 have been repaired and pointed outside, ami such repairs as were absolutely necessary, placed on other schools.
As a matter ot economy No, 2 must be
painted and No. 5 ceiled and the walls
sheathed or newly plastered throughout
The committee upon investigation decided
to adopt the American Word hook as a speller and Educational Round Hand Vertical
system of penmanship, and authorized the
purchase of a sufficient number of books for

am so

Due from t.. O. Sawyer, treasurer.
Due from the State for bounty on

as

report of superintendent.

years, but it did no good.
My husband wanted me to

T< W N.

overdraw

the town farm has been large this year, as
shown by our report.
\V e have drawn more
orders than we had money to pay. There is
a hill due the town of Frankfort for medical attendance and care of Samuel Holt
amounting to §129.90, also one due the
town of Jackson, §131.08.
We have paid
§50 towards the town debt; the tax deeds,
executions, etc., remain same as last year
with no expense for treasuring.

I doctored for several

me.

an

selectmen’s report.
The expense of our town’s poor outside

could not sleep, was weak
and life was a burden to

*'.00 00

705 72

REPORT.

by superintendent’s approved bills of.§

my back would never stop
aching; also had leucorrhoea, dull headaches; I

in 47

A. Nich-ss fund...

Showing

rible bearing-down pains,
and it seemed as though

FUNDS.

James Staples fund.S
Jereiman Merithew fund.
John c Beals fund.

Sana-

the womb, and those ter-

2 4*»
18,051 02

S 13 054 02
18,048 55

sr-ments.

4,071 86

Total available school money.§1,897 50
There has been expended as showed by superintendents report_ 1,907 44

Compound. I suffered for a
long time with failing of

63

2,464

use

y

TOWN.

bridges.

raised for schools, for
school books ami repairs.§1,836 26
The amount due from the town for
school and school purposes Iron'
the year 1897.
01 24

experienced by

taking Lydia
ham's

"F TREASURER.

Receipts
Ihshr

I have

Feb. 20,

1899.

AUDITOR S

my gratitude
for the wonderful relief

07

00
38
58
00
00

The amount

pressing

1

SI- 154 71
11,570. 11

Sawyer, treasurer.....

400
33
40
86
74

$

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham :
Will you kindly allow
me the pleasure of ex-

1.285 14 |

tax assessment.

etc.

$4,777 58

firs. Joseph King,
Sabina, Ohio, writes:

_

8

25

|

Non-resident taxes, 1893-4.
Due from Thorndike.
State dog licenses.
bounty on seals....

enough."

\

40

8,475 48

supplemental

Paid C.

j

the

32
00
00
16

in

83 98

$

LIABILITIES.

used

41
101
10
263

iumi

J...C

2 53

on

Stock, tools,

tive Wash, and cannot
praise your remedies

>

SI.874 49
1,994 50 i

....

treasury.

in treasury and bank..$
38 48
taxes 1887 1897.
1.444 98
1898. 1,710 16
Town buildings. 1,000 00
Due

I had female trouble

and

f

168 72
257 50
2 50

Resources.
Due from L. L. Harlow, col. ’96.. .$
N. E. Clary, col.’97N. E. Clary, col. ’98on lots in new
cemetery.
sale of old hearse house.
Cash in treasury.

Cash

in

Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills

COLLECTOR.

REPORT OF

in

ASSETS.

the

t

50 00
88 98

bills,'98.

STANDING OF THE

114 06

Total.$6,928

of all kinds, had three
doctors, but only grew
I began taking
worse.

12

108

abatements.
discount on taxes.

Cash

Eflie Perkins,
Pearl, La., writes;
•

5 50
4 88
41 00
40 00

..

in-

once

91 00

63 20

board of health, ’97-’98.
abatement of taxes, ’92, ’95,
’96, ’97.
tax discount, ’98.
hearse house and way.
memorial,’98.
support of poor.

sur-

firs.

1,01203
142 55

streetlights.

at

old

Outstanding orders.

54

2,199
**

hope

treasurer.

bridges under

16 50

78 49
50 40

15
620 80
officers.
4 oo
discount on taxes.
200 66
254
63
medical attendance..
48 75
schools aud school purposes... 1,907 44
8
1,999 57
State pensions.
84 00
LIABILITIES.
74 00
bounty on seals.
Due
on outstanding town orders
State tax in full.
764 19
as per record at 4 per
489 23
cent.,
county tax in full.
all held in town. s 1,260 00
interest.
173 81
Interest
due
mi
!
same...
for dog licenses 1898.
36 00
54 24
town debt.
95 Oo
50 (X) Due select me n, assessors, etc., ’98
other town officers,’98.
L. M. Partridge, collecting Kel*
4u
on account of the
,>o
00
poor.
24 92
ley’s taxes.
on the highway, unexpended.
old orders of 1897 paid.
150 00
56 68 I
Resources exceed liabilities.
cash in Searsport bank.
301 53
35 95

Mass.

roads and bridges:
winter

she

by

25

963 96
39 60

|

in
be

March.8
Amount raised by the Towu,.
“State,.

29 66

town

strong is due in a
great measure to

20,1899.$ 787 52
Balance due Free High School last

license.

abatements.

would say to

helpingwomen

schools, Feb.

common

1

dog

snow

veyors..$ 505 74
road commissioner bills, 1898.. 721 58
319 36
poor farm orders.
not on town farm.
568 63
miscellaneous orders.
134 92

Mrs. Pinkham’s

$2,441 27
\moimt

paid
For roads aud

well

a

32 10

Total.$6,928

all suffering women, take
Lydia E. Pinkham’s medicine and your sufferings
will vanish."

SCHOOLS.
Balance due Common Schools, last
March..$

to-day

am

woman.

$153 20
Number

of

cian called my trouble chronic inflamation of the left
ovary.
For years I suffered very much, but thanks to Mrs. Pinkham’s

$11,780 25

etc.

AMOUNT EXPENDED.

For support of schools.$
roads and bridges.
incidental expenses,’97.
incidental expenses,’98.
int. on town orders, ’97
services of selectmen, etc., ’97
services of other town officers,
’97...
services of other town officers,
’98.
collector of taxes,’95
’92.
’97
attorney fees on new road
case, ’97 98.
repairs on highway, ’97
'98.

Eli Ellis, board of Mrs.
21 00
Carter.
town of Nortbport for
27 03
W. Bullock.
Geo. Lathrop, overseer
7 10
of 1897.
"
Chas. Kneeland, col.
36 94
for 1890 01.
James H. Jacobs for
22 36
1895.
“
Jas. H. Jacobs for 1896. 189 37
**
..
1897.. 1.466 16
..
1898.. 3,043 40
..W. M. Berry, dog li36 00
censes.
3 00
W. M. Berry, balance.
State of Maine, refund

comes

Assessed as follows, on
Real estate valued $429,755,at .018, $7,735 59
Personal estate valued $169,145, at
3,044 (51
.018,.
325 polls, at $3 00.
975 00
Less fractions in assessing.

labor,

The Blues

Total,..$598,900 00
Number of polls, 325
Rate of taxation, .018
Voted for town expenses.$
County tax,.
State tax,.

Littlefield.

A. N. Kelley, tax costs.
overseer of town farm,

Valuation of real estate.$429,755 00
Valuation of personal estate.,. 1(59,145 00

27 00
104 00
24 02

W
Georgia Gilkt
St Thomas M arc 11
for Philadelphia.
Gladys, H B «
York March '..’u f. u I’ll enry C lausen,
\;
Philadelpia March
John L Smith, Km
Jago .Jan ‘2b I rom Br'.i
Lucia Porter. V
i.
York Jan lo h
Mackerel
Mary A Hall, Has
M arch d from J aei-■
M
The mackere 1 season lias arrived and
U F Pettigrew
active preparations are being made at T port News Mar. m
W
11
K
Boston's
tish
f<>r
Hopkins,
Wharf,
mart,
catching tish.
Several of these schooners are now fitting i port News Jan 11 *r
Sal lie I’On. \Y 11 W,
out, and within the next week nr 1" days
will sail for the mackerel grounds.
Pierre, Mart, Mar.
The Ethel B. Jacobs, Capt
Solomon
L'ola, A S *Vi Iso:
Jacobs, was the first boat of the fleet to get Baltimore April 4
Willie
L Newton, 1*
She
went
on
advices
received
from
away.
1
a coaster, w hich ran into a school of mackNew Bedford April
erel off Cape Hatteras.
These fish are first caught each season in
the vicinity of Cape Hatteras.
To A Crow
They work
up the coast gradually, and about June are
found in great numbers in Massachusetts
Bay.
Bold, amiable, ebon
During the last few years the catch has For mauy a go >d
been small compared with former years,
withstood
and owing to the great demand for them the.1 By dangerous plant-',
wood*
price is kept up. Probably the first fare
will arrive in about 10 days or so.
Prices All the devices of th:m
are bound to be very high, as the tish dealGleaning thy grudge'1
ers are all very anxious to get a
eyes,
good number, and probably the fare will be small. Aud self-relying soul. <
[Boston Journal.
Blythe days thou seest
in Hood!
Our Clubbing Offer
The New York Thou inak'st a jest of farm
Take all thou may'st. o
Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, filled
crime
with general news and matter of interest To rob the greatest robber

Fishing.

•,

**

■•■■■

■

1

dull,
and value in every home. The subscription Weak-vi Aoned,
whose worth
price is $1 a year. We have a contract with Is in bis ow n esteem. Bale,
the publishers of The Tribune by which we Thou know’st far more
than he,
can furnish that paper free to all who pay for
And her wide lap shall sth
The Republican Journal one year in advance.
[Robert Burns Wilson
The Journal gives all the local news and is
an earnest advocate of local interests, and
The Tribune is one of the best, if not the
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
Bern the
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
Signature
has given satisfaction in every case. Send
of
n your names.

m*

TYPEW RITER.

ABSOLUTE

(CONCLUDED)
H.

before Hester Lowe
jnilvertou, just to please
she liked
in of the place
ir.ov her so, she hardly
,
taiuly be pleasant
:llS

■

v

to the

SECURITY.

man

than she.
more
siui had followed
!,
mi, eudowiug him
;,j
d v\ ite and then, in
to heir to the propon a most
i> uiding
at the least fear of
all
her
in
tor

v\

itli

people
Tlie

races.

..

ma-

and rough,

i*\

side,

one

n

Must Bear Signature of

re-

so

iuWhen

an

ioker on.
there was some.aees. and in the
solf hustled into a
without any legal

So it

See

I

traveling

full of
of the
and whose com-

nt was soon

■m

Very

small and

to take

as

iv

I,

unci,

sitting

in

averted head, she
id brought him to
b
a bad woman,
i! have changed him
i■'
wiiile. listening to
,\ talk.
■>,>
•m
bad to-dav, Dai1,
‘j’lired our ol them.
.u; >.uious with good
:•

borly duty.
less than

•ii i.-.

him-

:»;ey ehose to ignore
iccoiiiit of their

evening with us, at
■: h parting companv
oily day."

a

ideas concernassented careugh Ins time was an
.uiio.'my. In her disi-surrender she faced
i'M
*us of t he shock
look.
This time, in
dim light, he reeoguiz!a flush of wine faded
.<er fa; e in its distress
u
mirror, showing him
on.,
The half-made
ms own

: ui

ue

i

t'

deliberately
gentlemanly
identify her

was

hat
i'.‘fuse to
i tin company he was
1 fin- short journey he
a

a

silent,

nor

even

Dillvertoil >a'ine of the gemle-!i their legs, and it
hese who saggestthe statiou hotel
the fatigues of the
'•v is not a uartieuminded woman, but
At

-•

■

unsteady gent.le-

>st

Francis I) il-

sei/.e

seeurity and to
uanionsliijt, she act-

i't;
u

have found eour;.ardless of appearlisuately up to Mr.
"•
very centre of this
mb addressed him
nib

!

face,

t-

so

■

a

another fashion, Dalas he
might have

-■

5<jll'
eg

-i

viie,

am euure-

Miss L^we.”
And
'uni or look at those
V by her side.
They
g'^lier, for Hester was
uversational platitudes
ii*
was wondering what
'•rought her back there
orupietion of his ruin
said that to be faithHe had often
ding.
•*.

A

-!fully spoken

:

answer

unfaithful to liirn-*-d the house he had
.she saw bills tiauntoiii
•uncing a sale, and
'. and turned mutely
traid to ask what it

'•red, Miss Lowe, since
si cot as
you perceive,
j
.11.• going t.' the same
1
k
assent for grantip the quiet order- !
'i•
o’i(*;u 1 y shuttered, I
■i t- though a funeral 1
!
quiet little house she j

and bid him good by,
I
certain strength and
mbling hand of hers, i
ii
to
inside,
come

5

y

one

open-mouthed |

-•ruing my

misdeeds,

eli you the tale mylandlady’s effusive |
'‘" -rt
by the sight of Mr. j
two,
left I
soon
were
thi room tha she had
i
ad homelike in the old

Hie

w

nothing

particularly

but as she silently
gave him some, he
’-•i with more
knowledge,
;,nd in pain would like
about him.
It did
bn as odd that he should
*‘dly in her, so strongly
,j grief break down the
--W,

,l>‘

•
-r

them.
sr,»ry—and, I fear,

-n

J

M;

1

;
•ii-

1

a

a

a

hope-

little difficult to

by ton

many words,
mein her how often I have
myKl11^ and regretting—but to
pose
] may as well state
111
‘lorn the
very first I hated
!'i l the
work I had to do, but
then to hide this from
°^ler8’ wllo knew me only
'.n?» careful man of business.
k^ein I could never deaud such a sameness of
days.

nlo^

**11 in

yet

mvHpVfVln^

you

TORPID LIVER.

CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIR.

THECOMPLEXIOM
must

havcs^q

nature,

VefetaMev/£^k‘v*;^^'

aawBBrgatBwrBCTg

SICK HEADACHE.

a

letter.

Sit. down and write all

about your case, and Dr.Greene will tell you
exactly what the matter is. If the answer is
not satisfactory you are under no obligation
to write again and you have been put to no
expense.

Bismarck’s

Best Monument.

With the single exception of Bismarck’s
Autobiography, the greatest success ever
achieved by any publication in Germany
was

a

pamphlet by

Professor

Quidde,

“Caligula.” This pamphlet had,
however, from a publisher’s point of view,
Its very title
everything in its favor.
entitled

was

back

savored of the sensational, and the German
reading-public knew beforehand that
“Caligula” was in reality a comparison
of the insane Roman Emperor with the
present Kaiser.
Put on sale at the extremely low price
of ten cents, it took the pamphlet eighteen
months to sell 500,000 copies.
To know how far, comparatively speak
ing, the sale of Bismarck exceeds that of
“Caligula,” it is only necessary to know
that 318,000 copies of the former had
been ordered before the book waB pubThe fact, too, that the price of
lished.
the Iron Chancellor’s autobiography was
twenty marks, or nearly fifty times the
cost of “Caligula,” makes the comparison
When a German
all the more striking.
parts with twenty marks he wants a run
also
must know all
lor his mOi,ey, and
there is to know about a book before lie
t is self-evident, then, that the
buys it.

without excitement or
change, w,is almost
intoleiable.
Still, I did work, because I
wan ted
to earn
enough money to marry
the sister of a great chum of mine in the
student days; lie was much richer than
I,
but our mutual love of
pleasure and
amusement made us boon companions.
1 his hope,which was not without encouragement, kept me drudging on; but, as
perhaps you know, 1 lost money instead
of gaining it by the failure of That bank.
Only with the utmost difficulty could 1
keep my load above water, and I had
given up all hope of ever attaining my desire when a most extraordinary tiling
happened—but I am tiring yo.i, surely;
you look so w hit e.''
“Oh! why do you stop'.*’’
I want to
hear all : d!‘
And lu- obeyed without understanding her wakening tear of her own handi
work.
The occurence I speak of was
nothing less than tin anonymous oift of
two t•'< tisaun
pounds, and to tins nay I
am utterly in the dark as to the donor.
I
wrote accepting i; gladly as a loan free nt
interest, but toiling the agents that in the
By Courteay of Har| A Br i.t-ra.
future 1 w >uld hold myself in readiness to
i:
it
called
pay
hack,
upon. A vain promGerman people have accepted Bismarck’s
ise this—us empty as my life is now; but
story as the only true aud adequate exno one
has claimed -t. and at the time,
pression of tlie Iron Chancellor and his
with phe sadden
■•asiug of anxiety, 1
influence on European history.
It is
thought my fortune was made. Like a
interesting also to note its reception in
fool 1 launched out into most unwise exother countries.
The rights in the United
peudkuie, and made changes, all for flit?
States were secured by Harper A Brothers,
worse.
Not only wen they unwise, but you.!
aud the book throughout America is conThey were walking toward the golden sidered the most
useless too; for on a nearer inspection of
valuable contribution to
the beauties oi Dulverton, MissSefton de- sunsrttiug, and lie answered her smilingly,
European history that has been made for
cided, for good and all, that no affection although like hers, his eyes were wet
a day.
In England it has also had
And where will you go Hester? I must many
of mine c uild compensate her for haviug
a sale commensurate with its importance.
to live in such a place.
This disappoint- know that in Older to fetch you back Another fact of
interest about
again, unless ! can detain you before you this book is that especial it was
ment- -for l can honestly say it was a
although
published
start.”
most bitter one and totally unexpected
on
November 29th, it has already ap“It might not be well,” she answered,
completely paraly zed what, little energy 1
in live different languages.
France
peared
as always to think only of his
had, and the uphill work, which had al- striving
did not express much approbation over
welfare.
“You
to—”
ought
no
ways dragged, seemed
the autobiography of Prince Bismarck.
longer worth
“Hester! 1 will be content with your
tlie trouble of doing.
I let myself go—
It contained too many references to Sedan,
Do you
and the business, too—and these lapses true answer to one question.
think if ever tw o people belonged to each to Gravelotte, aud to the siege of Paris for
1
mean what you have seen this evening.
her tender sensibilities.
Russian senam
lower even than those men, having other in this world it is you and 1? By sibilities have
proved still more tender,
know n better things.
No one can despise how many links are we not joined? 1 can- and the
Press
Censor
has reImperial
not even name them all, though 1 have
me more heartily than
l despise myself.
fused Russian book-sellers permission to
love
them
and
heart.
1
you
by
dearly,
I think it is the only bit of honest feeling
the work on sale.
There are many
owe you every good of life.
1 should be place
left in me.”
subjects which Bismarck treats with a
utterly lost without you now.”
•‘It was strange about that money,”
“Not more than 1 without you,” she plain-spokeuuess that is most painful to
she said fearfully.
“Did you never even
the delicately organized ear of the Russian;
answered honestly, as he drew her closer,
it
from
whom
came?"
suspect
“and if 1 had gone away, as 1 spoke so for instance, Bismarck speaks of the mur“Never, really; but in my fanciful moder of Czar Paul; the Russians speak of it
about doing, I should have been misments, when tilings troubled me more glibly
On the
always as a “sudden demise.”
era ble—miserable.”
than they do now, 1 have thought the gift
24th of last month the work appeared in
The
next day the little fountain was
evilly meant, and sent as a curse instead
the gayest, brightest ball an Italian translation, and, it is said, is
nf a blessing, for'nothing ever prospered playing with
that love could iind and money buy. having a very fair sale in Rome, Florence,
at
me
with me after.
You will laugh
and Naples.
perhaps when 1 tell you that, even in the [ Longman’s Magazine.
If is indeed unfortunate that the Iron
for
of
together
scraping
enough
drudgery
Chancellor did not live to enjoy the sucThe Weather for March.
that rapacious bank, and even while hatcess of his book.
It is a sure sign that
his misfortunes, throughout
ing it. 1 felt that. ;t was making a man of
Abstract of ;i:< teorological 'hservathns throughout
t he bitter years of his old age, his people
me,—that it w as U no ally grinding me, taken at. the Maine
Agricultural Experilittle by little into gieater strength ami ment
It is to Bismarck’s
Stati-'ii, for the month of March, IS! 19. | still believed in him.
I credit that his autobiography is neither
dogged ness. 1 can think of no better
Lai. 44' 54 2
N. Lon. (58° 4<» 11
\V.
word,—and when the money came it was
Altitude aoove the sea 150 bet
; pettish nor pessimistic, and it is safe to
like removing the strong grip <>f a firm
80.00 inches. say that the best monument to his memory
Highest barometer, March 15.
a
horse.
Another
hand from
lunawuy
Lowest, barometer, March 29.28(58
will be half a million copies of his book
i in as
Average barometer. .29 77
year or two pern.ip< oi such discipline
many German homes, and as many
of clear days.
Number
never shall
8
m
what
1
have
made
more
might
copies scattered throughout the
8
be now, —a decent credit to my profession, Number of fair days.
World.
A man who has such a monument
Number of cloudy days.
15
and not. a disgrace."
but little what marble mausoneed
care
Amount of snowfall. 28 0 inches
“Stop! stop! You do not know what Average for March for ol years. .17 1
leums are raised above his ashes, or in
Our illusyou are s lying !’
Total precipitation as water..... 4.7(5 inches ! "hat sarcophagus he sleeps.
Perhaps he had uevei heard such a cry Average for March for 31 years: 4 19 inches ; tration shows the sarcophagus of Prince
on
her
It matched the misery
Total movement of wind. 8241 miles I Bismarck, which
of pain.
lately arrived at Friedface, and startled him completely out of Average dailvmo emenr n( wind.205.8 miles i richsrub, and which has been placed in
TEMPERATURE.
himself.
the newly built mausoleum.
It is made
2(5°.47 I of
“Miss Lowe, i am a fool to have dis- Average for the month
pink marble from the designs of Herr
27° 5(5
It is as if 1 had been ac- Average for March, for 31 years,
tressed you so.
of
and
is in the
Schurbach,
Hanover,
51°
Highest, March 5.
cusing you, instead of myself, which is a Highest for March for 31 years.
stnctly Roman style. Its dimensions are
(53°.3
10 feet long, 5 broad, and 51 3 4 inches
poor reward for your kind and efficient Lowest, March 18...
—3°
I have often—”
service.
Lowest for March for 51 years.
—22°
high.
Mie Slopped
of
warmest
mm, unuuie to ueai it.
Average
day,
March 5.
“Give me ten minutes, of silence, and
35°
Hast Maine Conference.
Average of coldest day, March
then, I have something to tell you.”
18....
11°
With an attempt to hide her utter (
To l>e held at Rockland, April 19-24.
wretchedness from him she lowered the
The New York Weekly Tribune SI, The
The programme for the session of the
full
on her face;
was
which
shining
lamp,
1
Journal S2 a year. The Tribune East Maine conference to be held in Rockwhile he, lost in wonder, looked at her in Hepubliean all
sent free to
subscribers, new or old, who land,
commencing April 19, is as folsilence.
pay for The Journal one year in advance.
lows:
“Miss Lowe, you are worrying yourself
with
Tuesday, April 18, 2 p. m.—Examinaabout nothing; so let us have done
tion classes will meet in the vestry at
it.”
call of examiners. 8 p. m. popular lecture,
Turning slowly she faced him. “That
speaker to be announced. Admission, 25
“was mine.
she said

|

earnest

little—gently—at
ay and hers being the
man at his side laugb-

a

write him

no

1

believe we are going
: walk with you, as
irk?"
j'.t
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wish she

for her journey,
the move when
llestei never even
: window until the
io this late comer
mention.
Yu cut it rather
fellow."
:;oad >he had time
:i>ant familiarity of
Ihtiwood-- who had
nitv in past days'll'! 01 tinent freedom,
hear his curt
1 u
"king at him. But
i>
In. startled eyes
to understand
-mu
od not much above
b it lit* bad'once
w itlioul being aetual*.!> ied with drinkmen
deep, as if it
His clear
time.
iig an«l uncertain,
.gb good, were sloveui 1 is hi. nner was the
mg last down
hill;
s.s and llo shadow
The bitter shame of
iin away before
,.-i

as

came

sugar.

sufficiently

ing were
ike her

worth.

in this wise that Hester Lowe
to the old work in the old
place. ()u the first morning she thought
the little fountain
playing by itself sparkled with a gleam of
welcome; but she
gave it no plaything for many long
mouthsjfor the time was a time of probation
With her return to the glass deu
came also the old official
formality,—in its
outward form at least,—and in office
hours her manner was precisely the same
as it had
always been, businesslike aud respectful. But underneath, in both employer and employed, lay a deep confidence and sympathy that made all the
difference in the world, and the glazed
pigeonhole was never closed between them
unless a client came in.
Jt was wonderful how the struggle to regain a lost, footing, which seemed often a weary, hopeless task, was lightened to him by the
mere sight, of her,
quietly and busily occupied, for, vn itli womanly guile, she
would make work when there was little
or none, just to
keep in heart. But strive
as they might, he to work and she to comfort and sustain, it took years, many and
long, before the tide of confidence turned
back in its strength.
The path uphill was
slippery and steep; yet, once planted, his
foot never faltered, and any advance was
steadily held and maintained. He lost
his youth, and his face grew lined and
worn
before its time, but gradually
strength moulded itself out of weakuess,
and after patient toil and many disappointments came success at last. Once
more lie was held in honor and esteem by
his friends and neighbors, and knew himself their trusted adviser,—knew himself,
moreover, to be worthy of this trust,
in all humility. At last the day came when
he could go to Hester and absolve himself
of a portion of his debt.
lucre is a thousand pounds in the
bank, Hester, that is yours. The business is fully worth another thousand, and
that is yours, too.
Tell me if i stand upright before you.”
“Always,” she answered, clearly, although li-r eyes were bright with thankful ’cars.
“Always from the very first.
And now 1 can leave Dulvertou in peace
and content, knowing all is well with

Fac-Simile Wrapper Below*

obviously

,,,

much to reI’ll give
to its last breath.
Won’t
not

hi.

mi

she was

willingly,

That is
priceless

money,”

miserably,

1 sent it to you.”
At first he thought her hysterical, and
speaking without sense.
“You, Miss Lowe! Impossible. And
only earning i'GO a year!”
“Can you not remember my mentioning
(he deatli of an uncle? He left me money,
which then 1 had no real use for, and
knowing so well that you were hard driven
at the time and greatly harassed for want
of it, J sent you the sum you speak of
hoping it would bring you nothing but
prosperity and good fortune. Of course,
1 never meant you to know this, but now
I dare not keep silence.”
incredible as it seemed, he was soinehow forced to believe it,and his eyes slowly sank before tiers.
“If this be so—and I cannot doubt your
word— 1 ought to be most grateful, but
knowing the ill use I have made of your
kindness, I am conscious only of humiliation,—great humiliation,—that makes me
even lower than I thought.”
last
The fatal indifference was at
pierced through, but to see him so humbled was only one degree less painful.
ent closer and laid a gentle hand
She
upon him.
“But in a little while you will stand upright. 1 am so sure that you will, because 1 claim your promise of returning
the money.
Ob, not for myself! Never
But it must
think that for one moment.
to
be earned
buy back the old honor aud
self
the
old
respect. Let us beprobity,
gin at once,—you in your old room, and I
in the glass den where I was always so
'■

happy.”

Her touch and voice

were

both wistful-

ly elequent,; even a harder nature than his
might have been moved by them to great
regret.
“The time is gone by for a new beginning, Hester, and my work has passed
into other hands.
My clients have nearly
all left me.”
“But they will come back when they
see how earnestly we are trying to regain
their confidence, when they see nothing
but industry and hard daily striving to do

business.
Afternoon—2 p. m., anniversary of Woman’s Home Missionary Society address by Rev. W. A. Spencer D. D.,
of Philadelphia; 3.30p. m., memorial service. 4 p. m., Itinerant’s Institute hour
Evening—7 30 p. m., anniversary of the
Church Extension Society, address by RevW. A. Spencer, D. D., of Philadelphia.
Sunday, April 23—Morning 5 A. m.
holiness meeting led by Rev. H. I.
Holt;
9 a. m., in Farwell Opera house, conference, love feast led by Rev. W. W. Ogier,
P. E.; 10.30 a m., Divine worship with
sermon by Cyrus D.
Foss.
Afternoon2 r. M., in Farwell Opera house, ordination service followed by sermon by Rev.
Jesse L. Hurlburt, D. D.; 3 i*. m., in
Methodist church, evangelistic service,
conducted by Rev. W. A. Spencer D. D.,
of Philadelphia; 4 p. m., meeting for men
only at Y. M. C. A. Evening—7 p. m.,
anniversary in the church of the Missionary Society, with address by Rev. W. T.
Smith, D. I)., of New York.
Monday, April 24—Morning, 5 a. m.,
holiness meeting led by Rev. E. W. Allen; 8 a. m., devotional hour; 9 a. m.,
conference business, including probably
the reading of the appointments and final
adjournment. The program is subject to
change. It is expected that Rev. Dr. E.
N. Mills, secretary of the 20th century offering will be present and address the
conference.

good,

and medicine is
to conclude
ineffective, it io not reasonable
Your
better judgthat you are incurable.
ment'teils you that your case has not been
not give up hope.
properly treated. Do
Consult Dr. Greeue, the leading specialist in
chronic
and
nervous
diseases, and
curing
And out the cause of your trouble. Dr.
for
consultation
Greene makes no charge
if he cannot cure yon, lie will
and advice,
If you cannot conveniently call
tell you so.
at bis office, 34 Temple Piace, Boston, Mass.,
If doctors do you

you give yours?”
She was
kneeling there by his bowed
igure, aud this simple, solemn dedication
ot herself to
raising a sunken wreck took
nom him the
power of saying one word.
She misunderstood his
silence, aud dispair suddenly overturned all self
control,
am. she burst into a
passion of sobbing.
I say it is a cruel
thing to lay the burden of a ruined life
upon miue—a cruel
thing, and it will break my heart.”
All the manliness of his nature which
had been so
sadly crushed aud broken,
sprang into new life at the agonized ap‘T will begin again, Hester—1
peal.
swear it—and do
better, so help me God!”
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The Great Builder,”

PUREMALT
Cures Sleeplessness.
Makes Ailing Women strong.
Nourishes Sickly Children.
Is a prop to the Aged.

The first chapters of Count Tolstoy’s
great novel appeal in the April CosmoPublication is taking place,
politan.
simultaneously in the United .States, England, France, Germany, Austria and
Russia.
The novel lias been carefully
edited for The Cosmopolitan.
No part
of the story has been lost, though perhaps the reader is deprived of some of the
picturesqueness which appeared in the
original Russian

1
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Indigestion
\

-i,s

Ts the failure of the stomach to
properly digest the food. Sum-- t
times only certain food causes distress; at. other times the simplest
food causes ii.U-nse agony. Indigostion undermines the c>mstitution,
destroys the will and nerve power,
causes emaciation and weakness,
and ruins the health. There are
pains in the side, nausea, soiuetimes vomitinu, distress after eating, constipation, and finally loss <
of appetite. Om-Semit Tablet taken
regularly at meal time, morning
and night, will instantly relieve
and permanently cure indigestion.#
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and the ordinal members

a natural consequence it enj >ys in
its old age ail the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the
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fidence in the information which it
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W,
cause and
of ihe disof the stoiim-di, liver, and
bowels, and all skin atfeetions. i
is usually the exciting cm:-.- of
headache. In acute constipati-m
there may he no movement from
the bowels for several days, 11lowed by a natural movement oin*o
daily, and then a return of the
disease. This usually results in
chronic constipation, when the
bowels only operate once in two,
three, or four days, vine Setnit
Tablet taken after each meal will
cure and prevent further attacks of

roiled
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to

of its family passed t t i 1 r re war* 1. and
these admirers a a l-»y>u and steadfast to-
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interests and prosperity of the American
People lias won for it new friends as the
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Death
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Of Men, Women and
children, cured by the

a.

W.
Russell. 8 a. m., devotional hour, led by
Rev. J. M. Frost, each morning. 9 a. m.,
opening of conference with administration
of the Lord’s Supper by Bishop Cyrus D.
Foss, followed by the organization of
conference and business .session.
AfterJ noon, 2 p. m., conterence sermon by Rev.
i II. E. Foss of Bangor, subject: “The
3.30 p.
m.,
meeting of
j Situation.”
Treachers’ Aid Society.
4 p. m., Tiro-rants Institute conducted by Rev. II. E.
; Foss with address by some distinguished
I visitor.
Evening, 7.30 p. m., Anniversary
of Freedman’s Aid and Southern EducaAn Excellent (ombmntiost. j tion Society. Address
by Rev. M. C. B.
The phawtnt method and beneficial
Mason, D. D., of Cincinnati, Ohio.
well
known
tlit*
efi’e.n.. 'of
remedy,
Thursday. April 20.—Morning, 5 a. m.,
t he
of I '5- s. iii;i n u fact ured by
holiness meeting led by Dr. Barker. 8 a.
>Yt:i
('ALiioiasfA i'io >vnri* Co., illustrate
devotional hour. 9 a. m., conference
M.,
|
the value <■! obtaining the liquid laxa- i business.
10 a. m., reception of fraternal
tive principle*- of p«imi■ t..s known to he
delegates. Afternoon, 2 p. M., anniveri
.e
and
laxat
medicinally
presenting i sary of the Woman’s Foreign Missionary
them In the form most- refreshing to the
Society. 4 p. m., Itinerants Institute
taste and acceptable to the system. It
hour. Evening, 7.30 p. m., addresses by
is the one pt rfect strengthening laxaRev. Ilomer Eaton, D. D., of New York,
tive. cleansing the system effectually,
on “Our
Publishing Interests,” and Rev.
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers E. M. Miller, D. D., of Elmira, N. Y.,
gently yet promptly and enabling one i secretary of the Twentieth Commis
to overcome habitual constipation persi on.
rts perfect freedom from
manently
Friday,April21.—Morning, 5 a. m.,holiand subevery objectionable quality
ness
meeting led by Rev. Mr. Palladiuo.
stance, and its acting on the kidneys,
8 a. m., devotional hour. 9 a. m., conliver and bowels, without weakening
ference business. 10 a. m., address by the
it the ideal
or irritating them, make
bishop to the candidates for ordination.
laxative.
A
fternoon, 2 p. m., meeting in the interest
In the process of manufacturing tigs
of Bucksport Seminary, conducted by
to the
are used, as they are pleasant
1
Principal J. F. Haley, A. M., 3.30, annitaste, but the medicinal qualities of the
ami
versary of the Preachers’ Wives Associaremedy are obtained from senna
tion in the
other aromatic plants, by a method
vestry of the Universalist
church. Address by Mrs. J. II. Barker,
known to the California I io Sa kui*
upon “The Calling of the Preacher’s
Co. only. In order to get its beneficial
Wife.” Evening, 7.30 p. m. ,anniversary
effects and to avoid imitations, please
the
of
1
name
ful
Company of the conference Epworth League. Adremember 1 he
dress by Rev. Joseph Berry, D. D., of
printed on the front of every package.
Cnicago, editor of Epworth Herald.
CO.
SYRUP
FIG
CALIFORNIA
Saturday, April 22—Morning, 5 A. m.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
holiness meeting led by Rev. J. H. Irvine;
NEW YORK. N. Y.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
8 a.m.,
For sale by all Druggists.—Price 50c. perbotile
devotional; 9 a. m., conference
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cents.

Wednesday, April 19,—Morning, 5
m., holiness meeting led by Rev. B.

like

absolute proof that it has
cured
every form of disease
it is advertised to
cure
You can obtain the
proof
upon application, stating your
trouble and
giving your address.
No sufferer from any disorder
of the blood or nerves should
f&il tO Write US

oa

which subject
surfeit.
The
leading paper in the April issue is on “The
Industrial Development of Russia”; and
the writer is Prof. Ivan Oseroff, of Moscow
University, a prominent Russian
economist.
An article by a Russian on
Russian industries in an American magazine is a rarity; and Prof. Oseroff’s survey is both comprehensive and—what is
more important to the reader—exceptionAnother paper, on a
ally interesting.
subject of still greater importance to
Americans, is that by Mr. John 1\ Young
on “The Menace to England’s Commercial
Mr. Young proves conSupremacy.”
clusively the decadence of English agriculture, and shows the disastrous results
to British industry of the invasion of the
English iron and steel markets by American products. The writer considers that the
inevitable outcome of existing conditions
will be the development of an American
shipbuilding industry which will be able to
produce ships as cheaply as iron and steel
are now produced in the
United States.
The whole number fully maintains the
Forum's standard.
war

hope-

the weak,

sick; a remedy
Dr,Williams' Pink
Pills for Pale
People gives

that,

number

single article relating

to the

less,

UNITED STA1L.S, BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR Oi^LY §2.00,
Believing that every one <*l our readers should
ar least one good agricultural and lamily
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical ami inst motive journal,
have

live written ciiaraiito* to cure or
money. Single boxes j&uu.

refund

four

R. H.

MOODY, Sole AKei't. ,Je!f:iSt. Me.
VST A L STY,
l OST V GOR

Restores
AMD

MANHOOD

Impotence, Kiplit Emissions and
wa^tin^ diseases, all effects of selfabuse, or excess and indiscretion. A nerve tonic and
blood builder, brings the
pink glow to pale cheeks and

Cures

restores the lire of youth.
Bv mail f»Oc per box; <> boxes
ior $2.50; with a written guarantee to cure or refund tbe money.

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton St Jackson Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.
Sold

j

with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better
proof of its popularity can be offered than its

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

Genuine sold only by
R» H. MOODY, Sole Agent, Belfast,

naine

plete.
Piivsii ujs inci:,"] to ;sll and investiOver Id,-;:)(>.• arcs already cfijected.

gate.

J

> is.

:

it<

»:i

and

ex

ntnaiion free.

Operating Surgeon.

safe and reliable core on the market. Price, $1.00; sent by xnaiL

is the original and only FRENCH

ur.

accept : >r treatment, and
reij l-rcd until cure is com-

>w

i

Steel pennyroyal Treatment

DO YOU KNOW-

DR. FELIX LE BRUITS

every i.iso
n-> money is

j F a it M am* Home, lu (bounce, ion with our "wn
publication. The Keithlii'an .1 «>rknai,. i*oth a
full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description of the contents of Fa km am* Home, which are unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may be mentioned the Karin I
and Garden. Market Deports, Fruit t'nliure, Plans
Office iiour.s, 1 to 4 ; 7 to S P. '1.
and Inventions, l’he Apiary, Talks Hlih a Lawyer,
Around the Globe, Livestock and Dairy, The PoulPlants
The
Veterinary,
ry Yard, Question Box,
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
•
FvRm am* Home is published semi-monthly
Having purchased the original records of the
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole,
estate of .1. r. Oates, for the convenience of all
making a volume of over 501) pages, teeming pensioners having claims ponding, and of those

circulation, which extends into every
territory in the Union, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this
remarkably liberal offer, whicn we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Kemember, we send both papers
a full year, at the very low price above given.

by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast Me.

LAPSES

|

t

in

enormous

State and

Address all orders

to

4in45

BELFAST, MAINE.

who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will be at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 111 Main sir.*.--, onpo-ct* the ;»os:oiHce
• dt m >n:h.
the second ruesdiv of
Widows
claims will receive prompt attention.
45tf
L. 0. MORSE.

SAWS FILED.
1

am

saws

Prices

prepared t*> cut over and tile all
at short
notice, in a first-class
reason tide, and work warranted.

kinds of
manner.

SAWS CUT OVER AND FILED FOR 30 CTS

JOHN A. BRIGGS,
Cor. Cedar and Elm

Sts,
2m8*

Belfast, flaiue.

Ai*d as sickness came among us
It was the safest thing to do
To get Aunt Jake’s opinion,
Her hops and herb-bag, too.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Mrs. Colston Reeves left last week for

Hong Kong.
Hollis Webber

weeks

taking

s.

two

W. M. Parse is in Bosto
clothing interests.

n

looking after tbe

is

Willis Harvey of Frankfort was here last
week as the guest of his daughter, Mrs. Augustus Nickerson.

i

I

A crew of men of this vicinity went to Mrs.
Laura Herrick’s one day last week, and
chopped ten cords of wood at her door.

No matter what the trouble,
Whether a cut, a bruise or faint,
Her services she gave freely
With never a word of ’plaint.

vaca-

tion in Boston.

In after years we saw her,
From morning till late at night,

Capt. H. B. Whittier of Everett, Mass.,
spent Sunday in town.
Miss Angie N. Carver is spending a part of
her vacatu n at Beverly, Mass.

Knitting nets in winter
By the flickering candle light.

Miss Margaret B. Sargent arrives to-day
b> boat with a lull line of spring millinery.

merly of this

Her poor old fingers so crooked
Would ply the shuttle through,
And as fast as one was emptied
We would wind it full anew.

Miss Ada E. Ridley is in Malden, Mass.,
H,i,i will be absent until the middle of May.

morning.

Gordon has just completed a quarter
as cashier ol the Searsport Na-

C, b
a

suffering poor,
To share her portion with others
But gladdened her her heart the

No better epitaph could we write,
No kinder word and true
Could we say of her than this,
“She did the best she kuew.”

century

Bank.

tional

SLute lias been in the St. Botolph
Hospital, Boston, the. past two weeks for
V C.

Mrs. L>. S.
slut
er

Beals is

millinery

k of

We don’t believe- there’s
Boston

m

and will

r< turn

buying a
by steam-

come,
Whose feet
shore.

City ol Bangor Saturday.

Lodge, L

Sears

touched

wel-

more

the shining

Lynn, Mass., April fi, 1899.

and third degrees Friday evening.
Refreshments will be served.

se.-eud

B. B. Grant and

w

Tuesday, Corporal
Cuba,
late

where

war

lie

with

Grant

is

just

schools in No.’s 8 aud 9 will begin
April 17th.
William Thomposr has hired with Fred
Lowe of West Wir.lerport.

a Christian Endeavor socitins, Thursday, evening in the upper

conference

room, Miss Martha
Miss Joanna Colcord, hostesses.

Ross and

Benjamin Merithewjs

Mary Perkins went to Waltham,
Mass., last week to make a short visit to her
soil b led, who is to leave
very soon lor California, w here he has business interests.
Sunday

be the last service of
this Ci nierence year in the M. E. church.
Our annual Conference will be held in
i ratt Memorial church” Rockland
April
R'th. Mr. Norton will leave for that
gathering on Tuesday s beat.

Nina Robertson visited her aunt, Mrs.
Richard Brown, in Belfast recently.

will

[

Miss

Miss Eudavilla Cleaves and Miss Martha
J. Mathews have engaged to teach school in
Swauville.

Henry Nason was in town recently visiting frieuds. He has just returned from a
sea

Thursday morning.

The mtermeut took
Elmwood cemetery. Mis. G- H.
Jenniscn accompanied the. remains of her
mother and alter the burial service in the
tae afternoon
returned to her home by
steamer City of Bangor.
term

b-ee

I

1

liig
*N1>

No.

tcr.-.

Mr

voyage.

and wall

papers.

Granite Grange had visiting members
from Seaside, Ritchie and Northern Light

uted for the spring
: ■«>> .n Sears
port are as follows:
m*1i- i. Miss Augeliue. N.
Carver,
Miss Fastnet Erskiue : lutermedis,‘E Gould:
Primary, Miss
ss Bel t Craw7, Miss Carrie G. Closson; No. 8.
apiu

granges recently.
Delbert Nickerson and family will move
this week to Mr. Nickerson's father’s, Mr.
Jobu Nickerson.

■*

S i.iiHV

Sarg-nt

N

:

Mr.

Fred M

Mr.

}

and

Camden
Mrs.

Nickerson.

are

Ernest Worcester from
in town as tlie guests of Mr. and
Mrs.

George

E.

Chapin.

district No. 9 has
scooi-bouse
Mi. i
B. Mad i" ,;«*
•:
Hampden, who Is j been taken down and moved t*- W. J.
I
•cm] •king the hist
of the 2d Mi Regt., in.
1
who will build a lieu house of
1‘ nos us tin histi
about, ready to place Matthews',
the timber.
i:
the hanos
f ti
printer. He requests
Miss A. Mae Seavey, the ouly daughter "f
ai*F member
:}Jr regiment, who has no;,
;<> Pu-v, aiv.
’•tie >•
].ersonaJ material. He E. W. Seavey of this place, has taken a
for life, but we have been unable to
*5**s *‘S to sri\ that those who
desire partner
T‘
h-i\c the.r pictures
learn bis name.
appear should send
a
photograph before April 25th.
Mrs. Harriet Stiekne;. and Mrs. Marion
Two ot uir ’Veii-known young men walk- Mathews visited Mrs. H. R. Towle one day
last week.
ed to Stockton uj a wager Monday
Mrs. S. and Mrs. M. are over
evening, j
and attended the dam e there.
They started | seventy years old and have lived one* mile
with their dancing sh ies under their
from each other for over fifty years, yet
arms
anu their fr.-t idothed with
strange to say they have not met for thirtyrubber boots
On the outskirts of Stockton the
ears.
necessary eight
change in foot wear was made, and the
WEST SEARSPORT NEWS.
rubber boots w- re deposited for safer under
Will Galiagan is on the sick list.
the side waik until
return trrp was made
Josephine Galiagan is dangerously ill with
at
The old

midnight.

“A

typhoid

Backward Siu..\.r

sides omplamts ot a
backward spring. It

hear

We
d

on

all

and a
of a remark
if out .ate
friend William M.
Larrabee. win sanl he had heard it for
every
spring t,;r the last rifty years. The coinplaints this vear are so numerous that we
vi ere leu to i*-ok
up the records of past seasons, and v\enini :u Mr
George F. Smith’s
record, which he has kept for the past tw'enco

>

winter

minds

us

>.

ty-hve

3ears, the

-M’ru
“

in,.',

learns crossed

on

t0 BelfastS?*Tm<!
,J. Beals

o.iithe bay.

■

following:
was

the ice

in

fever.

Frank Smith has

gone to Waldo, where he

has a situation.
Luella H. Parsons of Swauville is keeping
house for W. H. Nickerson.
Lauriston Nichols and Percy Keen
tending High school in Belfast.

are

in

and

upon

to

seven in

several week's illness.

the

bronchitis

gripe,
maladies.

other

Centre

and

nianu tor

E.

Montyille.

E.

Etienne Clement have built

a

farm

this

news

it

season...

business

Quite

a

number

first of the week....

the
of

Mr.

O.

A.

cannon

and

playing

of

hirst time the steamer
January 17. Steamer
reach Belfast on her first trip to

This good old woman, long since
memory
dead, owned and dwelt in a little cottage on
the road to the steamboat landing duriug
the fifties. She reared a family of five boys
and two girls. The boys left home at an
returning only after long periods
of absence at sea. One after the other was
lost,or what is worse, missing, until but one
remained.
Noth withstanding all her sorrow and adversities, this good old woman
toiled on to the end of life, doing good to
the limit of her ability, offering comfort and
When at last God
cheer where needed.
called her to himself:
Uncle Jake and Aunt Jane
Lived in a cosy little cot
Down the wharf road a piece,
When I was a little tot.

early

age,

used to call her,
Though deserving a better name,
Was loved by all the children,
Had never a word of blame.

“Aunt Jake,”

as we

And many a childish quarrel
“Aunt Jake” in her motherly way,
Changed into a lesson of love
As she wiped our tears away.

1

1

some concession

Ramsey’s

j

I

boro.

for the Time

Amply
Spent in

Re-

A.

Brown,

If the reader

the more disago, and the more medicine 1 took
couraged I became. My dai j. ht« r went to Gardi"
42 Neil
ner, Maine, to visit a Mrs. T. J. Gannon of
street. That lady sent me a box ol Doan’s Kidneyand
they did
Pills. 1 started in with one at first,

Schs. Silas McLoon, Morrill,
Herald of the Morning, Grant,
Garland, Allen, Deer Isle.
Sch. Arthur V. S. Woodruff,
Snowman. New York.

Philadelphia, April

3.

Cld,schSG Haskell,

Richaidson, St Pierre, 7; ar, ship Arthur
Sew all, Bath ; cld,bark Rose Innis, St Pierre;
ar, scbs Frank E Palmer, Portsmouth ; Wes
ley M Oler, Portland; 10, cld, hark (Live

Thurlow, Hayes, Ponce.
Sld, bark White
Baltimore, April 6.
do some good. I increased the dose
Wings, Rio Janeiro; 7, ar, sch Hattie McG
the improvement was more rapid.
Buck, Chandler, New York.
that box I continued the treatment until 1 was
Brunswick, April 4. Ar, sch A B Shercured. I have no pain or any of the other trouble man, Ciockett, Jacksonville; 5, cld, schs
recommended
have
I
which annoyed me so much.
Almeda Willey, Dodge, and Anna Pendleton, Pendleton, New York ; 6, ar, sch CharDoan’s Kidney Pills to a number of people, and
it.
lotte T Sibley, Coombs. New York.
of
are
do
so.
worthy
They
will continue to
Apalachicola, April 5. Sld, sch Lizzie B
word in
Nothing pleases me more than to speak a
W’illey, Rivers, New York.
favor of Doan’s Kidney Pills. Any one is welcome
Savannah, April 5. Ar, sch Levi Hart,
them
to call at my place of business to ask about
New York; 8, sld, ech D D Haskell, Eaton,
for I take about
Doan’s Kidas much pleasure in recommending
and
I
ney Pills as 1 do the pianos and organs sell,
I naturally think they are the best.”
had
Just such emph atic endorsement can be
right here in Belfast at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug

New York.

Norfolk, April 8. Sld, hark St James, Tapley, Manila.
Jacksonville, April 7. Ar, sch Penobscot,
Dodge, New York.
Port Eads, April 8. Sld, ship St Paul,
New Orleans for New York; sch Lyman M
Law, Blake, Providence.
store. Ask what customers report.
Frankfort, Me, April 10. Sld, sch David
Doan’s Ointment is lor sale by all dealers, price
S
Siner, Fernald, New York.
mailed by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,

60 cents,
N. Y., sole

agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take
stitute.

FOREIGN FORTS.

no

sub'

...HARDWARE...
.A FULL AMD COMPLETE L1.\E ALWAYS IS

Maine, County

24 28
25 00

187,289 24

A

290 (X)

$290,209 26
Waldo, ss.

of

Building Material, Carpenter’s Tools, Hints atttl Spot...
and Steel, Wheels, Pumps, Churns, Tarnishes, Pain.,
Oils, and all kiwi* of Hardware,

Fidelity i Deposit
of

)

J

f

Cienfuegos, April 3. Ar, sch Olive T Whittier, Whittier, Philadelphia.

heard f

SCOTT’S EMULSION
J4 about
|
notion 2
and have

a vague
is cod-liver oil with f
taste and smell and ?
other repulsive tea- 2
It is cod-liver oil, the
and the best in the x
but made so palata- 2
ble that almost everybody f
take it.
can
Nearly all §
children like it and ask for 2

f that it
5 its bad
2 all its
f tures.
2 purest
world,

^

$

^
>

|

|:

1Klurt'
|
|

i

<* looks like cream; it nourIsh.es the wasted body of
.b she baby, child or adult &
> better than cream or any
! /.her food in existence. It f
> oears about the same rela- 2
lion to other emulsions that f
If you $
cream does to milk.
b i/hve had
experience
any

^

|

2

f with other so-called

|
y

“just

good” preparations,
will find that this is

a

as

you
fact.

|
f
2

h?
Trie hypophosphites that arc
combined with the cod-livcr oil ?
give additional value to it because ^ j
b they tone up the nervous system 2
9 and impart strength to the whole (i

^
%

a
9

4

11

body.
50c. and $i .oo, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

9

£

“LITTLE MISS NOBODY’’
fbioay, hay isstn.

* I .BO

SHARK OF YOCR PATRONAGE

MASON &, HALL,

FORSYTH’S

At

their

1T8
The only Sl'RE and
SAFE remedy in
the market.

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock am net surplus... $ 527.152 07
.000.000 on
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyond capital. 1,134,138 88

Francis' Shoe Store,
S«

I.K

ACKSTS.

T(

er

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.

The subscribe!

|

OK

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

Waldo

County

Simmons.
Wellman.
In Belmont, April 7, Carrm E.
Wellman, aged 38 years, 4 months and 24 days.
Belfast

Price Current.

OF

At

BUCKSPORT

t rices

raid Producers.
6 00(5 8 00

FARMS'

plant

the

of the BEL-

CKEAMERY, will open

open for business

MONDAY, APRIL 17,

1 3( (514 0 Lamb Skins.
1 50(51 60 Mutton, p lb,
15(al8 Oats, p bu, 32

cream

made

and milk.

N

Nation
v

Loans and disc.units
Overdrafts, secured and uu
C. S. Bonds to se< tire
Stocks, securities. et<
Banking house.furniuir. o,
Due from approved reserv•
Checks and other cash itemNotes of other National Baid
Fractional paper nirrencv u.
rents.

/

„Mn

,t

as

agreed upon.

All to be served

...

Legal tender mees
Redemption fumi with
urer, f* per

Prompt payments will

of

cent

ir«-c!

Total.
HILITIt
<

apiral stock paiu

in

fund.
Surplus
C i.livided profits, less expt

alike.

paid.

taxes

EMERSON CREAMERY.

National Bank notes utsr.,
Due to other Natumai Banks
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject

>

SPRING GOODS.
HAVE YOU SEEN THE

..AT....

Total.
State

«'K

Main

k.

('•

n

resv

■■

.1 A

-—

per\cake,
for 25 cents?

m

1. (HAS. 1- (JO It DON.
named bank. «1*» stdeim-A
statement is true t<> the 1
(’HAS. 1belief.
Subscribed and sworn t
(lav of April. lS'td
L.S.
ji-

i.

Ml-

Correct. Allot
.IAMKS (J. 1 *KN Im
.1 OSH 1' A B Ml !
(JEO. 1 SMITH.

at S cents
4 cakes

NEW DRUG

Fern Leaf Soap
Only

OPEN ED M

5 cents per cake.

| White Clover Soap,

A

1U II

ahooks,
with

an

entirely Mb-

DRUGS

Foreclosure Notice.

PATENT HE Die I
TOILET ART INI

7(59
7(59

FANCY GOOD'

50(5)75

3wl5„

p

!T

Searsport, in the State "i
business April

Specie.

of Bel
\ITHEREAS, MARY BRO(iAN. formerly
V? fast, County of Waldo, State of Maine, (resiat this time not known) by her mortgage
dence
4(55
yel’weyes,
A. D. 1892, and recorded in
lb, 35va40 deed dated April 26,
Butter, p lb,
Registry of Deeds, Book 230, Page
55(560 Waldo County to
6(57 Potatoes,
Beef, p It),
the undersigned, a certain
conveyed
me,
4^4 1 2 441,
40(645 Round Hog,
Barley, p hu,
in said Belfast
6 00(5.7 00 lot or parcel of land situated
11 Straw, \> ton,
Cheese, p lb,
of Maine, on the westerly
State
of
Waldo,
16(517 County
10(512 Turkey, p lb,
Chicken, p lb,
side of Bay View street, and bounded ami describ
1
1-2(53
Tallow,
Calf Skins,
50(575
as follows, to wit: Beginning at the northeast
6@7 ed
14(515 Veal, p lb,
Duck, p lb,
corner of land conveyed to said grantor by Emily
17
11 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs, p doz,
Pendleton on said Bay View street; thence
A.
00
3
50(6,5
8(510 Wood, hard,
Fowl, p lb,
homelot to the north3 50(54 00 westerly by said grantor’s
13(5,15 W ood, soft,
Geese, p lb,
west corner thereof ; thence northerly by the
Retail Market
Retail PHce.
fence dividing the lot hereby conveyed from other
90(6)1 00 land of grantee to land occupied by SanfordtoHowBeef, corned, p lb, 7@8 Lime, P bbl,
said
4@5 ard ; thence easterly on said Howard's line
Butter salt, 14 2b hag, 18 Oat Meal, ft lb,
4 Bay View street; thence southerly by said Bay49 Onions, p lb,
Corn, p bu.
to place of beginning, containing
street
View
49
kerosene,
9(6,10
gal,
Cracked Corn, p hu,
Oil,
the same
49 Pollock, ip lb,
3@4 one-eighth acre, more or less. Being
Corn Meal, p bu,
7(6)8 premises to me this day conveyed by said grantee,
14 Pork, p lb
Cheese, p lb,
be
recorded
herewith;
to
deed
of
his
112
warranty
by
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p,bbl,
3 and whereas the condition of said mortgage has
5(68 Rye Meal, p lb
Codfish, dry, p lb
of the
12 Shorts, p cwt,
90@95 been broken, now therefore, by reason
Cranberries, p qt,
5 1-2(56 breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreClover Seed
11@12 Sugar, p lb,
said
of
closure
35
mortgage.
T.
4
75
I.,
bu,
60(64
Salt,
P
Four, p bbl,
Dated at Belfast, this tenth day of April, A. D.
3
G H.Seed, bu. 1 75@2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
EDWARD SIBLEY.
3@3 1899.
8@9 Wheat
Lard,
lb,
medium,

u
■

KKSOt H<

having purchased

/O cents per cake.

Produce Market.

,
I
1

BKPOKT OK THE COMB

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.

75(51001 Hay, p ton,
Apples, p bu,
dried, p lb, 4(5.5 Hides, p lb,
1 30(5140lLamb, p lb,
Beans, pea,

STATf. "i M AIM. »
1. c \V. Wl.si ITT.
Bank, do solemn!) ae
nieiit i- rue tot he la-st •■!
(
lief.
W
subscribed at d >«•
dav of April, 18V0).

Searsport

FLOWER LINE TOILET SOAP

Barbour. In Deer Isle, March 31, Samuel G.
Barbour, aged 8!> years.
Cunningham
In Holyoke. Mass.. March 30.
Laura F. (Johnson), wife of \' illiam W. Cunningham, a native of Rockland, aged 60 years, 3
months and 12 days.
Hinckley. Iii Riuehill, March 20, Lemuel P.
C. Hinckley,aged 6‘J years,4 months and 16 days.
Herrick*. In Camden. April 3. Frank, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Herrick, aged 24 years.
Kilburn. In Bucksport, April 1. Mrs Lucy J.
Killlmrn, aged 78 years, 11 months and 2f> days.
Mu liken
In Surry, April 3, James a Milliken. aged 82 jears, 6 months anil 2 days
McCrillis. In Belfast. April 7, Mary L. Me
Cri 11 is, aged 36 years and 7 mouths
Simmons. In'Friendship, April 3, Mrs. Neaiey

Total

1OS I

and solicit the patronage of the farmers’

DIED.

ai

I

Correct—Attest
.tollN «;. bi;
A. A NOW
W M. B SWA

FAST

Stonington.

n

<

The subscriber

Gray-Ghay. In Bar Harbor, April 0, Daniel
M. Gray and Miss Lizzie M. Gray, both of Bar
Harbor.
Holland Pillsbury
In Belfast. April 12, by
Rev. Fr J E. Kealy, Robert A. Holland, M. D.f
of Calais and Miss Mae E. Pilhbury of Belfast.
Hodgkins-Wyman. In Belfast,* April 10, at
the Methodist Episcopal parsonage, by Rev G. G.
Winslow. Victor L. Hodgkins and Miss Rosa May
Wyman, both of Isleshoro.
Morey-Tkundy. In Deer Isle, March 26. ("apt.
James F. Morey of Deer Isle and Miss Nellie
Trundy of
Staples-Berry. In Stockton Springs, April
11. by Rev. H. W. Norton of Searsport, George M.
Staples of Penobscot and Miss Lizzie S. Berry of
Stockton Springs.

;

>

ii.

<

Nationa! Bank not.-Due to other Nai i..i,a.
Due to Star.- Banks
1 )i\ idem!" unpaid
Individual dep.."its
Demand enifn ar.
■!

I

here y gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
BENJAMIN F. CHASE, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as tlie law directs.

!

of

cent,

i'apiral stock paid
Surplus fund
1 'mlivided
pr* fi; ".
taxes paid

j

ized agent.
ALFRED K. PAUL.
Poston, Mass., March 14. 1800.- twin

j

r> per

Total.

nnnitfl

Jg

i:•

Specie.
Legal tender
Kedemption fund u it

Owl 5

.A
hereby gives notice that lie Ins been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of
IDDO K. PAUL, late of Searsmont,
in the County of \\ aldo,deceased,ai dgiven bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased arc desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately to Win. P. Thompson ol Hid fast, my author-

e-3NK

agents)..

Tefal

Aggregate amount of liabilities, ineluding net surplus..$2,881,2'»0 75
Surety bonds promptly furnished 1 y
FRED ATW* Mi>, \gent Wintcrport, Me.

NATIONAL

Belfast, In the Mate of Maine,
business April '.

Due from approwd
Cheeks and othet ca-ii
Notes of other Nat:
Fractional paper
and cents.
Ln irfuf Mum
A'-

as
ac-

value..$2,8(11,200 75
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, ISOS.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.$
41.353 52
Amount required to safely insure
all outstanding risks.’.
485,708 55

!

,

RKSOt l!i

..

at

N

#'

Loans ami discount>.
<Kerdrafts. stn.rHl air!
r s Bonds i"
u v*
i\ S. Bonds on band
Premiums on I s. B.
is
Stock", sccurnic"
Banking-lions.-,! ii n«it
Due from National I.

..

of the company,

SOLICITKH.

BKPOKT OK THE COMMrin\

Mil.

ASSETTS, DECEMBER 13, ISDN.
Real estate owned by the company.
unincumbered —..'..$ 800,000 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value_'
1,801.5(17 00
(’ash in the company's principal office and in bank.....
14*5,470 45
Premiums in due course of collection, less coins., $30,040 40
113.253 30
sets

IS

BELFAST

Commenced business in 1 590.
Edwin Warfield, President.
Herman E. Boslkr, Secretary.

tual

Till!

f»« Main Sired, It.

..THY,

Co. of Md„

Aggregate of all the admitted

WHILE

Directors.
—

Haltimore,

FOR

Incorporated in 1890.

in rates for forward

have

B“A

X

SWEEPER

SALEM WHITE LEAD,
MONARCH MIXED PAINTS,
FLOOD <fc CONKLIN VARNISH,
DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS CARKI \<

Wc carry

MARRIED.

You may

CARPET

I

Notary public.

Sim-

; then
Aiter I used

me,

00

$290,209 26

Correct. Attest:
II F. DUNTON,
(HAS. 1*. HAZKLTINE,
( HARLES E. KNOWLTON,

Pendleton, Isles-

to two

to write to

2,260

Ba rciielder. In Belfast, April 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Batehelder, a son.
Robbins. In Stonington. to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Robbins, a daughter.
Stinson. In Stonington, April 4 to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert William Stinson, a daughter, 13 lbs.
Weed. In Little Deer Die, March 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Davis H. Weed, a son.

April 8.
Bootbbay ;
New York;
Apr. 11.

MASON & HALL,

14,556 00

against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immedi
atelv to E. D. Chase of Unitv. nv authorized
FRANK W. CHASE.
agent..
Newtonville, Mass., March 14, 1809.—3wl5

April 6. Solis. Thomas Borden, Darby,
Rockland, Volaut, Pendleton, do.
April 7. Sclis. A. Hayford, Ryan, Boston,
C. E. Pickering, Haskell, New York via
Stouington.
April 10 Sch. Fannie & Edith, Ryder,

walks

of

^

-:

{

Capital stock paid in.$ 60,000 1 0
fund.'
7,30000
Surplus
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
883 24
National Bank notes outstanding_
44,397 50

State

coastwise

SAILED.

Perusing This.

♦♦♦

4*02

of circulation.
....

33 "

DlNSflORE,

l.sn 45

I, FRANK R. WKiGIN, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the alove
statement is true to the best of my
knowledge
and belief.
FRANK R WKiGIN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to betore me this 12th
day of April, 1899.
J. S. H ARR1MAN,

JH1P NKYVSj.

Mark

more

1,00000

BORN.

York;

Very little

<

28.010 66

__

mons,

be

cent,

Total.

»The Kind You Have Always Bought

Schs. James

sck

We shall sell the lot—about 2

5,400 00

of’deposit.

AKKIVED.

The Belfast Header will

urer, 5 per

B. C.

fto.nnoon
4,12500
81,927 96

Due to State Banks and Bankers.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual d< posits subject to check.
Demand certificates

CA.STOH.IA..

7.
New

,

lo„e ol

LIABILITIES.

summer

BearB the

I S. Bonds to secure circulation_
Premiums on l. S. Bonds.
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking house, furniture, and tix
U>res.
Due 1 rom approved reserve agents...
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
Lawful Money liescrn in Hank, riz

Total

trades.

lumber tonnage
Orders are
numerous, but vessels are difficult to secure
the
week
has
been
85.50
During
paid from
Charleston to New York, though from
Brunswick the top rate reported thus far
has been $5.37 l 2
Ties upon the latter
Coal freights
voyage have paid 1(> 1 2 cents.
P’ast continue quiet, with rates showing an
easier tendency. Tonu -ge, however, is offered sparingly.

styles

need be said, cxi.
urge you to give this sale your early attention, for Hk
we have been holding, it is worthy of
special c

c

Bank,

I Specie... 10,500 00
I Legal-tender notes. 4,056 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas

gradually improving. The tonnage offerings, however, do not appreciably increase.
A decidedly stronger market is noticed for

I. William called on friends in Centre Montville last week-Miss Magde Thompson
has returned home from Massachusetts and
will teach the Searsmont village school this

April

or

j
j

are

brother grangers and neighbors met at his
residence one day last week and sawed and
Mr. Ramsey
spilt a large pile of wood.
has been ill fur a long time, but at present
is more comfortable... .The assessors made
their annual calls last week... .Miss Frances

cleaning.

for themselves

long voyage

is at present a very limited call.
Barrel petroleum freights remain quiet, with
rates nominally unchanged.
Lumber tonnage to the River Plate continues in deand
fml
market
are hid,
rates
mand,
though
owners are prompt m the acceptance of the
terms submitted. Gulf rates to Buenos
Ayres and Rosario are 813?/ 14, from Boston
and Portland 80 50 «£ 10,50, and Provinces
810?/11.
Tonnage for South America is
quite actively inquired for, but vessels of a
suitable character are very scarce. Advanced rates have been paid for lumber from
Southern ports to both Demerara and SuriWest
nam, and general cargo to Bahia.
Indian torin >ge, both out and home, is in
active demand, and rates under the influence

correspondent will be sure to give us its
weight-11. H. Kane was in North Palertin

vessels in

!

ports there

In last week’s county
recorded that a !'<Uh son was
born to a happy Palermo couple, ami its
Now, when
weight was twelve pounds.
some Palermo family welcomes the advent
of a big, bouncing son we hope The Journal

mo

MISCELLANY.

vessels. Case oil shippers are prepared to
negotiate for tonnage to Japan and Calcutta,
and are willing to meet full recent rates to
these destinations, but to other far Eastern

was

Owners of cottages at Maple Grove Camp
Ground are making preparations for early

paid

obtain

put
Georges pond, Liberty....
Solomon Palmer has g»-ue to Lawrence,
Mass.... Frank P. Bennett went to South
Liberty last week and made some repairs on
Mr. Leigher's mill... .Spencer Hamilton of
Lowell, Mass., \ isited R II. K me last
week... J J. Clement has accept* 1 a position as superintendent of Jesse Frye's large

they

large

M

to|^|FfcBB%^ %^|be

pair.

a

$2.90.

!i

Loans and discounts.
..$107,686 90
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
r>3 58

Tim Colonial lines have considerable ton- j
nage under engagement, and with their ;
earlier wants covered they
now seek
to

Tasker and
boat which

in

to

are

Albion Crosby lias returned to Camden,
where be is employ 1 in the foundry.

house

several

ever visits Rockland, Maine, and
along Park street to No. 83, he will find a
well kept and well stocked store full of organs
iiot able to
pianos and sewing machines. If he were to make
Boston.
the counties of Kn< x, Lincoln, Rockland.
April 21. Very Cold. Pumps in houses ! inquiries through
Waldo and Hancock, amongst the farming comApril 12. Scbs. James A. Brown, Simfroze solid.
April 11, 1879. Tough snow storm, 12 munity and the dwellers in the rural villages, he mons, Rockland; Silas McLoon, Morrill, do.
AMERICAN PORTS.
inches of snow fell.
was
would find that the owner of the said stock
April ly. Tough storm. Badly drifted hi pretty well known, and that he had placed a vast
New York, April 3. Ar, sch Etta A Stimpthe back part of town. Teams went in the
quantity of his wares in the territory contributory son, Brunswick; 4, cld, bark Mannie Swan,
fields.
Higgins, Barbados; sld, sch Mary L Crosto Rockland. He will also find that the gentleman
April 15, 1881.
snow
storm.
12
by, Brunswick ; 5, ar, sclis Maggie Mulvey
Heavy
referred to, Mr. W. \V. Morgan, stands high in the
inches fell.
and Mcnawa,New Bedford; c.d, sch Sarah
June lb. Very coid. Wind N. W. Flur- estimation of his fellowmen for square, upright, D J Raw-son, French, Cienfuegos; 0, ar, sclis
ries of snow m the
honest dealing, and that his reputation lor verAustin D Knight, Tampico; Carrie A Buckmorning.
April 1, 1882. Below zero.
acity is unquestioned. The experience of such nam, Tapley, Azua; Rabboni, Lord, New
April 7. Snow storm.
Bedford; 8, ar, sell Nat. Ayer, Providence;
men, when made public through the press, aie
April 28. Snow storm. Wind N. Cold.
9, ar, scbs Henry Crosby, Azua; F C Pendlethoroughly reliable, and in this ] articular in- ton, Savannah ; 10, cld, brig Teles, Desterro;
10 or 12 inches fell.
May 3. Very cold. Ice made 5 8 inch stance, where investigation is courted, either by- sch Isaiah K Stetson, Sanchez and Samara
thick in night.
letter or in personal interviews, hi.- < pinion of the Bay.
April b, 1883. Ice leaving the harbor. article he discusses ought to be convinc ing. Read
Boston, A] ri 1 5. Ar, sell Susan N PickerAbout all gone.
ing, Haskell, Fernandina ; 0, ar, sclis Mary
this: Mr. Morgan says:
10.
Farrow ,W iscasset; James A Webster, North
April
Ice ieft the docks
“My physician treated me for spinal trouble,
April 25. Snowstorm.
Haven; cld, sch Maiy E Palmer, Haskell,
no good. I bad pains in the small of the
it
did
but
Mriy 2, 1885. Snowed ail day. About 12
Philadelphia; 7, ar, sch Mentora, Grant, Ooback; was so lame that 1 could baldly get about land ; 8, sld, hark Thomas A Goddard, Rrinches fell.
And ail will remember the big snow storm
to attend to my business, and had a very annoysario; 9, sld, sch Eagle, Banger; 10, ar, scbs
of April ’87.
ing and distressing urinary difficulty, particularly R F Pettigrew, Newport News; Gov. Ames,
observable at night. It came on me a year or so do; cld, ship State of Maine, New' York.
“Aunt Jane Ellis.”
A tribute to her

mid the booming of
the Searsport band,
has been here since

MARINE

made

were

]%

RESOURCES.

Matanzas,

New York, April 7. Sch Carrie A Bucknam, Tapley, from Azua, reports, when off
Cape Lookout, March 29, took a hurricane
from SVV to NVV, during which a heavy sea
swept the decks and burst the foresail.
Lightning splintered the inizzeutopmast and
stunned the man on the lookout, who remained unconscious four days.
The barkentme White Wings, at Baltimore, loaded and ready to sail for Rio Janeiro, was detained in port there, owing to
the scarcity of seamen.
This scarcity of
men has sent monthly wages from $20 to $25
per month to $30 per month, and the owners
of the vessels have been obliged to send to
New York for a crew. The White Wings
mailed the 0th.
The old steamer Seaboard, which was
brought to Boston last spring with the intention of plying to Maine ports, but which
had to abaudou the project on account of
being refused a license by the local steamboat inspectors, put into Norfolk April 5th
in distress.
She was on the way from New
York to Mobile, and when off Currituck
light she became unmanageable in the heavy
weather, and her head could not be kept up
to the sea. The waves stove a great hole iu
her stern, and she had difficulty in reaching
Norfolk.
Charters. Ship A. G. Ropes, New York
to San Francisco, general cargo, p. t.
May.
Sch. Georgia Gilkey, Porto Rico to North of
Hatteras, sugar, 13 cents, bags, and IS cents
hhds. Sch. Jennie A. Stubbs, New York to
Porto Rico, general cargo, and back, p. t.
Sell. W. Wallace Ward, Tampa to Carteret,
phosphate, p. t. Sch. Isaiah Hart, St. Simons to New York, lumber $5.37 1-2.
Sch.
Augustus Palmer, Philadelphia t<> Portland,
coal $1.3U and b. in. Sch. Hattie McG. Buck,
Cambridge, Md., to Oyster Bay, oyster shells
$1 20 and discharged.
Freights The Freight Circular of Brown
<& Co., New York, reports for the week endThere is seemingly less deing April 8th:

Mrs.

see

Ar, bark

and

■

busine*s, April 5, IsQq.

New York.

administered upon

was

Morrill

3.

National

At Belfast, in the State of Maine at the

Francisco.

Havana, April

Cilley.wlio

bach has been in trade there eight years, is
health, and proposes taking a
long needed rest-The Morrill Base Ball
Club gave an entertainment at the Grange
Hall last Friday evening-We were glad

at

April 5th, very
sailing his iceboat on

April 12. Ice left the river as far as Win*
terport.
Ajmi 14. Snowstorm. Wind N. E. Cold.
April 15. Steamer Cambridge reached
Jbetlast as far as the monument. Landed
freight and passengers on ice.
April 17. Heavy rain storm. Wind S. E.
Steamer Cambridge reached here at 3 r. m.

ver, San

in rather poor

with

■

assistant
at"

hei's

baptism

Befast, Me.

RKPORT OP THE CONDITION Ol THE

Peoples

Lowell, disg.
Buenos Ayres, March 31. Ar, ship Great
Admiral, Sterling, Boston; April 10, ar, brig
Havilah, Richardson, New York.
London, April 9. Ar, Ship R 1) Rice, Car-

Henry Rogers out again, after
And, finally, we are
<*f
was
in
Herman Baclielder
Swauville
glad that your correspondent is getting
town last week taking orders for curtians
about again after suffering since March 1st

a:

T.-at

!

Miss Martha Matthews has returned home
from Monroe, where she has been for the
past few weeks.

by

lbe

her

week.

The remains of Mrs.
Lucy A. Nickels,
who died m Lowell, Mass., arrived
train
ace

Thompson is in East Belfast
sister, Mrs. John Hutchins.

Vida

A. H. Ellis, who lives just over in Swanville, lost one of his span of horses last

due to sail on April 18th, 20
and 22nd. and will be
good to return until
and including April doth.

1-

Moutenego Bay, Jain, March 20. Sid, sch
Maud Snare, Lowell, Chester, Pa.
Matanzas, March 31. In port, sch Herald,

Knox. At the latter place, 35 persons observed the sacrament of the Lord s supper.
_Rev. A. I). Thibodeau preached his farewell sermon here last Sunday from Matt. 7 ;
29.
It was a sermon which offered much
food for thought. In the two years be lias
endeared himself to all and will leave us
with the kindest regards of all good citizens.
.Mr. Charles Brown has bought the
stock ami trade of Mr. Lewis YV inchenbacli
and will begin business this week at the old
stand, under the Grange Hall. Mr. Winchen-

Frank Trundy, who has been ill for
the past few months, is improving.

visiting

of

candidate

Phenix Row,

Manufacturer,

®®®®®«®®®®®®®®«®®®«®®®®®®®®®,»®®®®®®«®®®®®®»®®®®®®®®®®i*)

Morrill in the forenoon and at Half Moon
Stream, Knox, in the afternoon. The ordione

Mrs.

steamer

on

§•>

extreme

a t e st

and $?.00

•)
(•

•)

last week on business.The
A team
in very bad condition.

nance

Rose Lowe ihas been employed by Capt.
T. D. Nickerson the past week.

I

I

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

(•

Morrill. Rev. W. W. Ogier held quarterly meeting services Sunday, April 2d, at
1

1

(•
•)

•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

I

roads are
breaks through at nearly every step.

the employ of

Miss

General manager Hill of the B. & B. 8.
S. Co. announces to those
attending the
East Maine Conference at Rockland that
li Kets will be sold at one fare for the
rouud
trip

in

>

»)

•)

in town

was

Lemuel Perkins of Monroe.

Mrs.

Next

see

*

'*

working for J. E. Ellis in the mill, sawed
the end of his finger off last wreek- Fred
Rumney, who has been in the employ of C.
W. Barnes the past year, is contemplating
going to Massachusetts.R. E. Freeman

ITEMS.

The

Spain.

There will be
able

SEARSPORT

For additional North Searsport items
page 2.

home from

stationed during the

was

H.

on

•->

is
NORTH

visited Nellie Trussed

ife

longer.... J.

Certainly,

to

<9

on

den will remain

I

i

Waldo. Emerson Elwell is quite sick....
Mrs. Susan Barnes has gone to Mass, to
visit her daughter_Mrs. J. C. Littlefield
and her granddaughter, Miss Olive Marden,
left Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Littlefield
will return in about two weeks.
Miss Mar-

E. B. B.

0. k., will confer the

O.

have

soul

a

«

•j

friends.

May God bless you,“Aunt Jake,”
Your journey of life is o’er.

medicai treatment.

town.

business... .Mr. Charles Clark lias
moved to Belfast.... Mr. C. O. Hatch and I.
F. Gould were iu Belfast last Thursday on
business_Mrs. E. Curtis ami daughter
Flossie are in Belfast for a short stay with

more.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

! AN DNDSDAL OCCASIOI

«
c*
•>

benefit the |
prefer
Mr. Hall will be f ! By a fortunate forethought
our part we were abk
general public.
SOULE & HARRINGTON’S
pleased to show you the nobby suits | | HATHAWAY,
pies. As is well known they are the largest manul
I and top coats. From maker to wearer I men’s strictly finel
g*
gy Ishoes i,
ed
States.
"M
intermediate
are
They
I
profits.
| direct, saving

Miss Bertie Thompson, who spent the winter
with her sister in Connecticut, has arrived
home_There will be a sociable at the
Grange Hall this, Thursday, evening. All
are expected.... Mr. Sanford Lane is in Boston

2

|
I
|

Prospect Village. Miss Grace Partridge
of Belfast, who has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. I. F. Gould, has returned home-The
S. B. I. S. will meet this, Thursday, afternoon, with Mr. and Mrs. John F Libby.

Her face so seamed and wriuked,
apt. J. C. Gilmore left by steamer Tuea- !
Her hair both scant and gray,
da> tor a short trip to Boston and New Her form bent over from
working
York
As she toiled on day by day.
Miss Flora Webber of Belfast was tbe And yet this good old soul
From her meagre, scanty store
guest oi her sister, Mrs. J. E. Webber, last
Never withheld a bite of food,
week.
Or turned the needy from her door.
Rev R. G. Harbutt will have something
To be kind to God’s creatures,
next
Sunthe
on
to say
temperance question
To aid the

CUTTINS PRICES?

§

---

i

day

a

W. H. Nickerson was in Rockland, Camden and Warren last week on business and
called on Nathaniel Larrabee, who wras for-

The woodbox in the corner
On which we used to sit
And watch in calm contentment
This good old woman knit.

1
12

number from this vicinity went to
East Belfast one day last week and assisted
Everett Nickerson in building his barn.

Quite

A®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®*)®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®® ® ®®®®®®®®®<g

(•>

STATIONER'1
Physicians’ Prescript'
Caretuily Compounded
a. k. pm 1

Registered

4»13

RIDE A

I’l>1

—

“SPALDING.
«W-See CARLE & IQNt'

“LiTTLE MISS MOMM
FRIDAY, MA'

